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The two fighlimg men circled warily.

In the Orbit of Saturn
By R. F. Starzl

T
HE Celestia, gliding through due to the halting of the ship’s rota-

space toward Titan, major tion on its axis. At the same time the

satellite of Saturn, faltered ship^ fictitious gravity, engendered
in her course. Her passen- by the centrifugal force of its rota-

gers, mostly mining engineers and tion, ceased, so that passengers, most
their wives, stock- of whom were as-

holders, and a sembled in the

•printing of vis- Di.,ui..d .. . volvnl.-r pri.on.r main 8a!on > which
itors, were aware on a pirate npace *hip, an I. F. P. occupied the en-

of a cessation of man penetrate* the myntery of the tire midship sec-

the- heavens’ ap- tion, drifted away
parent gyrations, from the curved
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floor, whose contour followed that of

the outer skin, to flounder in helpless

jconfusion.

A woman screamed. A rasping

sound, as of metal scraping against

the hull, came from one point in the

circumference, and here the port-

holes were obscured by a dark mass
that blotted out the stars.

An old man, clinging to a luxuri-

ously upholstered chair, and pale

with fright, cried:

“It’s those damned pirates. If they
find out who I am it’ll break the com-
pany to ransom me.”

“If the company thinks it worth
while to ransom you,” retorted hiB

youngish, satufnine companion, who
seemed less scared than annoyed.
Questions darted back and forth.

J4o word came from the control room
forward, and little of what trans-

pired outside could be seen through
the thick glass ports. The pirate ship

loomed over them like a monstrous
leech, its bolts sharply etched in

black and white by the sunlight from
their stern. Beyond that was only

the velvety darkness—the absolute

vacuity of space that carries no
sound, refracts no light. A battle was
raging out there, but of that nothing
could be seen or heard in the salon.

Only a dull, booming vibration

through the flyer’s hull, made by
the rockets in a useless effort to

shake off their captor.

OF all the passengers, none un-

derstood the situation as well

as Quirl Finner. In imagination he

lollowed the desperate struggle that

Was going on out there, for the men
Who were selling their lives were his

companions in arms, the ship’s guard
of the redoubtable I. F. P., the Inter-

planetary Flying Police who carried

the law of white men to the outer-

most orbit of the solar system.

Quirl bristled, but he maintained
his pose of indifference—of the

sightseeing passenger who depended
blindly on the ship’s crew for his

own safety. In appearance he might
easily have been tlje pampered son of

some millionaire that he imperson-
ated. His close-fifcting silken tunic

of blue, with itB bright yellow roll-

collar, the turban pf fine yellow lace,

the close-fitting trpusers that showed
bis lithe yet powerfully molded legs,

the thin-soled loW boots—all pro-

claimed him the topical time-killing

dandy of the timep. His superb pro-

portions made Him look smaller,

lighter than he rjeally was, and his

lean features, whifch under the I.F.P.

skullcap would have looked hawk-
like, were sufficiently like the patri-

cian fineness of the character part he

was playing. Young men of means in

the year 2139 were' by no means with-

out their good points. They indulged
in athletic sports

j

to counteract the

softening influence of idleness, and

so Quirl Finner l^ad no misgivings

about the success of his disguise.

Yet he could not refrain from lis-

tening intently fofr every sound that

penetrated the hull. His part was to

be captured by the pirate, who hid

been named “The Solar Scourge" by
sensational newscasters, and to learn

all he could, andj eventually to be

ransomed by a “wealthy father” with

his priceless information. So he

Waited, chafing, while men he knew,

men who had faced the perils of

space with him, met their death.

After a time there came the sudden
crackling of the air-tight bulkhead
which separated the salon from the

forward sections,
j

Quirl knew what

this meant. The; pirates had suc-

ceeded in breaching a hole through

the ship’s skin, and the air of the for-

ward section had rushed into space.

It was sickening jto think of those

brave men up th^re caught in the

suddenly formed yacuum. Long be-

fore the bulkhead! had ceased crack-

ling he knew thejy were dead, and

that the pirate cjrew had entered,

wearing vacuum sjiits, and was even

then replenishing the air so the pas-

sengers could be tQken alive.
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THEY bad been in the prison

bold of the pirate ship for five

days, terrestrial time. This was noth-

ing like the spacious quarters they

had occupied before. A cross-section

of their prison would have looked

like a wedge with a quarter circle

for its blunt end. The curved wall of

the great cylindrical projectile, near-

ly a hundred feet in diameter, was

their floor, on which they could walk

like flies on the inside of a wheel

rim. The walls of the room, on two
sides, converged toward the top, un-

til they joined the sides of a well-

like tunnel that ran from the nose

of the ship to its tail, where the

rocket nozzles were. A door pierced

the tunnel side, and under this door

was a metal platform, from which
one could either climb into the pas-

sage or down a ladder into the hold.

A pirate guard held this platform,

from where he could peer over the

top of a curtain which gave scant

privacy to the men and women pris-

oners on either side of it.

On the floorplates, without even
the meager comfort of the dried

Martian weeds that had been given
to the women, sat or lay the men.
They Bhowed their dejection, their

faces covered with new growths of

beard, their clothes crumpled and
tom. The only furniture consisted

of a long, light metal table on the

women’s Bide, securely bolted to the

floor. The prisoners were obliged to

stand at this when eating their meals.

The whole cheerless scene was cold-

ly illuminated by a single light-

emanating disk just under the
guard's platform.

Steps echoed hollowly metallic
from above. Quirl wondered if it waB
already time for the galley boy to
bring the immense bowl of hot stew
for the noon meal.

r
' was not. It was Moby Gore, the
huge and overbearing first mate

of the pirates on his daily mission of
inspection and prisoner baiting.

Quirl crept further into his corner.

It would be fatal to his plan for him
to attract the attention of this petty
tyrant. It was hard enough to keep
away from him—to crush back the
almost overwhelming desire to fly at

him, fists hammering.
Gore came down the ladder delib-

erately, pausing on the lower steps

to look around with his little, pig's

eyes. His head wa6 set well forward
on his thick, muscular neck, so that

he had to look out from under his

beetling brows in a manner peculiar-

ly ape-like. His heavy face was
smooth-shaven, and his blue-black

jowls and chin looked painfully

smooth. His coarse, black hair was
brushed back and plastered firmly to

his bullet head.

His body wa6 heavy, but moved
with deadly smoothness and preci-

sion. The customary harness which
passed around his naked torso sup-
ported a double-barreled ironizing

electrocution pistol, and also a short,

savagely knobbed riot club. Depend-
ing from the belt at his waist were
short pants, which displayed the

thick, hairy legs with their cable-

like muscles. On his feet were thick

socks, so that his toes were able to

curl around the rungs of the ladder.

Satisfied with his quick, darting
inspection, Gore now came all the

way down. At the foot of the ladder

lay an elderly man in the oblivion of

sleep. Gore’s foot came down on the

thin chest. With savage pleasure he
bore down, so that the old man’s star-

tled squawk ended in a fit of cough-
ing. Gore cuffed him aside roughly,

growling:
"Old squiffer 1 Let that learn you

to sleep out of the way!’’ He laughed
coarsely when one of the prisoners,

with the temerity of anonymity,
started to boo, but received no sup-

port.

CARELESSLY Gore passed

among the prisoners. Here and

there he halted, snatching some arti-
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de of finery or inconspicuous bit of

jewelry that he had overlooked be-

fore. They shrank from him, only

too glad to see him pass on to the

next unfortunate.

"You, there!" Gore rasped, indi-

cating Quirl with his stubby fore-

finger. “Come on out o’ there, you!”
Quirl hoped that the brutal mate

would not hear the thudding of his

beating heart, or that if he did, he

would take it for fear. He came slow-

ly toward Gore, who was greedily

eyeing the young man’s brightly col-

ored and valuable tunic. Quirl came
too slowly.

“What do you take me for?” Gore
bellowed in unreasonable anger. He
Btrode forward, the prisoners scat-

tering before him. His large, knotty

hand closed on Quid's arm, and
jerked, with the intention of whirl-

ing this reluctant prisoner across the

room. But Quid was heavier, and
his arm harder, than Gore had sup-

posed. The hand came away, and
with a tearing scream, the beautiful

silk garment ripped off, ruined, dis-

closing Quid's- white and well-knit

body.
“You done that a-purposel” Gore

roared, and then his great ape’s arms
were around Quid, trying to break

his back.

But that seemingly slight body
would not bend, and, as much as Gore
might tug and heave, he could not

force Quirl back. The little pig-eyes

glared, and there was death in them.

Suddenly Gore let go. His hand
leaped to the short club at his side,

and he swung the weapon in a vi-

cious arc. Quid’s relaxed forearm

met it, sappingwiost of its force. Yet
when it struck his head it seemed to

burst like a ball of fire. He crashed
against the wall and sank to the floor

only half conscious.

“Gore! Gore!” yelled the guard
from the platform, “ ’member how
sore the Old Man was about the laBt

terrie you killed? Better lay off.”

"Shut yo’r damned mug !” Gore

yelled back. Bpt he gave up his idea

of kicking the prisoner, and with a

menacing glare jfor the guard, passed
on.

AS Quid’s mind slowly cleared

he congratulated himself for

his repression.
! During his struggle

with Gore his h^nd had come in con-

tact with the bqtt of the mate’s elec-

trogun. He cou|d easily have pulled

it out of its hplster and turned it

against its owtier. But this hasty

action would not only have assured

his own death, but would have de-

stroyed the only chance the I.F.P,

had of learning “The Scourge’s” se-

crets.

Gore slowly worked his way to the

women’s side of the hold. Here, much;
to the amusement of the guard and
himself, he began stripping off their

long, flowing robes, disclosing their

nude bodies. He seemed to see par-

ticular humor in heaping indignity

on the older women >
commenting

coarsely on their shortcomings. The
men viewed this with set, pale faces.

But none dared; to interfere. In their

midst was an object lesson, his head

swathed in bandages. He had been

the first to resept this exhibition, an

almost daily event, when the mate’s

roving eye ha<^ happened to alight

upon his wife.

All at once i Gore's careless and

derogatory progress was halted, and

he stared with terrifying intentness

at the girl who had until that day

managed to escape his notice. Gore

had torn off a nondescript black cape

that had covered her head and face,

and the golden silk robe she wore. To
Quirl, watching from a space of some

sixty feet, her beauty came like a

shock. He remembered her as Lenore

Hyde, whom hi had seen only once

before as she emerged briefly from

her stateroom.
j

About five feet, six inches tall, her

Blim figure was| dwarfed by the huge

bulk of the mite. Her golden hair

tumbled over her slim shoulders, al-
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most to her waist, where a tasseled

cord held the clinging silk close to

her. Her face, so white that it seemed
like silver in that gorgeous setting,

was cold and defiant. There was no

fear in those deep blue eyes under

the straight brows—only loathing

and contempt.

Gore was not concerned with the

personal feelings of his prize. He
licked his wide, cruel lips, seizing

the girl's arm as in a vise. His other

big, dirty hand slipped into the col-

lar of her robe.

BUT the ripping of fabric did not

come. Instead there was a

sharp crack, and Gore, too surprised

even to move, stared at the little man
who had hit him.

Again crack! The impact of fist on
jaw. The blow was too weak to hurt

this toughened veteran of countless

battles. But slowly a tide of dull red

welled up over the bull neck, turn-

ing the blue-black jowls to purple,

and the walls echoed to Gore’s roar

of anger.

Again the fists of the smaller man
smacked, this time drawing a trickle

of blood from Gore’s mouth. Then
the thick fingers closed on the brave
passenger’s wrist, and the tremen-
dous muscles swelled as, with a quick
movement. Gore thrust his adver-

sary back of him, grasping the other
wrist also. Then with slow, irresisti-

ble motion, he began drawing the
thin arms forward, stretching them,
until the unfortunate man, drawn
against the barrier of Gore’s back, be-

gan to shriek with pain.

Still Gore pulled, grinning evilly,

and his victim’s shoulder blades
lifted under the tight Bkin of his

back as they took the strain. Shriek
followed shriek, until the guard on
the platform glanced furtively out
into the central well. There came a
dry, tearing crackle as the bones of
the arms were drawn out of their
sockets, and then the shrieks ceased
as merciful unconsciousness came.

Gore tossed the limp body carelessly

away.
"The beast!” Quirl gritted his

teeth. But he stayed where he was,

hiding his clenched fists, for his was
a specific assignment, and men of the

I.F.P. know the meaning of the word
"duty.”

In a better humor again. Gore
looked around.

"Come on, you little ginnyl” he
chortled. "I see you! Come to Mo-
by, my beauty. You’ll be queen of

the- hold, and this scurvy litter will

kiss your feet every day.”

HE pursued her as she ran, bowl-
ing over or trampling on the

fear-stricken prisoners as they tried

to scramble out of his way, men and
women alike. But she made up in

agility what she lacked in strength,

lifting up the hem of her robe so that

her legs twinkled bare, ducking un-

der Gore’s outstretched arms, or leap-

ing over the fallen form of some
stumbling, panic-stricken unfortu-

nate.

Only in her eyes was there a true

picture of her terror. Gore’s uncer-
tain temper was changing again, and
in a few moments he was cursing
foully, his little red-rimmed eyes
glistening, as he dashed after her
with short, boar-like rushes.

Again she skimmed past where
Quirl cowered in simulated fear, and
the look she gave him struck straight

at the disguised officer’s heart. So it

was that when she slipped and fell to

her knees, and Gore charged in with
a triumphant laugh, Quirl met him
with no thought of anything, no feel-

ing but the joy of battle, the delight

of a strong man when he meets a foe

whom he hates. And to that heady,

feral emotion was added the unfor-

gettable picture of a lovely face

whose obvious fear was somehow
tempered by hope and confidence—in

him!
As Gore lunged past, Quirl struck

him. It was a short, sharp, well-
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timed jab that would have knocked
out an ordinary man. But Gore was
by no means ordinary. The blow laid

open his cheek against the jawbone,
but Gore scarcely slowed as he
swerved. With a bellow of rage, he
came straight at Quirl, arms out-

stretched.

Philosophers have Baid that no
matter how far the human race ad-

vances in the sciences, its fundamen.
tal reactions will still be atavistic.

Gore could have dispatched Quirl in

a second with his ray weapon, with
perfect safety. Yet it is doubtful
that the weapon even entered his

mind. As he came to the battle he
was driven only by the primitive
urge to fight with his hands, to maim,
to tear limb from limb like the great
simians whom he resembled.

TO Quirl, coolly poised, the pic-

ture of Gore did not inspire ter-

ror. In the passengers, it did. They
saw a brutal giant, gorilla-like, and
roaring like a beast, charging at a

half-naked youth apparently only
half his size. It seemed that those tre-

mendous arms must break him at the

first touch.

But the grasping hands slipped off

the lithe body as if it were oiled,

leaving only angry red welts along
Quirl’s ribs. As the officer edged
away he planted two blows on Gore’s

nose, which began to bleed freely.

Again Gore rushed, and spat ! spat

!

two seemingly light blows landed on
his face, opening a cut above his eye
and another on his cheek bone. In a

few seconds of battling he had be-

come a shocking sight, with his fea-

tures almost obscured by welling
blood.

Again Quirl measured him, and
this time, instead of evading the
grasp of the mate’s eager arms, he
stepped right between them. Like a

wraith he slipped into their embrace,
and before they could grasp him,
standing so close that his chest al-

most touched his adversary’s, he

whipped a right to Gore’s jaw. It was
the kind of punch that makes cham-
pions, a whiplike lash of the fore-

arm, with relaxed muBcles that tight-

en at the moment of impact. A punch
with “follow-through’’ fit to knock
out ninety-nine men out of a hun-
dred.

But it did not knock out Gore, and
Quirl had to pay dearly for his error.

Gore was staggered, but his mighty
arms closed, hugging his slighter op-

ponent to his hairy chest so that the

breath was choked out of him, and
the metal studs on hiB harness
gouged cruelly into Quid’s flesh. His
face was blue before he could work
his arm loose, and begin to prod with
stiffened fingerp at Gore's throat
Gore had to let go then, and Quirl

broke away, box^d for a few moments
until he had recpvered, and then pro-

ceeded to chop
|

Gore’s face beyond
any semblance otf humanity.
The mate had dropped hi6 ray

weapon, and now searched for it with

blinded eyes. I^e flung his riot club,

and it flew wide of the mark. It was
obvious that he was going to be beat-

en into insensibility.

THE guard qn the platform, see-

ing the tr^nd of the battle,

shouted hoarsely up the well, and in

a few minutes fdur men, hard-bitten,

villainous looking fellows, tumbled
down the ladder jand joyously joined

in the fray. It \fas then only a mat-

ter of seconds before Quirl lay on

the floor-plates, battered and bleed-

ing, but still feebly fighting, while

Gore sat astride him, seeking with

vicious fingers for Quirl's eyes. At

the same time hts men were kicking

at the helpless man’s body wherever

they could reach: him.

At the sight qf this brutality the

other prisoners,
j

forgetting for the

moment their own cowed condition,

set up such a bedlam of noise that

the guard began to look furtively up

the passage, and 'fro shout at the ruf-

fians.
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Suddenly he woe whirled aside,

and a figure in uniform, moving with

uncanny speed for a men so massive,

appeared upon the platform and

bounded down the Udder. He was

among the struggling men on the

door in a moment, and became a maze

of flailing arms and legs. Like ten-

pins the pirates scattered, and the

giant pulled off the mate. Gore could

not see, but as he writhed he knew he

wu in the grip of the pirate captain.

Captain Strom’s harsh, ascetic face

was dangerous, and his steely gray

eyes compelling. The men managed
slovenly salutes.

"Gore," Strom snapped, “have your
n»n get some watet and mop up this

blood. How many times have I told

you to quit mauling the prisoners?

D’ye think I'm in this business to

provide amusement for you? Hence-
forth keep out of this hold. Hear?”
“Yes, sir,” Gore muttered sullenly.

“Took five of you bumB to handle

him, did it?" Strom remarked sar-

donically, stooping to pick up the

unconscious Quirl. He carried him
eaily, up the ladder. As they disap-

peared Strom’s voice boomed out:

“Dr. Stoddard I Stoddard I Messen-
ger, have Stoddard report at my
cabin."

THE mate was wiping the blood
off his face with a rag.

“I tried to call yer,” the guard
whined.

“That tears it I" Gore exclaimed
fiercely, bursting into a string of
tbuse. But one of his henchmen
nudged him.
“Keep yer tongue in yer face, Gore,

till the time comet."
Gore said nothing, but glared sav-

agely at the prisoners.
“Oet the buckets and mops!" he

•Mrled at his men, and they fled pre-
cipitately.

.

A long, wailing noise came
“rough the hatch:
"Soopsonl S-o-o-psont”
“Here comes yer grub, damn you,"

M

Gore growled at the prisoners in gen-
eral. A shuffling sound followed the
singsong call, and then a “galley

boy" of forty years or so, badly crip-

pled by club-feet, shuffled up to the

hatch and laboriously let himself

down to the platform. The huge bowl
of stew he was carrying was far too

heavy for him, and his strained, thin

face was beady with sweat.

“Get a move on, Sorko 1" Gore bel-

lowed up at him. “Get your swill

down here. Some o' these swine are

goin’ short this time, anyway."
Sorko set the big bowl down at the

top of the steps and began to descend
backward. Then he resumed his bur-

den.

But he was nervous, and had barely

started when hi9 crippled feet, far

too big for his thin shanks, became
entangled. He gave a giddy Bhriek

and fell over backward, landing on
his back, and lay still. His pale,

freckled face became greenish.
But the bowl, filled to the brim by

its greasy, scalding hot contents,
flew in a sweeping parabola, tipping
as it fell, so that the entire contents
cascaded on Gore, drenching him
from head to foot. Howling with
rage and pain he* danced around. He
was utterly beside himself. When he
was able to see he rushed for Sorko.
who was moaning with returning
consciousness, and picked up the
frail body to hurl it against the floor.

“Stop, or you’re dead !"

THAT voice, so incisive and clear,

was a woman’s. Gore found him-
self looking into the little twin fun-
nels of his own ray projector. They
were filled with a milky light, and
the odor of ozone was strong. The
girl had only to press the trigger and
a powerful current would leap along

the path of those ionizing beams.
And Gore would murder no more.

Stupidly, he let Sorko slide to the

floor, where the poor fellow recov-

ered sufficiently from his paralyzing

fright and hia fall to scuttle away.
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Looking past the menacing weap-
on. Gore saw the girl, Lenore Hyde.
Her limpid eyes under their straight

brows were blazing, and he read in

them certain death for himself.

“Up that ladder 1” she ordered

sharply, “and stay out 1 Guard, when
this beast is gone I will give you this

weapon. Now, connect up your skip-

per.”

Too surprised to disobey, the

guard threw the televisor switch, and
in a moment Strom’s stern face ap-

peared on the screen. He compre-
hended the situation immediately.

“Do as she 6ays,” he ordered

brusquely. “Stoddard is coming to

take care of that man of hers that

Gore beat up.”

A few minutes later she was tear-

fully assisting the ship's doctor to

put the man with the dislocated

shoulders on a stretcher.

"Your husband?” asked Stoddard,

who resembled a starved gray rat.

“My brother,” she exclaimed sim-

ply.

"Want to take care of him?” And
at her eager assent, he said, "Can't

afford to let him die. Your family

got money?”
"Yes. yes ! They will pay anything
—anything—to get him back safely.”

The doctor grinned with satisfac-

tion.

MEMORY returned to Quirl

with the realization that he

was lying on a metal bunk in an out-

side stateroom, where he could see

the orderly procession of the stars

through the floor ports as the ship

rotated. His body was racked with

pain, and his head seemed enormous.

His sensation, he discovered, was due

to a thick swathing of bandages.

As he stirred something moved in

an adjoining bunk, and Dr. Stod-

dard's peaked face came into view.

“How do you feel?” he asked pro-

fessionally.

"Rotten!”
“We’ll fix that.” He left, returning

a few minutes l^ter with a portable
apparatus somewhat resembling its

progenitor, the diathermy generator.

He disposed a dumber of insulated

loops about Quill’s body and head,

connecting themjthrough flexible ca-

bles to his machine. As a gentle bum-
ming began, Quijrl was conscious of

an agreeable wanjnth, of a quickening
all over his body. A great lassitude

followed, and hejslept.

When he awbke again Captain

Strom was standing beside him. He
had taken off his'coat, and bis power-

ful body filled the blouse he was
wearing. He had evidently just come
off duty, for he still had on his blue

trousers, with the stripes of gold

braid down the sides.

“It may interest you, Mr. Finner,

that I have selected you as one of the

chosen,” he remarked casually.

“One of the chpsen what?”
“The chosen raice. You didn’t take

me for an out-and-out damned pirate,

did you?”
“Excuse me if I seem dumb!”

Quirl hoisted hiipself on his elbow.

“Yes, I figure you’re a pirate. What
else?”

STROM’S stem face relaxed in a

smile. It wag a strange smile, in-

scrutably melandholy. It revealed,

beneath the hardness of a warrior,

something else; jthe idealism of a

poet. When he spoke again it was

with a strange gentleness:

“To attain on^’s end, one must

make use of many means, and some-

times to disguise one’s purpose. For

instance, it is perfectly proper for an

officer of the I.F.P. to disguise him-

self like a son of ; the idle rich in or-

der to lay the infamous ’Scourge’ by

the heels, isn't it?”

Quirl felt himself redden. And a

cold fear seemed to overwhelm him.

He realized that ^trom was a zealot,

and he knew he wpuld not hesitate to

bill. This prompt penetration of his

disguise was something he had not

bargained for. !
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“What makes you think,” he asked

shortly, "that I’m an I.F.P. man?”
“The fight you gave Gore and his

men. Do you expect me to think that

a coupon clipper could have done

that? I know the way of
—

”

He checked himself. Quirl said

:

“My people have money. I don’t

know what you mean about
—

”

“Oh, yes, you do,” Strom inter-

rupted. “If you were what you claim

to be perhaps I would }€t you go for

the ransom, though you took my eye

from the first.”

“The ransom will be paid.”

"It will not. You will be one of

those who do not return. There is

only one price I will accept from

you.”

“Yes? What is that?”

“The formula of the new etheric

ray.”

“I don’t know the I.F.P. secrets. I

told you that.”

“You know how to operate the ray.

All its men do. I want you to tell me
what you know. I can deduce the

rest”

9
UIRL thought rapidly. Strom
was right. The I.F.P. had do-

ped a new ray that was far su-

perior to the ionizer ray, for the lat-

ter required an atmosphere of some
kind for its operation, while the new
one would work equally well in. a
vacuum.

“I- never heard of any,” he lied

stubbornly. “Anyway, what do you
want a ray for? Your guns, with no
gravity to interfere and no air to
stop the bullets, have just about un-
limited range, haven’t they?”
“Spoken like a soldier I" Again

Strom permitted himself a brief tri-

umphant smile. “And we have the
further advantage of invisibility.

The ship is surrounded by viet of
wires that create a field of force
which bend light rays around u^.

That explains why your men have
never caught us. But to get back to
our subject. I will tell you some-

thing. Do you know who I am?”
Quirl looked at him. Strom ap-

peared to be at least sixty years old.

But the fine, erect figure, the rugged
features told nothing.

“Did you ever hear of Lieutenant
Burroughs?” Strom asked casually.

“Burroughs—the roan without a

planet I” Quirl ejaculated. “Are you
Burroughs, the traitor?” Immedi-
ately he regretted his heedlessnesa.

Strom’s face darkened in anger, and
for a moment the pirate captain did

not reply. When he did he was a lit-

tle calmer.

“Traitor they called me!” he ex-

claimed vehemently. "I a traitor

—

the most loyal man in the solar sys-

tem guard. Surrounded by rotten-

ness and intrigue

—

“But you wouldn’t know. You were
but a lad learning to fly your first toy

helics when that happened. Years
later the Martian Cabal was exposed,

and the leading plotters—the traitors

—were punished. But that was not

till later, and the court’s irreversible

decree against me had been carried

out. I, the unsuspecting messenger,

the loyal, eager dupe, was made the

cat’s-paw. I was put on an old, con-

demned freighter, with food and sup-

plies supposed to last me a lifetime,

but with no power capsules and no
means of steering the ship. I was set

adrift in a derelict on a lonely orbit

of exile around the sun—the man
without a planet!

“'PICTURE that ’ lad - That rust*
JL dead old cylinder, coursing

around and around the sun, and in-

side, sitting on his bales and boxes,

a young man like you. A young man
in the pride and prime of his life, ex-

piating the treason that had betrayed

him. Day after day, through the

thick ports, I saw the same change-

less scene. And every two years,

when I drew near the Earth, I

watched the beautiful green ball of

it, with what bitter longings! As I

watched it dwindle away again into
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the blackness of space, I thought of

the fortunate, selfish, stupid and
cruel beings who lived on it, and
hated them. They had banished me,
an innocent man, to whirl forever

and ever around the sun, in my steel

tomb!
“But that cruel judgment was

never executed. Seven years ago
this Gore found me. He is an escaped

convict, and he came in a little five-

man rocket he had stolen. We loaded

up all of the supplies the little ship

would hold, for Gore had no food,

and escaped to Titan, landing on an
island on the side opposite to where
the mines are.

“Gore wanted to become a pirate,

and as he could get men, I consented.

He scraped them up, fugitives from
justice, everyone of them. We built

this ship, and I invented the invisi-

bility field of force
—

”

“Just a moment,” Quirl inter-

rupted, vastly interested. “I saw
your ship through the ports that

day.'*

“True. The presence of your ship

in the field distorted it so much that

it was ineffective. But at all other

times—right now—we are utterly in-

visible. One of the I.F.P. patrols

may pass within a mile of us and
never see us.

“As we raided the interplanetary

commerce, I began to weed out the

people we captured. Those that

showed the highest intelligence,

sense of justice and physical perfec-

tion I selected to be the nucleus of a

new race, to be kept on Titan for a

time and then to be transplanted to a

new planet of one of the nearer solar

BysteraB.

“My principal trouble is with the

crew. They can collect ransom only
on those I reject, and there are con-

stant clashes between me and Gore.
It is now my intention to let them
go their way, and to fit out a new
ship, with a new crew. I offer you
the place of first mate.”
“No!” Quirl replied crisply. “You

say you understand the honor of the
Force, and then offer me a job pirat-

ing with you. No,[ thanks I"

STROM, or Burroughs, made no
attempt to conceal his disap-

pointment. The recital of his wrongs
had brought out the bitter lines of

his face, and the weariness of one
who plays his gafne alone and can

call no one friend.

“I should have }rnown better,” he

said quietly. “Th^re was none more
loyal to the I.F.P. than I—when I

still belonged to iti Yet, I thought if

I laid all my cards before you— You
realize what this means?”
“Yes,” Quirl replied soberly. “It

means you will never dare to let me
be ransomed nor ^o free me among
your selected people. It means-
death!”

{

“Not death! I will parole you.”

Quirl felt an overmastering 6urge

of sympathy. He paw this pirate as

later historians have come to see him
—a man of lofty and noble purpose
who was made the' victim of shrewd-
er, meaner minds in the most despic-

able interplanetary imbroglio ever to

disgrace a solar system. The thought

of his own fate, should he refuse the

offer, did not depress Quirl as much
as the necessity of. heaping more dis-

appointment on this deeply wronged
“man without a planet.”

“Captain,” he ^id slowly, with

deep regret. “You remember the

I.F.P. oath?” And at the other's flush

he hurried on. “Knowing that oath

you know what my answer must be.

Put me in irons orikill me!”
“I know,” Strom added wistfully.

“Would you—if I could just once

more shake the clepn hand of a brave

man and a gentleman—

”

Quirl’s hand shot out and gripped

the long, powerful fingers of the pi-

rate captain.

9
UIRL was willing to compro-

mise to the extent of not re*

ing anything to the other pas-
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sengers, for the privilege of being

kept in the prison hold rather than

in solitary confinement. Here he
would be under the vigilant eye of a

guard, with possibly less chance of

effecting an escape iiv some way, but

he felt a great desire to be near the

girl Lenore, and to know that she

was safe and in good spirits.

They fastened him by means of a

light chain and hoop that locked

around his waist to a staple set in the

floor near one wall. The other pris-

oners regarded him as a hero, for

since the day of the epic fight the

mate had kept away, and they had
been treated with tolerable decency.

Quirl was able to cheer them up with
predictions that the most of them
would be eligible to ransom. But as

he looked at the pale beauty of Le-
nore he felt grave misgivings, for he

knew that a man of Strom’s discern-

ment would want her for his pro-

jected Utopia without question.

She did not speak to him while the

hero-worshipping crowd were flut-

tering about him to their heart’s con-

tent. When they finally left him
alone she came up to him silently,

and sat on the floor beside him-

“I want to thank you,” she said

quietly, clearly, "for what you did

for me and my brother, Mr. —

”

“Finner. Quirl Finner. I have
thought of you as Lenore, and won-
dered how you were. How long has

it been since they took me out? You
6ee
—” he grinned, ”1 was asleep.”

“Five days. At least, they turned
off the lights five times for the sleep-

ing periods.’*

“The man who fought for you—
how is he?”
“My brother—is dead 1”

Quirl looked away so that he
should not see the quick tears spring-
ing to her eyes. But a few moments
later he felt her cool hand on his

scarred forehead, and she was smil-
ing bravely.

‘Tragedies such aB these, Quirl,
were common in the lives of our an-

cestors. They were able to bear
them, and we can bear them. All his

life my poor brother has lived as a
gentleman, sheltered, protected by
class barriers. When he died of pneu-
monia caused by the jagged end of a
broken rib—so Dr. Stoddard says

—

I think he had a lively sense of satis-

faction that he should end in such a
way. If it had not been for me—

”

jOIHE came to him often, after that,

|lO to sit quietly by his side, and to

bHng his food to him from the big

community bowl which even the
most fastidious of the prisoners had
come to look forward to. She told of
her life as the daughter of a capital-

ist who owned large mine holdings
on Titan. It would be about time for

the Celestia to reach Titan, and her
non-arrival would be causing anxiety
to Lenore’s father awaiting her there.

The void would be swarming with
I.F.P. patrols, but as the pirate ship

was invisible nothing would be found
but the mysteriously looted and
abandoned Celestia .

There was no longer any reason

for concealing from her the fact that

he himself was a member of the

I.F.P., and Quirl told Lenore of the"

adventurous life he and his com-
panions had led. Of forays to far-

away and as yet undisciplined Pluto,

of tropical Venus and Mercury,
where the rains never cease, of the

hostile and almost unknown planet

of Aryl, within the orbit of Mercury,
where no man has ever seen a true

image of the landscape because of the

stupendous and never-ending mi-
rages.

As time passed they were drawn
together by the bonds of propin-

quity and mutual interest—this ob-

scure police officer and the daughter

of one of the most powerful men in

the solar Bystem. But Quirl did not

name his love, for always there was
the grim present of their captivity,

the ghastly uncertainty of the future.

The little “galley boy” Sorko
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seemed daily more frail. Apparently
the fall he had sustained had done
him some internal Injury. Often the

guard, with many a ribald comment,
had to help him get his emptied bowl
back up the ladder.

O NE day he seemed overcome by
great weakness. Staggering, he

held hiB hand to his sweat-dewed
forehead. Erratically he waltzed

across the floor, to crumple in a heap
where Quirl and the girl were sit-

ting. Moved by compassion, Lenore
composed his body in a more com-
fortable position, and with a bit of

handkerchief moistened the pirate’s

wrinkled, old-young face with some
of QuirPs drinking water. The guard
looked on indifferently.

‘‘Guard!” Quirl shouted. “He’s go-

ing to die. Come and take him to the

lazaret.”

“Sez you!” returned the guard cal-

lously. “Me, I stay on post till re-

lieved. fcorko’ll be all right. He’s

been throwin’ thenj fits right regu-

lar."

Sorko’s lips moved feebly, and Le-
nore bent down to catch his words.
They were barely audible;

“I’m all right, lady. You done me a

good turn when you made Gore put
me down, and I'm doin' you one now.
I wouldn't do this for no one else.”

He gasped.

“Water!” Lenore exclaimed sharp-

ly, and Quirl handed her the rest of

his cup.

“Ain’t water he wants,” the amused
guard observed. “The blighter's play-

in’ for a good chew of merclitel”*
“I ain’t as bad as I'm makin’ out,”

Sorko whispered. “Got to do it to tell

you this, 'cause you was square with
me. Gore is fixin' to have a mut’ny.

Kiy captain, kill all these dubs here

—this guy of yourn, too. He wants to

take you for his—” the weazened
little face twisted in unwonted shy

delicacy—“take you; for him, pretty

lady. I don't want him to. I’m not

—

a—bad feller
—

”

“What the hell, Sorko I” the

puzzled guard exclaimed over the de-

lay. “You bandy-legged rat, get up
there, or I’ll give yovl a jolt.”

Lenore looked up, ‘indignant.

“You heartless wretch ! Would you
let this man—

”

“Cornin' I” Sorko was scrambling to

his feet, shuffling to the table, where
he retrieved his bowl. Quirl and Le-

nore watched his painful progress up
the ladder, until a^ last he disap-

peared into the passage.

“Quirl,” she murmured, as her

hand sought his, “take this.”

He felt a small bit of metal, and
looking at it cautioi^sly, saw that he

had a rough key, filed out of a piece

of flat metal.

“The key to that hoop around your
waist. He copied it from the one the

captain has, I supposed”

H IS hopes high all at once, Quirl

sought the compact little lock

in the small of his back. It took a

long time to get the key in, and then

it would not turn, it had been un-

skillfully made, an<l was probably

not a true reproduction. Neverthe-
less, by constant effqrt, he succeeded

at last in turning it, and was awarded
by hearing a faint plick. He tested

the hoop, felt it slip, and knew that

at any time he chose he could free

himself.
j

“Lenore, dear,” hie told her. “Go
with the other women now. We must

do nothing to make the guard sus-

picious. We don’t Jtnow when this

mutiny is to come Joff, but we are

close to Saturn now; it can’t be long.

Go now.”
“Good-by, dear, fife careful!”

It seemed an eternity until the

emanation disk becaime dim and went

out and the prisoners made sleepy

•Merclite, a highly stimulating gum. It was prohibited by interplanetary proclama-
tion, but was always obtainable through the surreptitious channels ol a highly profitable

traffic.
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sounds. A relief guard-took station,

and the ship became" silent, so that

one could hear the rumbling of the

propelling rockets. As there were no
ports in this hold, there was no light

whatever except the faint glow that

came from the central passage above

the platform. Against this the pirate

was outlined as he sat on his stool.

As Quid's eyes became accustomed
to the darknesB he could see the play

of faint highlights on his muscular
torso, and so he waited.

He thought over the situation. The
safest and easiest course would be to

create such a disturbance that Cap-
tain Strom would be attracted to the

scene. This would probably not in-

volve anything more than a severe

beating for himBelf, and he would
then find opportunity to acquaint

Strom with the projected mutiny
somehow. That Strom would know
how to deal with it he never doubted.

Lenore might then stall be forcibly

impressed as a citizen of Strom's new
planet, but at least she would not
be exposed to the infinitely worse
fate of becoming the plaything of
Gore and his villainous crew.

THE flaw of this plan was that

Quirl himself would still be
under practical sentence of death.

Strom would not let his gratitude

carry him so far as to release a man
who knew as much as Quirl did, and
who would not promise to keep his

secrets.

The preferable, though far more
dangerous course was to strike be-

fore the mutineers could. Quirl
knew something about the structure

of the Bhip. It was built around the

tubular passage, and every hold or
group of rooms opened on this well,

from the bow where the navigators
were to the stern where the rockets
were located. Somewhere there would
be a generating room where the in-

visibility field was being produced.
If he could find this and wreck the
generators one of the I.F.P. ships

with which this part of space doubt-
less swarmed, would sight them, and
after that everything was in the

hands of fate.

Quirl nervously waited for the

guard to nod. At any moment he ex-

pected to hear a hellish bedlam break
loose—the beginning of the mutiny.
And the guard seemed alert. There
was nothing to do but take a chance.

Quirl sighed as if he were turning
in his sleep, so that the clink of the
released chain would not seem out of

place. The guard did not stir. Slowly,
very slowly, Quirl crept across the

floor. He had been robbed of all his

clothing except his torn silk trous-

ers; and his boots were gone, so he
was able to move as quietly as a cat.

With tense silence he ascended the

ladder, praying that his weight
would not send up a warning vibra-

tion. But his luck held. He was
nearly at the top before it broke.

“Take him off I Take him off l” It

was an eery, strangled 6hriek from
one of the male prisoners in the

throes of a nightmare. With a
startled curse the guard thudded to

his feet, peered tensely into the

darkness, his weapon sending twin
milky beams of the powerful ioniz-

ing ray toward the Bource of the

Bound.

THE dreamer had awakened, still

gasping in the grip of fear,

and other disturbed sleepers were
grumbling.

“Better go easy, you fools," the

pirate warned them. “Yer juBt in luck

that I didn't let loose a couple bolts

on ye. Got a good notion to do it,

anyway." He played the dangerous

little spots of light around, amused
as the prisoners scrambled for safety,

but with no real intention of releas-

ing the deadly electric charge along

the paths provided for it. This cruel

pleasure cost him his life. As he

turned his back Quirl leaped. His

iron-hard forearm rose and fell, and

the edge of his hand came down on
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the back of the pirate’s thick neck.

There was a muffled crack and he
slumped to the platform grating.

Quickly the officer stripped off the

man’s harness and buckled it around
his own naked chest. The electrogiin

had been uninjured, and hooked to

the belt was also the riot club, a
truly appalling thing at close quar-
ters. Quirl carried the body down,
laid it prone in the corner he had
occupied, snapped on the waistlock,

and threw a ragged old blanket over
the hairy legs. In the forthcoming
disturbance, if anyone looked in, be
would think the inert form a sleep-

ing prisoner, and that the guard had
deserted post.

Quirl had feared an outbreak
among the prisoners, but they were
bo apathetic that they paid little at-

tention. Perhaps they thought it was
Quirl who had been killed, and he
did not dare even a whispered fare-

well to the girl be knew was watch-
ing somewhere in the darkness.

.Much to Quid's delight, the long,

tubular passage was deserted. Here
the centrifugal gravity was less than
it had been in the hold. A weird
place, this central tube, where every
direction was down, and a man could
walk on his ceiling, hi6 floor, his

walls with equal facility. No top nor
bottom—just a long, smooth tube
with numerous enigmatic doors lead-

ing to—where?
At least it was easy to tell where

the bow of the ship was. A light

shone through a transom over the

door to the navigating room. Should
be try to hold up the navigating offi-

cer? He decided against that. There
would be at least three men in there,

and it was the custom to keep those
quarters locked.

"If only I knew where they gen-
erate tbe invisibility field!" he mut-
tered, as he stood irresolute.

OPPORTUNITY oame at that

moment. A crack of light ap-
peared along the passage. A door

was opening there; A moment later

a head and shoulders showed. Some-
one was climbing up. Swiftly the ofiu

cer ran to the place. The pirate did
not even suspect

I
anything wrong

until he felt the spots of milky light

on his face. He showed his terror

plainly.

"Get up!” Quirl j
hissed. The man

obeyed with alacrity. Quirl glanced
down. He saw tieps of bunks^ evi-

dently one of the chew’s dormitories.

He now turned to the cowering
pirate.

"I’d as soon kill you as not !" Quirl
snarled.

"You got me wrpng, brother!” the

pirate whined. "I’ni with Gore in this

deal. Lay off 1”

"Where you bound for?”

"I have to relieve Burke at the ven-

tilating turbines.”

"Let Burke wait. Lead on to the in-

visibility generators.”
"Oh, I can’t do tjiat, mister! I got

to have a pass. Say.jmister, I was just

kidding, about beipg one of Gore's

men. I’m for the c^p’n, yes, sirl"

"You lying seuxp!” Quirl barked
impatiently. "Get going!”
The white-faced and bewildered

pirate led the way>down the tube to

the after end. He {unlatched a doer

and tried to enter, but as soon as ho

had dropped through to the plat-

form he was met by a guard with

leveled ionizer.

"This gem’man,’! he started to ex-

plain. But Quirl dropped after him

and gave him a powerful 6hove, so

that he crashed into the guard. Tbe

latter pulled the trigger, and the un-

fortunate pirate crashed over tbe

platform's edge tp the floor. Quirl

had out his own eliectrpgun and dis-

patched the guard.; At the same time

he felt a stunning shock. His senses

reeled, but the grating had taken

part of the discharge loosed by a

pirate electrician ^t the foot of the

ladder. Quirl threw his riot dub and

followed that up with another lights

ning bolt.
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H E was then the only living per-

son in the room, in which two
generators hummed BtJftly. Con-

nected to them was a bank of U-

shaped tubes, each as tall as a man,

which were filled with silent livid

fire. Quirl picked up a wrench and
started hammering at the thick tubes

until the glass cracked. Each time

be was engulfed by a wave of heat,

and the tube became black. The great

generators idled and automatically

came to a stop. Quirl was certain now
that the pirate Ghip would be visible,

but the position of the captives was
itill desperate. He hoped that none

of the surviving pirates would think

of calling at the generator room, or

find out in some other way that they

were now visible in the eternal day
of space.

Quietly he climbed back to the

passage and closed the hatch. He cast

about for his next move. He was
looking toward the bow, but on hear-

ing the subdued clink of metal on
metal, he turned.

A dozen of the pirates were com-
ing toward him.

It would have been useless to draw
his weapon. Theirs were out and
could have burned him to a crisp be-

fore he could move. Silently and
with deadliness apparent in every

move they approached him.
“Hope they try to capture me

alive 1” he thought. “What a dog-
fight that’ll be l”

Now they were nearly up to him.

“Come along, you fooll” barked
the leader of the group as they were
all around him. “Sapheads like you’ll

give the whole game away."
Quirl could have laughed. This was

evidently part of the mutineers'

crew bent on their errand of mur-
der. In the dim light they had taken

him for one of their number. He went
with them, meekly.
"Unlocked!” The leader whom

Quirl had not seen before, exclaimed
with satisfaction. He pulled the

hatch open softly, and the hinges had

been oiled. Quietly as panthers they
descended the ladder. They stood at

the bottom. Still another door barred
the way. Quirl now realized that they
were attacking the captain’s quar-
ters. But the leader produced a key,

and silently swung the door open.
“So, you dogs! You’ve cornel”

LIKE an infuriated bull Captain
Strom charged them, a riot club

in each hand. He could have killed

them all with a ray, but he chose to

vent in physical action his consum-
ing anger at their treachery, which
he had in some way anticipated.

Three or four went sprawling under
his mighty blows. The others sought
shelter behind tables and chests, and
began stabbing at him with their

electroguns. Electricity crackled,

and the air became pungent with
ozone. A pair of the twin rays struck

the captain's gold braid, and he went
down. With a triumphant yell a man
dashed at him, murderous club up-

raised. But Quirl was faster, and the

pirate fell dead with a crushed skull.

Strom was up again, fighting be-

side Quirl. The pirates remaining
fell under their furious blows, and
the two dashed out. Strom said noth-

ing, and Quirl was not sure that he
had been recognized. The captain

charged straight for the navigating

bow. Here, unless he should be at-

tacked by the I.F.P. he could still

control the situation. He was perhaps
still ignorant of the ship’s visibility.

But Quirl made for the prisoners*

hold. They would be cowering there,

probably in darkness, not knowing
what was going on. It was his inten-

tion to rally them, provide them with

the weapons of the fallen pirates,

and go be in a position to advan-

tageously make terms with whoever
was victorious in this battle.

He saw, as he approached that the

light was on. He was hardly a dozen

feet away when the door was dark-

ened. Quirl did not have to hear her

cry to know that Gore had Lenore.
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RUNNING with remarkable

speed, the mate carried his

prize toward the after end of the

tube. A hatch stood open there, and
he dropped through, flamming it

after him.

Quirl picked up a bar that some-
one had dropped. It was but a matter

of moments to break the lock and
pull open the hatch. The hold was
lighted, and empty. In its middle,

holding the helpless Lenore, stood

Gore, the electrogun in his hand cov-

ering the platform-

“Boy scout to the rescue again 1”

Gore sneered. He was even more re-

pulsive than before, with the marks
Quirl had left on him in the last bat-

tle. But he was fearless and utterly

reckless. “Well, m’lad, I know when
I’m done. And when a fellow’s done

he don’t care what happens. So here’s

the 1ay: When I get out of here, I’ll

be dead. And she’}} be dead, or you’ll

wish she was. Get it? She’ll be killed,

too, if you jolt me—the shock’ll pass

to her. And the first man-jack who
crosses that grating^l get hie from
me. Now then, go ahead and pujl!

Goin’ to kill us both, or leave her to

me?’’ He laughed defiantly, like one

who counts himself already dead.

Quirl tentatively placed one foot

on the platform. Instantly a fat spark

jumped from the metaj to his foot,

and sent him sprawling into the tube.

He saw Strom coming toward him.

He had killed his enemies in the con-

trol room and was now on the hunt

for more.

“Thanks for what you did,” he

grunted. As a forlorn hope, Quirl

explained the situation. Strom smiled

a rare smile.

“That’s all right,” he said mildly.

"Quirl, you’re a square man, and I’d

rather do something for a square
enemy than a false friend. Oh, I can

dp it cheaply. The jig’s up for me,

anyway!”
Quickly he dropped through the

door and launched himself. Gore 6aw
him coming, and Strom’s body shud-

dered as the bolt struck squarely. He
was dead when he hit, but his great

weight knocked Qore down.

QUIRL had tifne to jump after

him, knocking the wind Out of

Wore before he could risa. Lenora
picked up Gore’s weapon, but dared
not use it for fear of injuring her
lover. As the t^vo fighting men
circled warily, seeking openings in

this battle that myst be fatal to one
of them, they did hot see the slight,

shadowy figure tfiat dropped down
to them. There wap a flash, and Gore
slumped, a knife ip his back.

“I done it! I dope for him!” chat-

tered Sorko. “The dirty, lousy-*-”

“Come, Lenore, let’s get up to the

bow before the pirates think of it.”

They dashed up the ladder. Some
more of the disks were out, and it

was nearly dark. T^hree sinewy forms
pounced on Quirl the moment bs

entered the passage. The girl, too,

was caught, though she fought and

bit.

'fLightsJ Let’s have some lights!”

commanded an authoritative voice.

“Coming, sir!” came a far-away
answer.
The passage became bright, and

Quirl looked into the faces of bis

captors, in the uniforms of the I.F.P.

“Got you, yoq dirty pirate!”

gloated the husky young man on his

chest.

“Mike!” Quirl gasped, “don’t yog

know me? How’d you get here?”

“Dog-gone! Fipnerl Leggo hia

legs, you eggs.”

“Trailed you,” hejadded. “Glommed
our magnets on thp navigating bow.

Expected a fight, j)ut some big guy
let us in through pn airlock. Well,

he'd done plenty of scrapping—all
the clothes torn off him. Half a do?w
dead pirates in th^re. Who is bf?”

Quirl thought yf the stiffening

body of Lieutenant Burroughs, alias

Captain Strom, who had juat pur-

chased hia life and that of Lenore at

the cost of his owp. Was his unde-





I locked tmto the fece ef a girl ebemt to be bled.

The Heads of Apex
By Francis Flagg

J
USTUS MILES was sitting on the center of the page, encased in a

a bench in the park, down at small box and printed in slightly

the heels, hungry, desperate, larger type than the ordinary adver-

when a gust of wind whirled a tisement, he read the following

paper to his feet. words: “Wanted:
It was the adver-

tising section of

the New York
Times. Apathet-

ically, he picked

it up, knowing Place, between

from the past weeks* experience that two and four.” It was to-day's ad-

few or no jobs were being advertised. vertising section he was scanning.

Then with a start he sat up, for in and the hour not yet one.
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Far under the tea-floor Solino’s
submarine carries two American
soldiers of fortune to startling ad-
venture among the Vampire Heads

of Apea.

Soldier of For-

tune, young, heal-

thy; must have

good credentials.

Apply 222 Reuter
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/ Reuter Place was some distance

way, he knew, a good hour's walk

on hard pavement and through con-

siderable heat. But, he^had made
forced marches in Sonora as badly

shod and on even an emptier stom-

ach. For Justus Miles, though he
might not have looked it, was a bona
fide soldier of fortune, stranded in

New York. Five feet, eight in height,

he was, loose and rangy in build,

and with deceptively mild blue eyes.

He had fought through the World
War, served under Kemal Pasha in

Turkey, helped the Riffs in Morocco,
filibustered in South America and
handled a machine-gun for revolu-

tionary forces in Mexico. Surely, he
thought grimly, if anyone could fill

the bill for a soldier of fortune it was
himself.

222 Reuter Place proved to be a
large residence in a shabby neigh-

borhood. On the sidewalk, a queue
of men was being held in line by a

burly cop. The door of the house
opened, and an individual, broad-

ihouldered and with flaming red
hair, looked over the crowd. In-

•tantly Justus Miles let out a yell,

“Rusty 1 By God,.Rusty I” and waved
his hands.

“Hey, feller, who do you think
you’re shovin'?” growled a hard-look-
ing fellow at the head of the line,

but Justus Miles paid no,attention
to him. The man in tb€ doorway
Iso let out an excited yelK.

“Well, well, if it isn’Cthe Kid!
Hey, Officer, let that fellow'through:
I want to speak to him.”

WITH the door shut on the
blasphemous mob, the two

men wrung each other’s hands. Ex-
Sergeant Harry Ward, known to his

iqtimates as “Rusty," led Justus
Miles into a large office and shoved
him into a chair.

“I\didn’t know you were in New
York, Kid. The last I saw of you
was when we quit Sandino.”
“And I never suspected that 222

Reuter Place would be you. Rusty.
What’s the lay, old man, and is there
any chance to connect?”
"You bet your |lijfe there’s a

chance. Three hundred a month and
found. But the boss has the final

say-so, though I’m sure he’ll take

you on my recommendation.”
He opened a door, led Justus Miles

through an inner room, knocked at

a far door and ushered him into the

presence of a man who sat behind a
roll-topped desk. There was some-
thing odd about this old man, and
after a moment’s inspection JuBtus
Miles saw what it was. He was evi-

dently a cripple, propped up in a

strange wheelchair. He had an ab-

normally large and hairless head,
and his body was muffled to the
throat in a voluminous cloak, the

folds of which fell over and envel-

oped most of the wheelchair itself.

The face of this old gentleman—
though the features were finely

molded—was swarthy : its color was
almost that of a negro—or an
Egyptian. He regarded the two men
with large and peculiarly colored
eyes—eyes that probed them sharply.

“Well, Ward, what is it?”

“The man you advertised for, Mr.
Solino.”

SOLINO regarded Justus Miles
critically.

“You have been a soldier of for-

tune?” he asked. He 6poke English
with the preciseness of an educated

foreigner.

“Yes, sir. Rusty—that is, Mr.
Ward knows my record.”

“I was his sergeant in France, sir;

saw fighting with him in Morocco,
Turkey, Nicaragua—

”

“You can vouch for him, then; his

character, courage
—

”

“You couldn’t get a better man,

sir. If I had known he was in town I

would have sent for him.”

“Very well; that is sufficient. But
Mr.—Miles did you say?—under-

stands he is embarking on a danger-
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ous adventure with grave chances of

losing his life?'*

“I have faced danger and risked

my life before this/’ said Justus
Miles quietly.

The other nodded. “Then that is

all I am prepared to tell you at this

time.”

Justus Miles accompanied Ward to

his room where the latter laid out for

him a change of clothing. It was
luxurious to splash in warm water
and bath-salts after the enforced
griminess of weeks. The clothes

fitted him fairly well, the two men
being of a size. Lounging in his

friend’s room after a substantial

meal, and smoking a Turkish cig-

arette, he questioned Ward more
closely.

“Who is the old fellow?”

“I don’t know. He hired me
through an advertisement and then
set me to employing others.”

“But surely you know where we
are going?"
"Hardly more than you do. Solino

did say there was a country, a city

to be invaded. Whereabouts is a

secret. I can’t say I care for going
it blind, but neither do I like

starving to death. I was in about
the same shape you were when you
applied. Desperate.”

Justus Miles stretched himself
comfortably.
"A spiggoty by the looks of him,”

he said; “negro blood, no doubt.
Well, fighting’s my trade. I’d rather
cash in fighting than sit on a park
bench. I suppose the old boy will

tell us more in good time, and until

then we’re sitting pretty, with good
eats to be had; so why worry?”
And yet if Justus Miles had been

able to look ahead he might not have
talked so blithely.

DURING the week that followed
his employment, he saw noth-

ing of Solino, though Ward met the
old man for a few moments every
day to receive his instructions. “It

puzzles me," he confessed to Miles,

"how the old chap liveB. There’s a

private exit to the street from his

rooms, but I could swear he never

goes out. How could he in that

wheelchair—no attendant. And yet

he must. How would he get food?”

Justus Miles smiled lazily. "No
mystery at all, Rusty. We’re gone
for hours at a time. What’s to pre-

vent him from phoning to have hia

meals brought in?”

"But I’ve questioned them at the

restaurant and they say—

”

“Good Lord!—is there only one

restaurant in Manhattan?"
Yet Justus Miles himself could not

help feeling there was something
mysterious about Solino, but just

how mysterious he did not realize—

until, one evening, he stood with a

half dozen of his fellow adven-

turers in a lonely
!
spot on the Long

Island coast and watched the dark-

ness deepen around them. “We shall

wait,” said Solino presently, "until

the moon comes up."

The moon rose at about nine

o’clock, flooding the beach and the

heaving expanse of water with a

ghostly light. From the folds of

Solino’s cloak, close about his muf-

fled throat, a peculiar ray of green

light flashed out over the water. In

answer, a green light flashed back,

and presently, something low and

black, like the body of a whale half

submerged, stole towards the beach.

Scarcely a ripple marked its prog-

ress, and the nose of it slid up on

the sand. “Good Lord!" whispered

Miles, grasping Ward by the arm:

“it’s a submarine!*’

But the craft an which the Bur-

prised soldiers of fortune gazed wa*

not an ordinary submarine. In the

first place, there was no conning

tower; and, in the second, from the

blunt nose projected a narrow gang-

way bridging the few feet of water

between the mysterious craft and the

dry beach. But the men had little

time to indulge in amazement
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‘'Quick,” said Bolino; “Load thoso

boxes onto the gangway. No need to

carry them further." /He himself

wheeled his chair into the interior

of the submarine, calling back,

“Hurry, hurry!”

THE adventurers* accomplished

the loading in a few minutes.

“Now,” came the voice of their em-

ployer, "stand on the gangway your-

selves, Steady; don’t move.”
Under their feet they felt the

gangway vibrate and withdraw from

the lanil For a moment they were

in utter darkness; then a light

flashed up and revealed a long, box-

like room. The opening through

which they had come had closed,

leaving no sign of its existence.

In the center of the room stood

a mechanism like a huge gyroscope,

and > plunging piston, smooth and
black, went up and down with fric-

tiepless ease. In front of what was
evidently a control board sat a

swarthy man with a large hairless

head and peculiarly colored eyes.

The adventurers stared in surprise,

for this man, too, sat in a wheel-

chair, seemingly a cripple; but un-

like Mr. Solinp he wore no eloak, his

body from the neck down being en-

closed in a tubular metal container.

The body must have been very small,

id4 the legs amputated at the hips,

since the container was not large

and terminated on the seat of the

peculiar wheel chair to which it

seemed firmly attached,

Solino did not offer to introduce
them to the man at the control board,

who, aside from a quick look, paid

them no attention. He ushered them
ahead into another, though smaller
cabin, and after indicating certain

arrangements made for their com*
fort, withdrew. From the slight

away of the floor under their feet

and the perceptible vibration of the
craft, the adventurera knew they
were under way.
"Well, this is a rum affair and no

mistake about it,” said one of them.
“A freak—a bloomin' freak,” re-

marked another whose cockney ac-

cent proclaimed the Englishman.
“Yuh're shore right,” said a lean

Texan. "That hombre out there had
no legs.”

“Nor hands either.”

Miles and Ward glanced at one
another. The same thought was in

both minds. Neither of them had
ever seen Mr. Solino’s hands. A rum
affair all right!

HOURS passed. Some of the men
fell to gambling. At inter-

vals they ate. Twice they turned in

and slept Then, after what eeemed
an interminable time, Solino sum-
moned Miles and Ward to his pres-

ence in the control room. “It is time,"

he said, “that you should know more
of the enterprise on which you have
embarked. What I say, you can
communicate to the other men. A
year's salary for all of you lies to

your credit at the Chase Bank of

New York. And this money will not

be your sole reward if you survive

and serve faithfully.”

"Thank you, sir,” said Ward; “but

now that we are well on our way to

our destination, could you not tell us

more about it? You have said some-

thing of a city, a country. Where is

that country?”
"Down,” was the astounding an-

swer.

"Down?” echoed both men.
"Yes,” said Solino slowly, “down.

The gateway to that land is at the

bottom of the ocean."

Ab the two men gaped at him, in-

credulous, an awful thing happened.
With an appalling roar and a rend-

ing of steel and iron, the submarine
halted abruptly in its headlong
flight, reared upward at an acute

angle and then fell forward with a

tremendous crash. The adventurers

were thrown violently against a steel

bulkhead, and slumped down uncon-

scious. . .

.
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HOW long they lay there insen-

sible they never knew. Justus
Miles was the first to come to, and
he found himself in Stygian black-

ness. "Rusty l

M he called, feeling ter-

ribly sick and giddy. Only silence

answered him. "Good God!'* he
thought, "what has happened?” His
hand went out and recoiled from
something soft and sticky. Gingerly
he sat up. There was a lump on his

head. His body felt bruised and sore

but it was evidently sound. He
recollected the small but powerful

flashlight in his pocket, and drew it

forth and pressed the button. A re-

assuring pencil of light pierced

through the gloom. Even as it did

so, someone groaned, and Ward’s
voice uttered his name.

"Is that you, Kid?”
"It’s me, all right.”

"You ain’t hurt?”
"Nothing to speak of. How about

you?”
"O. K., I guess. An awful head-

ache."

"Can you stand up?”
"Yes.”

Ward’s face appeared in the ray
of light, pale and blood-streaked.

“I wonder what happened.”
“It sounded like a collision.”

They stared at one another with
fearful eyes. A collision while
underseas in a submarine is a serious

matter.

"Where’s Solino?"

Justus Miles ran the beam of his

torch this way and that, and saw
that the room was in a fearful con-

fusion. The gyroscopic mechanism
had broken from its fastenings and
rolled forward. Somewhere beneath
its crushing weight lay the control

board and the swarthy operator.

Then they saw Solino, still in his

overturned wheelchair, the cloak
drawn tightly about himself and it;

but the top of his head was crushed
in like an eggshell. JustuB Miles had
touched that head when he stretched
out his hand in the darkness.

He and Ward had been saved from
death as by a miracle. Over their

heads the great piston had hurtled,

killing Solino and tearing through
the steel partition into the chamber
beyond, visiting it with death and
destruction. One hasty examination

of that place was enough. The men
in there were dead.

SICK with horror, the two sur-

vivors faced the stark reality

of their terrible plight. Trapped in

an underwater craft, they saw them-
selves doomed to perish even more
miserably than their companions. As
the horrible thought sank home, a

cool breath of air, suggesting the

smell of stagnant salt water, blew

through an opening created by the

crushing of the plates in the vessel’s

hull—an opening larger than the

body of a man. Miles and Ward
stared at it with puzzled eyes. With
such a hole in her hull, the boat

should have been admitting water

and not air. However, they ap-

proached the gap and examined it

with their torches.

"Here goeB,” Ward said after a

moment's hesitation, and clambered

through the opening, followed by his

friend. When they were able to make
out their surroundings, they saw that

they were in a vast tunnel or cav-

ern, the extent of which waa

shrouded in darkness. How the

submarine had left the ocean and

penetrated to this cavern it was im-

possible to 6ay; but evidently it had

come so far over a shining rail, a

break in which had caused the dis-

aster. The cavern or tunnel was

paved with disjointed blocks of stone

which once might have been smooth

and even, but which now were dis-

arranged by time and slimy with

dampness and seagrowths. In the

clammy air Miles involuntarily shud-

dered. "Good Lord, Rusty, we’je cer-

tainly up against it 1 The only fellow

who could tell ub our whereabouts
is dead!"
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Ward’s jaw tightened. “That rail

leads somewhere; it's our only hope.

But first let us get our guns and

tome food.”

THEY were fortunate enough to

discover several thermos bottles

unbroken. Hot coffee revived their

fainting spirits. Treating their

bruises and cuts as well as they

could, they left the submarine or car

—it seerjjad^to have been convertible

for use^ either in water or on rail

—

and trudged ahead.

Beyond the break that had caused
the wreck, the rail stretched away
into illimitable blackness. Over
rough stones, stumbling into shallow

pools of water, the light of their

torches serving but faintly to show
the depressing surroundings, the two
man plunged. Neither of them was
without fear, but both possessed the
enduring courage of men habituated

to facing danger and sudden death
without losing control of their

faculties.

Time passed, but they had no
means of telling how much, since
their wrist watches no longer func-
tioned. But after a while they no*
ticed that the grade was upward and
the going easier. At the same mo-
ment, Ward called attention to the
fact that, even without electric

torches, it was possible to see. All
around the two Americans grew a
strange light—a weird, phosphores-
cent glow, revealing far walls and
massive pillars.

Now they could see that they were
in a vast chamber, undoubtedly the
work of human hands; a room awe-
inspiring to behold, and even more
than awe-inspiring in the reflections
it forced upon their minds. Pas-
uges radiated on either hand to mys-
ttrious depths, and great bulks
loomed in the spectral light. Justus
VUes gave a low cry of amazement
when a closer Investigation revealed
tboee bulks to be the wrecks of

raighty and intricate machines, the

use of which it was vain to conjec-

ture. He looked at Ward.
“Solino spoke of a city down in the

ocean. Can this be it?”

Ward shook his head. “Everythin!
here is old, abandoned. Look—what
is that?”

THE figure of a giant creature,

carved either from stone or

marble and encrusted with phos-
phorous, stood lowering in their

path. It was that of a winged beast

with a human head. Its features were
negroid in character; and so malig-

nant was the expression of the star-

ing face, 60 lifelike the execution of

the whole Btatue, that a chill of fear

ran through their veins. It was in

Ward’s mind that this gigantic car-

ving was akin to the ones he had
seen in Egypt, and as old, if not

older.

Beyond the statue the rail curved
and the grade leveled; and, round-
ing the bend, they were amazed to

come upon a sort of "yard” where
the rail stopped. In that enclosure,

on several sidings, were submarine
cars similar to the wrecked one they
had abandoned- But that wAs not the

sight which brought them to a

breathless halt. Beyond the sidings

stood what appeared to be a small

building of gleaming crystal.

After a moment of breathless won-
der they cautiously approached the

bizarre structure. No dampness or

phosphorus impaired the clarity of

its walls. The material composing
them felt vibrantly warm to the

touch. It was not glass, yet it was
possible to look without difficulty

into the Interior of the building,

which appeared to be one large room
containing nothing but a central de-

vice not unlike the filaments of an

electric bulb. In fact, the whole
building, viewed from the outside,

reminded the two adventurers of a

giant light globe. The filaments

radiated a steady and somehow ex-

hilarating light. The door—they
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knew it was a door because an edging
of dark metal outlined its frame

—

gave admittance to the room.
"Shall we?” questioned Miles; and

Ward answered doubtfully, "I don’t

know. Perhaps. . .

But at last they turned the golden
knob, felt the door give to their pres-

sure and stepped through the en-

trance into the soft radiance of the

interior. Unthinkingly, Ward re-

leased his hold on the knob and the

door swung shut behind them. In-

stantly there was a flash of light, and
they were oppressed by a feeling of

nausea; and then, out of a momen-
tary pit of blackness, they emerged
to find that the room of crystal had
oddly changed its proportions and
opaqueness. "Quick!” cried Ward;
“let us get out of this place.” Both
men found the door and staggered
forth.

Then, at sight of what they saw,

they stood rooted to the spot in sheer

amazement. The gloomy tunnel and
the sidings of submarine cars had
vanished, and they were standing in

a vast hall, an utterly strange and
magnificent hall, staring up into the

face of a creature crudely human and
colored green!

THE green man was almost of

heroic proportions; he was clad

in but a breech-clout, and was so

broad as to appear squat in stature.

He carried a 6hort club, and appeared
almost as dumbfounded as the two
Americans. A moment he regarded
them, then, with a ferocious snarl

of rage, he hurled himself upon the
startled Ward and half clubbed, half

pushed him to the floor. Recovering
from his momentary inaction and re-

alizing the danger in which his

friend stood, Miles shouted and
leaped upon the green man’s back,
fastening his sinewy fingers about
the giant’s throat.

But the latter was possessed of
incredible strength, and, straighten-
ing up, he shook off Miles as a bear

might shake off an attacking dog,

and threw him heavily to the floor.

Then the green giant whirled up his

club, and it would have gone hardly

with Miles if Ward had not remem-
bered his automatic and fired in the

nick of time. As if poleaxed, the

green man fell; and both the adven-
turers recovered their feet.

"Look out!” shouted Ward.
Through a wide entrance came

charging a dozen greenish giants.

h^i)es fired both his pistolB. The
leader of the greenish men paused in

mid-leap, clawing at his stomach.
"This way. Kid!” yelled Ward;

"this wayl”
Taking advantage of the confusion

in the ranks of the attackers, the

two sprang to where an exit in the

far wall promised an avenue of es-

cape. Down a broad passage they

rushed. Seemingly the passage ended
in a cul-de-sac, for a wall of blank

whiteness barred further progress.

Behind them came charging the

greenish giants uttering appalling

cries. Desperately the two Amer-
icans turned, resolved to sell their

lives as dearly as possible; but at

that moment happened a sheer mir-

acle. The blank wall divided, re-

vealing a narrow crevice through
which they sprang. Noiselessly the

crevice closed behind them, shutting

out the green pursuers, and a voice

said—a voice in precise but strangely

accented English:

"We have been expecting you, gen-

tlemen, but—where is Solino?”

NEVER would Miles and Ward
forget the amazement of that

moment. They were in a place which

looked not unlike a huge laboratory.

Then they saw it was a lofty room

containing a variety of strange mech-

anisms. But it was not on these

their eyes focussed. Confronting

them in odd wheelchairs, with hair-

less heads projecting from tubular

containers like the one they had

seen encasing the man at the con-
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trol board of the submarine, were

•U of half a hundred crippled menl
“Good Lord I” exclaimed Miles, “I

must be seeing things!”

“Where is Solino?” demanded the

voice in strangely accented English.

Ward saw that the question came

from an individual in a wheelchair a

few feet in front of them.

“Solino is dead,” he answered.

“Dead?” A ripple of sound came

from the oddly seated men.

“Yes, the submarine car was

wrecked in the tunnel, and everyone

iboard was killed save us two.”

The hairless men looked at one

another. “This is Spiro's work,” said

one of them, still in English; and

another said, “Yes, Spiro has done

this.”

Miles and Ward were recovering

Bomewhat from their initial astonish*

ment. “What place is this?” asked

the former.

“This is Apex—or, rather, the

Palace of the Heads in Apex."

The Palace of the Heads! The two
Americans tried to control their be*

wilderment.

“Pardon us if we don’t understand.

Everything is 60 strange. First the

mihmarine was wrecked. Then we
entered the crystal room and the tun-

nel vanished. We can’t understand

how this place can be at the bottom
of the Atlantic.”

“It isn’t at the bottom of the At-
lantic.”

“Not at the bottom? Then where?”
“It isn’t,” said the voice slowly, “in

your world at all.”

The import of what was 6aid did
not at first penetrate the minds of

the Americana. “Not in our world?”
they echoed stupidly.

“Come,” said the crippled man
smiling inscrutably, “you are tired

and hungry. Later I shall explain
more.” His strangely colored eyes
bored into their own. “Sleep,” said
hi* voice softly, imperatively; and
though they fought againBt the com-
mand with all the strength of their

wills, heaviness weighted down their

eyelids and they slept.

FROM dreamless sleep they awak-
ened to find that fatigue had

miraculously vanished, that their

wounds were healed and their bodies

and clothes were free of slime and
filth. All but one of the crippled

men—for so in their own minds they
termed the odd individuals—had
gone away. That one was the man
who had first addressed them.

.

“Do not be alarmed,” he said. “In
our own fashion we have given you
food and rest and attended to your
comfort.”

Ward smiled, though a trifle un-

certainly. “We are not easily fright*

ened,” he replied.

“So! That is good. But now
listen: my name is Zoro and I am
Chief of the Heads of Apex. Ages
ago we Heads lived on a continent

of your Earth now known to scholars

a 6 Atlantis. When Atlantis sank be-

low the waves—in your sacred book
that tragedy is known as the Flood
—all but a scattered few of its peo-
ple perished. I and my companions
were among the survivors.”

The Americans stared at him unbe-
lievingly. “But that was a hundred
thousand years ago!” exclaimed
Ward.
“Three hundred thousand,” cor-

rected Zoro.

They stared at him dumbly.
“Yes,” said Zoro; “it sounds in-

credible to your ears, but it is true.

Mighty as is the industrial civiliza-

tion of your day, that of Atlantis was
mightier. Of course, the country

wasn’t then called Atlantis; its real

name was A-zooma. A-zooma ruled

the world. Its Bhips with sails of

copper and engines of brass covered

the many seas which now are lands.

Its airships clove the air with a

safety and speed your own have still

to attain. The wealth of the world

poured into A-zooma, and its rulers

waxed vain-glorious and proud. Time
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after time the enslaved masses of A-
zooma and of conquered countries

rose in great rebellions. Then against

them marched the “iron baylas”

breathing death and destruction, and
from the air mighty ships poured
down the yellow fog. . .

Zoro paused, but presently went
on: “So we ruled—for ten thousand
years; until the scientists who begot
those engines of destruction became
afraid, because the serfs themselves
began to build secret laboratories.

We of the priesthood of science saw
the inevitable disaster. Long ago we
had put off our bodies—

”

ZORO smiled at the Americans’
amazement. “No,” he said, “I am

not a cripple in a wheelchair. This
tubular container holds no fleshly

body. Inside of it is a mechanical
heart which pumps artificial blood

—

blood purified by a process I will not

describe—through my head. It also

contains certain inner devices under

my mental control, devices that take

the place of human hands and feet.

Only by accident or through lack of

certain essentials can I die.”

His listeners stared at him in awe.

“You mean,” faltered Miles, “that

save for your head you are all—ma-
chine?”

“Practically, yes. We priest-scien-

tists of the Inner Mystery prolonged
life in such fashion. I was three

thousand years old when—But
enough! I will not weary you with
a recital of how the slaves bur-

rowed the bowels of A-zooma and of

how the masters loosed against them
the forces of the atom. Suffice it to

say that on an island we built our
vast system of buildings—or tunnel

as you choose to call it—and sealed

them away from the outside world,

entrance being made by submarines
through automatically controlled

locks.

“At about this time our experi-

ments opened up another realm of

existence, manifesting at a vibratory

rate above that of earth. To this

new realm we brought workers who
built the City of Apex and the palace

you are in. But> unfortunately, we
brought with us no weapons of of-

fense, and in thq new world we had
neither the material nor the delicate

mechanisms and factories to repro-

duce them. However, for countleu
ages there was no rebellion on the

part of the workers who, even in A-

zooma, had worshipped us as gods.

They were born, grew old and died,

but we abode forever. Besides, in

the City of Apex they were freer

than they had ever been before,

merely having to furnish our labora-

tories with certain raw materials and

the wherewithal to sustain the blood

supply on which our lives depend.

But, of late, they have made common
cause with the original inhabitants

of this plane, the green men—

”

THE green men! As if the words

were a signal, a dreadful thing

happened. Out of a far shadow
leaped a lean and hideous monster.

To Miles’ startled eyes it seemed to

grow as it leaped. Thin, unbelievably

thin it was, yet swelling at the head.

From between two goggle-eyes

writhed a rope-like trunk. Twelve
feet in the air its head towered over

Zoro. “Look out?” screamed the

American.
Zoro's chair seemed to jump. Too

late! Around the tubular container

wrapped the snake-like trunk, pluck-

ing the wheelchair and its occupant

from the floor ar^d dangling them

high in air. “Shoot!" cried Zoro.

Miles shot. Hip bullet ploughed

through the unbelievably thin body

and ricochetted from a pillar beyond.

Ward fired with better effect. One

of the goggle eyes spattered like

glass. Under a fusillade of bullets

the monster wilted, giving expre*-

6ion to a weird, shrill cry. Zoro

dangled head downwards. To drop

from such a height on his skull

would probably be fatal.
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But the monster did not drop him.

Instead, in its death agony, its .grip

tightened, and the Americans wit-

nessed an inctedible/feight. Before

their very eyes the monster began
rapidly to shrink. Its tenuous body
telescoped together, becoming thin-

ner and thinner in the process, until

on the Boor there lay the lifeless

body of a snake-like creature not

more than six inches in length!

“Good Lord!” breathed Miles.

Zoro who had escaped unscathed
from his perilous plight, regarded it

with his peculiarly colored eyes.

“TT is a tah-a-la,” he said, "and

JL must have entered the room at

the same time you did. The green
men often capture and train them
for hunting. When about to seize

their prey their bodies have the pow-
er of enormously stretching.” Out-
wardly he seemed unaffected by the

danger safely passed and waved away
several of bis fellows who had
wheeled to the spot attracted by the

noise of the pistols. Tfie Americans
were more shaken. “Perhaps,” said

Ward, “there is danger of—

”

“None," replied Zoro. "I know
there are no other tah-a-las inside

these rooms, since it is the nature of
these beasts to rush to each other's

aid when they scream. And as for
outside attacks, the laboratories are
insulated against any the insurgent
workers can make. Their weapons
are poor—the green men use but
clubs. No, It is not their attacks we
fear but their refusal to furnish us
with supplies. They worshipped us
as gods, and the giving of supplies
was long a religious rite. But now
they doubt our divinity, and, since
they no longer listen to or obey our
decrees, we have no means of pun-
ishing them. Spiro is responsible
for this.”

"Spiro?” questioned the two men.
"He whom we raised to the dignity

of godhead on the accidental death of
Bah-koo, causing a deep sleep to fall

upon him in the temple and grafting
his head upon the mechanical body
left by the latter. Twice before we
had done this with citizens of Apex,
and how were we to know that Spiro
would resent it? True, he was in love
with Ah-eeda, but the physical pas-
sions of men die with the organisms
that give them birth. For three years
he dwelt with us in the laboratories,

learning the wisdom of the Heads,
and then,”—Zoro’s face became for-

bidding—“he denounced us to the
people. Though there was more or
less discontent, they would never
have dared defy us save for him. He
told them that our curses could do
no harm, that we were merely the
heads of men like himself and would
die if they refused to give us the
wherewithal to renew blood.

“TXUT this refusal of theirs is an

.^3 evil thing,” he cried, looking
at the Americans with his strangely
colored eyes. “It violates the cus-

tom of ages, and strikes at the v^ry
roots of our existence. So we held
council and sent two of our number
to Earth after men and weapons to

enforce our demands. For years we
had watched Earth, seen its myriad
civilizations rise and fall, studied

the coming of America to power and
importance. So it was to America
that Solino went, by way of the tun-

nel that still existB under the At-
lantic—”
“And hired us,” interrupted Ward,

“and brought us to the tunnel in the

submarine-car where we—

”

“Stepped into the crystal

chamber,” finished Zoro. “That
chamber is a re-vibrating device of

certain rays and chemicals. The shut-

ting of the door closed the switches

and hurled your bodies to where a

receiving station on this plane in-

tegrated them again.”

So they were not at the bottom of

the ocean. They were—stupendous

thought—living in a new world of

matter!
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“Spiro suspected our plans," con-

tinued Zoro. "He isolated us in our
laboratories, and, by means of a crys-

tal tube, went through to the tun-

nel, tore up a section of track, and
wrecked the submarine-car. But his

act was only partially successful.

You two escaped death; you are

here; you are ready to keep faith

and fight in our service."

“We are ready to fight,” assented

Miles and Ward. The situation was
certainly an unusual one, and one
they did not clearly understand; but

theirs was the Bimple code of the

mercenary soldier—they would fight

for whoever hired them, and be loyal

as long as their wages were paid.

“Then there is no time to lose," ex-

claimed Zoro. “Already our blood

grows thin. You must go back to the

wrecked submarine and retrieve your
weapons."
“But how?"
“There is a sending tube in the

next compartment."

THEY followed Zoro through
lofty rooms filled with amber

light until they came to one wherein
were assembled the rest of the Heads.
Zoro spoke to them swiftly in a
strange, flowing tongue. Then he
conducted the two Americans to a

crystal chamber at the end of the

room and bade them enter it. The vi-

brant light caressed their limbs.

“When I close. this door," he said,

“you will find yourselves back in the

tunnel. Board one of the submarine-
cars on the siding and proceed to the

wreck." He gave them detailed in-

structions how to operate the car.

“Then get your weapons and return.

Do you understand?"
They nodded.
“The workers possess no arms the

equal of machine-guns and bombs.
They will be at your mercy. Remem-
ber that jqau are fighting for our lives

and that, if you save them, your re-

ward will be great. Fear nothing."
The door closed. After a moment

there was a blinding flash, a moment
of swooning darkness, and then they
were staring through transparent
walls into the phosphorescent gloom
of the underseas crypt. Suddenly,
what they had recently undergone
seemed the product qf an illusion, a

dream. Ward shook himself vigor-

ously. “I guess it wqs real enough,”
he 6aid. “Let us see if the car

works.”
They ran out to the wreck and re-

turned 'without tronble. The ma-
chine-gun was mounted for action

and the gaB-bombs slung over their

^shoulders in convenient bags. "All

right," said Miles tensely, “let us

go-"

Agaip they entered the crystal

chamber; again there was the flash

of light and the Bensation of falling

into darkest space. Then, in a mo-
ment it seemed, they were stepping
into the hall from which they had
fled pursued by the green men—
only for the second time, to be con-

fronted by a crowd of hostile giants.

“Don’t fire, Kid!” yelled Ward. “It’t

no use to kill them uselessly. Give
them the bombs 1"

Disconcerted by the attack of tear-

gas, the green men broke and fled.

“After them," panted Ward; “we’ve
got them on the run l"

THRILLING to the lust of bat-

tle, the two Americans emerged
into an open square. They had little

time to note the odd buildings and
strange statues. Coming towards
them with leveled weapons, the na-

ture of which they did not know, was
a band of short men—that. is, short

in comparison with the greenish

giants. Behind this company ap-

peared still another; and another.

Tear-gas was useless to Btop their

onward rush. "All right,” yelled

Miles, “it’s lead they want 1"

The machine-gun spat a hail of

bullets. Before the first withering

blast the swarthy men recoiled in

confusion. Then a second volley
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scattered them like chaff. Miles and
Ward were conscious of no pity for

the dead and wounded lying on the

pavement of yellow Wone. This was
their profession, the stern business

of which they were masters. In

France they had seen worse sights,

and in Nicaragua and Mexico. They
swept destructively out of the

square and into a long tree-lined ave-

nue. This might be another world

or dimension but its trees looked not

unlike those of tropical America.

In a short while the radiating

streets were cleared of crowds and

the cries of the mob died away. Miles

and Ward paused in the shadow of

an overhanging wall and wiped their

faces. “That was quick work, all

right,” said Ward; and, even as he

said it, the wall seemed to fall upon
their unprotected heads and crush

them into unconsciousness. . .

.

OUT of a sick darkness they came.

At first they thought they were
confronting Zoro. Then, as the mists

of unconsciousness cleared from
aching heads, they perceived that

they were in a vast hall crowded with
swarthy men in short tunics, and
with greenish giants wearing noth-

ing but breech-clouts and swinging
short clubs. The fierce eyes of the

gieenish giants were upon them, and
the vengeful ones of the swarthy
men. But the desire of both to rend
and tear was held in check by the

dominant head emerging from a
tubular container mounted upon a
wheelchair. The Americans stared.

This was not the head of Zoro. Not
The head of Spiro,” thought

Miles and Ward with sinking hearts.

They had fallen into the power
of the leader of the insurgent work-
ers!

Spiro—for it was indeed he—re-

garded them with pitiless eyes. His
English was slower and not as fluent
«fl that of Zoro, and his words harder
to understand.

“You Americans, beings of an-

other world, have come here at the

bidding of the Heads to slay and kill

for gold.”

He paused. “I who for three years
studied your country, learned its

language, history, did not believe

men of your race could be so vile.”

He paused again, and Ward broke

out hotly, “It is true that we came
here to fight for gold, but who are

you to speak of vileness? Have you
not turned on the Heads, your bene-

factors, now your brothers, who
raised you to their height? Are you
not leading a revolt of the workers
which would deny them the means of

sustaining life? Are you not seek-

ing to perpetrate—murder?”
Spiro regarded him slowly. “Is it

possible you are in ignorance of what
those means are? Listen, then, while

I tell you the hideous truth. Since

the dawn of our history, until the

present moment, the Heads have

maintained their lives by draining

blood from the veins of thousands of

Apexans yearly!”

The Americans’ faces whitened.

“What do you mean?” breathed

Ward.
“I mean that the artificial blood

pumped by mechanical hearts

through the brains of the Heads

—

yes, and that is now being pumped
through my own!” cried Spiro bit-

terly
—

"is manufactured from human
blood. Human blood is the basis of

it. And to get that blood every

Apexan must yield his quota in the

temple. Slowly but surely this prac-

tice is sapping the vitality of the

race. But though the Apexans real-

ized this they were afraid to speak

against the custom. For the Heads
were worshipped as gods; and when
the gods spoke, blasphemers died

—

horribly.”

ILES and Ward shuddered.

“Even I,” went on Spiro,

“denounced blasphemers and thought

it holy that each should yield a lit-

tle of his blood to the Almighty
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Ones. Then I woke from darkness

to find myself—a Head. At first I

could not understand, for I was in

love with Ah-eeda—and can a ma-
chine mate? But it is true that love is

largely desire, and desire of the

body. With the death of the body,

desire died; and it may be that pride

and ambition took its place. But, for

all that, there were moments when I

remembered my lost manhood and
dreamed of Ah-eeda. Yes, though
the laboratory of the Heads revealed

wonders of which I had never

dreamed, though I looked into your
world and studied its languages and
history, though I was worshipped as

a gd'd and endless life stretched

ahead of me—nevertheless, I could

see that the strength of my race was
being sapped, its virility lost 1"

His voice broke. “In the face of

such knowledge what were immor-
tality and power? Could they com-
pensate for one hour of life and love

as humanity lived it? So I brooded.
Then one day in the temple I looked
into the face of a girl about to be

bled and recognized Ah-eeda. In

that moment, hatred of the fiends

posing as gods and draining the vi-

tality of deluded worshippers, crys-

tallized and drove me to action. So
it was I who denounced the Heads,
aroused the people !” Spiro’s voice

broke; died. Miles and Ward stared

at him, horrified; and after a while
Miles exclaimed, "We never sus-

pected ! We would never have fought
to maintain such a thing had we
known!"
"Nonetheless," said Spiro inflex-

ibly, “you fought for it, and many
people died and more are afraid.

Superstition is a hard thing to

kill. Already there are those who
murmur that truly the Heads are

gods and have called up demons from
the underworld, as they threatened
they would, to smite them with
thunder until once more they yield

blood in the temple. But I know
that without blood the Heads must

die miserably and the people be

freed from their vampire existence.

It is true that I too shall die, but

that is nothing. I die gladly. There-
fore, to keep the people from sacri-

ficing blood, to show them that you
are mortal and the Heads powerless

to save the demons they have raised,

you must be slain in front of the

great palace.

“Yes; you, too, must die for the

people!”

BOUND and helpless, lying on

their backs and staring into the

gloom of the small chamber into

which they had been thrown, Miles

and Ward had tinje to ponder thefr

desperate situation. Spiro was de-

laying their death until the workers
of Apex would have time to gather

and witness it. At first they had

struggled to loosen their bonds, but

such efforts served only to tighten

them. Then they bad tried the trick

of rolling together so that the fingers

of one might endeavor to undo the

knots securing the other. On a

memorable occasion in Turkey they

had freed themselves in this manner.

But the attempts proved fruitless

now. The floor of the chamber was

smooth, nor could they find any

rough projection on which to Baw

the cords.

Exhausted, they finally desisted.

The same thought was in both

mindB: Were they doomed to die in

this strange world, fated never to

see Earth again? Well, a soldier of

fortune must expect to meet with

reverses. Still, it was a tough break

After a long silence Ward said,

“How were we to know that the

heads lived on the; blood of the peo-

ple?” i

"Would it have' made any differ-

ence if we had knoton?" asked Miles.

"Perhaps not." i Ward tried to

shrug his shoulders. "After all, we

have fought to maintain systems not

much better. There is little differ-

ence, save in degree, between drain-
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ing the life-blood of a race and rob-

bing it of the fruits of its labor."

"But sometimes we fought to liber-

ate people,” protested Miles.

"Yes, I like to think of that. Its

good to have something to our credit

when we cash in. And it looks," he

said pessimistically, “as if our time

to do so has come.”

THEY ceased talking. Time
passed cheerlessly. Finally both

of them fell into a heavy slumber

from which they were aroused by the

sudden flashing in their eyes of a

bright light, bright only in compari-

son with the former intense dark-

ness. “What’s that!" cried Ward,
startled.

"S-Bh," said a soft voice warningly,

and when their eyes became accus-

tomed to the illumination, they were
amazed to perceive the slender form
of a young girl carrying a torch.

She T?as marvelously lovely to look
at, with her blue-black hair brushed
straight back from a low, broad fore-

head and her smooth skin as dark as

that of an Egyptian. Nor was she
dressed unlike pictures Miles had
seen of people of ancient Egypt.
The embroidered plates covering the

small breasta shone and glittered;

bracelets and bangles flashed on bare
annB and shapely ankles; while from
the waist to below the knees was a

skirt of rich material. On the small
feet were sandals of intricate design.
Besides the torch, the girl carried a
slim, gleaming knife, and for a mo-
ment the adventurers were guilty of
imagining she had come to slay them
where they lay. But her manner
quickly dispelled their fear. Sink-
ing on her knees besides them, she
Baid, “Do not be afraid; Ah-eeda will
not harm you.”

S
O this was Ah-eeda, the girl of
whom Spiro had spoken. Miles

and Ward devoured her loveliness
with their eyes; her coming flooded
their bosoms with renewed hope.

She continued speaking. Her Eng-
lish was not at all fluent, and she
was often compelled to make it clear

with expressions in her own tongue
and with explanatory gestures. But
to Miles and Ward, who knew noth-
ing of temple training, her speaking
English at all was a miracle.

"Is it true that you are men from
another world?"
“Yes."

“And you came to make the people
give their blood to the Heads?”
“No, that is not true. We were

in ignorance of what it was we
fought for. Had we known the truth
we would have refused to fight for
the Heads.”
“Then, if I were to set you free,

you would go back to your own
world and not fight my people any
more?”
They nodded vigorously.

“Oh, I am so glad,” exclaimed the
girl; "I did not want to see you
die!” She looked at Miles as she
spoke. "I saw you before Spiro this

afternoon. Poor Spiro 1” she mur-
mured as she cut their bonds. It was
some time before circulation was re-

stored to their limbs. Miles asked
anxiously, “How many guards ere

there at the door?”
“Twelve,” said the girl; “but they

are playing wong-wo in the room
outside and drinking soola.” She
pantomimed her meaning. “I came
here through a secret passage be-

yond," she indicated by a wave of

her hand. “Now that you can walk,
let us hurry.” Shyly she took Miles’

hand. The warm clasp of her fingers

made the blood course faster in his

veins.

Through a long passage they

glided to another room. There were
several confusing turns and dark
hallways, and twice they had to

cower in shadowy corners while

Ah-eeda boldly advanced and held

converse with occasional persons en-

countered, though for the most part

the way was silent and deserted. At
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last they came to a low door opening
on a narrow street and the girl put
out her torch.

"To return to our own world we
must first reach the Palace of the

Heads,” said Ward. The girl nodded.
“I will guide you there. But we
must hurry: the workers will soon

be gathered.”

NEVER were Miles and Ward
to forget that breathless flight.

The girl led them through narrow
and devious byways over which dark

buildings leaned, evidently avoiding

the more direct and open thorough-
fares. It seemed as if they were to

escape without hindrance when, sud-

denly, out of a dimly lighted door-

way, lurched the gigantic figure of

a green man carrying a flare. This
flare threw the figures of the fugi-

tives into relief.

"Ho!” roared the gr$en man, and
came at them like a furious bull. It

seemed characteristic of his kind to

attack without parley. The torch

dropped as he came. There was no
resisting that mighty bulk. Unarmed,
and with 6cant room to move back-

ward, the two Americans went
down

;
and that would have been the

end of the battle if Ah-eeda, who had
shrunk to one side out of the way of

the combatants, had not snatched up
the still flaming torch and held it

against the naked back of the green-
ish giant. With a scream of anguish
the latter ceased throttling the

Americans, clapped his hands to his

scorched back and rolled clear of

them.

Instantly they staggered to their

feet and fled down the roadway after

the light-footed Ah-eeda. Behind
them the screams of the green man
made the night hideous. "Damn
him!” panted Ward; "he’ll have the

whole town on our heels!” Providen-
tially, at that moment the road de-
bouched into the great square. This
they crossed at a run, and so, for the
last time, entered the Palace of the

Heads. Its wide halls and chambers
were practically 'deserted.

Past the crystal chamber where
they had first materialized into this

strange world they dashed, and
through the far door and down the

corridor to the blank wall. Already
in the rear could be heard the sound
of pursuit, the rising clamor of the

mob. Ward hammered on the wall

with both fists. ^‘Zoro! Zoro! let us

in!” Now the first of the mob had

entered the corridor. "Zoro! Zoro I”

Noiselessly, an<J just in time, the

walj parted and tfiey sprang through.

Miles half carrying the slender form

of Ah-eeda. The wall closed behind

them, obliterating the fierce cries

and footbeats of their pursuers.

I
N front of them was Zoro, his

hairless head projecting from the

tubular container. Ah-eeda shrank

fearfully into Miles’ embrace. All

the other Heads were ranged back

of Zoro, but there was something

odd about them. The massive cra-

niums lolled loosely to one side or

another and the curiously colored

eyes were glazed or filmed. Zoro

held his head erect, but only with an

effort, and his features were drawn
and ghaBtly looking.

"Yes,” he said in a feeble voice,

"the Heads are dying. You need not

tell me that you have failed. In the

end force always fails. No longer

will the veins of the people yield

their blood to us, and without their

blood we cannot live. Soon three

hundred thousand years of intelli-

gence will be no more.” His voice

faltered.

Miles and Ward had learned to

feel nothing but horror and detesta-

tion of the Heads, but now in the

face of their tragic end, hearing the

dying words of Zoro, awe and sym-

pathy struggled with other emotion
in their hearts. These mighty intel-

lects had lived fajefore the days of the

flood; their eyes filming now in death

had seen the ancient empires of
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Earth riBe and fall. . . Sumeria,

Babylon. . . . Stupendous thought;

ind yet in the fi^e of death a hun-

dred thousand years of life was of

no more importance than that of a

day. Suddenly Ward sprang for-

ward and shook the fainting Head.

'‘Zoro! Zoro! what of us? We served

you faithfully and would now re-

turn to Earth."

SIBLY Zoro made a great ef-

fort to reply. "Go to the crys-

tal tube in the laboratory beyond,"

be said at last. "It still works. I

have told you how to run the car.

Mend the tracks. The locks open
automatically and let the car into

the ocean when it strikes the switch.

Your reward is in. . . The words
died away. Then, with a sudden in-

flux of strength, the hairless head
straightened, the strangely colored

eyes cleared, and in a loud voice

Zoro called out something in an un-

known tongue and then collapsed.

Out of that chamber of death the

Americans fled, suddenly afraid of

its weird occupants. In time the

workers of Apex would break into

that Btrange laboratory and find the
vampires of the ages dead. And in

a very short time Spiro himself
would die—Spiro the avenger.
At the crystal tube Miles paused.

"Ab-eeda,” he said softly, "we re-

turn to Earth, but I shall never for-

get you, never!"

A moment he hesitated, and then
bent and kissed her swiftly. In-

stantly she was in his arms, clinging
to him passionately.

"I too,” she cried; “I tool"

“She means,” said Ward, “that she
wants to go back with us. What do
you say?”

"God knows I am tempted to take

her,” said Miles; "but would it be
right? What does she know of

Earth?"
"Nothing,” said Ward; "but I be-

lieve she loves you. And have you
thought that after helping ub to

escape she may not be safe among
her own people?”
Miles bowed his head. "Very

well,” he said; “so be it. I swear to

make her happy.”
So there were three of them who

entered the crystal tube.
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Brood of the Dark Moon
Part Three of a Four-Part Novel

By Charles Willard Diff-in

WHAT HAS GONE BEFORE Chet, having landed the ship in the

SPACE has been conquered in Valley of Fire, smashes the con-

the detonite-driven ship of trols and maroons them all.

Walt Harkness, Chet Bullard, Mas- With the aid of Herr Kreiss,

ter-Pilot, and Diane Delacouer. For scientist, till then a member of

the second time they are on the Schwartzmann’s party the adven-

Dark Moon, but r turers regain
now their enemy command. Taking

Schwa rtzmann, Implacable it the approach of the S c h w a r tzmann

has kidnapped myiteriou* Enemy that comet to and his men from

them and threat- huat out E*rfbJin«-intrader* 0 f the ship, they are

ens to maroon or
lhe D*rk Moon

- attacked by fly-

kill them until ^^ ing reptiles, and
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The hky watm were oblast with firt.

the Schwartzmann party escapes,

taking with them a detonite pistol

and ammunition. When the reptiles

are routed the 6hip is found im-

mersed in a sea of green, poison
gaB from a newly-formed fumerole*^
h cannot be reached. And the four,

cut off even from the ship, have
they know not whom.
They set off through the jungle

for a hidden valley of which Hark-
ness knows; are attacked in the
flight by carnivorous plants, but
ire saved by a spear thrown by
they know not whom.
Reaching what seems at first a

flfltural amphitheater of black and
white banded rock, they find a pyr-

amid within it. An arrow from the

jungle behind them strikes in the

path ahead. They disregard the warn-
ing and rush for the pyramid. Forced
to take refuge at its top they see an
ape-man appear from within.

They have seen ape-men before;

one of them, Towahg, saved Diane's

life on an earlier adventure. But
this one is different; it appears

hypnotized, and Chet senses mes-

sages sent to it from some unknown
and terrifying source within the

pyramid.

“Bring flesh!” is the order; and

the messenger takes the body of a

slaughtered ape-man, but returns to

select a number of others from a
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great tribe that has been sum-
moned.
They, too, are hypnotized at

touch of the messenger and are

driven to the pyramid top, where,

at the entrance, the four fugitives

are cornered. The messenger ap-

pears, and sees them. His blazing

eyes stun them with a mesmeric
force sent through the ape by the

mysterious power back of him. The
four are petrified and helpless.

Like the other captives, they are

forced into the dark entrance of

the pyramid, when an arrow trans-

fixes the messenger. Chet immedi-
ately recovers his senses and res-

cues his companions. And then,

out of the darkness, comes a wrig-

gling, grinning, hairless ape-man.

“TowahgJ” he says proudly. “Me
cornel”

CHAPTER XIII

Happy Valley

OWAHG!" Chet marveled;

I “you little devil! It’s yoh

^ who has been following

us all this time 1”

“I wish he hadn’t been so bashful,”

Harkness added. “If he had come out

and showed himself he would have
saved us a lot of trouble.” But Hark-
ness stepped forward and patted the

black shoulder that quivered with

joy beneath his touch. "Good boy,

Towahg!” he told the grinning ape-

man.
Monkey-like, Towahg had to imi-

tate, and this time he gave a repro-

duction of his own acts. He wrig-

gled toward the entrance of the

passage, peered around the edge, and
seemed to see something that made
him draw back. Then he fitted an
arrow to his bow and springing up-

right, let it fly.

So realistic was the performance
that Chet actually expected to see

another enemy transfixed, but the

squat figure of Towahg was doing
a dance of victory beside the pros-

trate figure of the first and only vic-

tim. Chet reached out with one long
arm and swung the exulting savage
about. He heard Herr Kreiss ex-

pressing his opinion in accents of

disgust.

"Ugly little beast!” Kreiss wai
saying. "And murderous!”
There was no time to lose; the

sound of scrambling bodies watf

coming nearer from the dark pit

beyond. Yet, even then, Chet found
an instant to defend the black.

“Damned lucky for us that he ii

a murderer!” he told Kreiss. Then
to Towahg;

"Listen, you littl^ imp of hell!

You don’t know more than ten

words, but get thisl”

Chet was standing where thi

Earth-light struck upon him; he

pointed into the dark where the

sounds of pursuit grew loud, and

he shook his head and screwed his

features into an expression that

was supposed to depict fear. “No!

No!” he said.

He dragged the savage forward

and pointed cautiously to the mill-

ing horde below, and repeated,

“No! No!” Then he included them

all in a wave of his hand and point-

ed back and out into the night’

And Towahg’e unlovely features

were again twisted into what wai

for him a smile, as he grunted some

unintelligible syllables and mo-

tioned them to follow.

r
' had taken but an instant. To-

wahg was scurrying in advance;

he sped like a shadow of a passing

cloud, and behind him the othen

followed, crouching low in tlu

shelter of the deep-cut Btep. No

figures were below them at the re«

of the pyramid, and Chet reached

for one of Diane’s arms, while

Harkness took the other. Betwocn

them they held her from falling

while they followed the dark W®
that was Towahg leaping noisele*-

ly down the long slope.
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No lime for caution now. The
uvage ahead of them leaped silent*

ly; his flying feet hardly disturbed

a stone. But beneath them, Chet

felt a small landslide of rubble that

came with them in their flight. And
above the noise of their going

came a sound that sped them on—
the rising shout of wonder from

the unseen multitude in front, and

a chorus of animal cries from the

pyramid’s top.

Chet saw a blot of black figures

at the top of the 6lope just as they

felt firm ground beneath their feet.

They followed where Towahg led

in a swift race across the open

arena toward the great steps at the

rear. Black and white in strongly

contrasting bands, the rock reared

itself in a barrier that, to Chet,

seemed hopelessly unsurmountable.

He felt that, they had come to the

end of their tether.

“Trapped l” he told himself, and
wondered at Towahg’s leading them
into such a cul-de-sac, even while

he knew that retreat in other di-

rections was cut off. The pursuit

was gaining on them; savages from
beyond the pyramid had sighted

them now in the full light of

Earth, and their yelping cry came
mingled with hoarse growls as the

full pack took the trail. Ahead of

them, Towahg, reaching the base

of the first white step, was dancing
with excitement beside a narrow
cleft in the rocks. He led the way
through the small passage. And
Harkneas, bringing up the rear,

took the detonite pistol in his hand.
“One Bhellt We’ll have to waste

hl
n
he said, and raised the weapon.

Its own explosion was Blight, but
the sound of the bursting cartridge

when its grain of detonite struck
the rocks made a thunderous noise

u it echoed between the narrow
walls.

"That will check the pursuit,”

Harkness exulted; “that will make
them stop and think it over."

I
T was another hour before To-
wahg slackened his pace. He

had led them through jungle that

to them seemed impassable; had
shown them the hidden trails and
warned them against spiked plants

whose darts were needle sharp. At
last he led them to a splashing
stream where they followed him
through the trackless water for a
mile or more.
The mountain with the white scar

was their beacon. Harkness pointed
it out to their guide and made him
understand that that was where
they would go.

And, when night was gone, and
the first rays of the rising sun
made a quickly changing kaleido-

scope of the colorful east, they
came at last to a barren height.

Behind them was a maze of valleys

and rolling hills; beyond these was
a place of smoke, 'where red fires

shone pale in the early light, and
set off at one side was a shape
whose cylindrical outline could be
plainly seen. It caught the first

light of the sun to reflect it in

sparkling lines and glittering

points, and every reflection came
back to them tinged with pale

green, by which they knew that the

gas was still there.

Chet turned from a prospect that

could only be depressing. His mus-
cles were heavy with the poisons

of utter fatigue; the others must
be the same, hut for the present

they were safe, and they could find

some position that they could de-

fend. Towahg would be a valuable

ally. And now their lives were ahead
of them—lives of loneliness, of

exile.

HARKNESS, too, had been
staring back toward that ship

that was their only link with their

lost world; his eyes met Chet’s in

an exchange of glances that showed
how similar were their thoughts.

And then, at sound of a glad laugh
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from Diane, their looks of despair

gave place to something more like

shame, and Chet shifted his own
eyes quickly away.

“It is beautiful, Walter,” Diane
was saying: “the lovely valley, the

lake, the three mountain peaks like

sentinels. It is marvelous. And we
will be happy there, all of us, I

know it. . . . Happy Valley. There
—I’ve named itl Do you like the

name, Walter?”
And Chet saw Harkness' reply in

a quick pressure of his hand on
one of Diane’s. And he knew why
Walt looked suddenly away without
giving her an answer in words.
“Happy Valley I” Diane of all the

four had shown the ability to rise

above desperate physical weariness,

above a despondent mood, to dare

look ahead instead of backward,
and to find hope for happiness in

the prospect.

Off at one side, Chet saw Kreiss;

the scientist’s weariness was for-

gotten while he ran like a puppy
after a bird, in pursuit of a floating

butterfly that drifted like a wind-
blown flower. And Harkness, un-

speaking, was still clinging to

Diane’s firm hand. . . . Yes, thought
Chet, there was happiness tsf be
found here. For himself, it would
be more than a little lonesome.

But, he reflected, what happiness

was there in any place or thing

more than the happiness we put
there for ourselves? . , . Happy
Valley—and why not? He dared to

meet the girl’s eyes now, and the

smile on his lips spread to his own
eyes, as he echoed his thoughts:
“Why not?” he asked. “Happy

Valley it is; we just didn't recog-

nize it at first.”

THEY came to the lake at last;

its sparkling blue had drawn
them from afar off ; it was still

lovelier as they came near. Here
was the same steady west wind that

had driven the gas upon their ship.

But here it ruffled the velvet of

waving grasses that swept down to

the margin of the lake. There was
a higher knoll that rose sharply

from the shore, and back of all

were forests of white-trunked trees.

Chet had seen none of the crim-

son buds, nor threatening tendrils

since entering the valley. And To-

wahg confirmed his estimate of the

valley’s safety. He waved one naked
arm in an all-inclusive gesture, and

he drew upon his limited vocabu-

lary, to tell them of this place.

“Good!” he said, and waved his

arm again. “Good! Good!”
“Towahg, you’re a silver-tongued

orator,” Chet told him: “no one

could have described it better.

You’re darned right; it’s good."

He raised his head to take a deep

breath of the fragrant air; it was

intoxicating with its blending of

spicy odors. At his feet the water

made emerald waves, where the

clear, deep blue of the reflected

sky merged with yellow sand. Fi9h

darted through the deeper pools

where the beach shelved off, and

above them the air held flashing

colorful things that circled and

skimmed above the waves.
The rippling grass was so green,

the sky and lake so intense a blue,

and one mountainous mass of cloud

shone in a white too blinding to be

borne. And over it all flowed the

warm, soft air that seemed vibrant

with a life-force pulsing strongly

through this virgin world.

Diane called from where she and

Harkness had wandered through the

lush gras9. Kreiss had thrown him-

self upon a strip of warm sand and

was oblivious to the beauties that

surrounded him. Towahg was squat-

ted like a half-human frog, binding

new heads on his arrows.

“Chet,” she called, “come over

here and help me to exclaim over

this beautiful place. Walter talks

only of building a house and ar-

ranging a place that we can defend.
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He is so very practical.”

“Practical!” exclaimed Chet.

“Why, Walt’s a dreamer and a poet

compared to me. I’m thinking of

food. Hey, Towahg,” he called to

the black, "let's eat!” He amplified

this with unmistakable pointings at

his mouth and suggestive rubbing

of his stomach, and Towahg started

off at a run toward trees that were
heavy with strange fruit.

BY night there were unmistak-
able signs that the hand of

pan had been at work. A band of

savages would have accepted the

place as they found it; for them
the shelter of a rock would have

sufficed. They would have passed

on to other hunting grounds and
only av handful of ashes and a

broken branch, perhaps, would have

marked where they had been. But
your civilized man is never satis-

fied.

Along the mile of shore was open
ground. Here the trees approached

the water; again their solid ram-
part of ghostly trunks was held

back some hundreds of yards. And
the open ground was vividly green

where the soft grass waved; and
it was matted, too, with crimson
and gold of countless flowers. A
beautiful carpet, flung down by the

edge of a crystal lake, and the

flowered covering swept up and
over the one high knoll that

touched the shore. . . . And on the

knoll, near an outcrop of lime-

stone rocks, was a house.

"Not exactly pretentious,” Chet
hid admitted, “but we’ll do better

later on.”

“It will keep Diane under cover,”

rgued Harkness; “these leaves are

like leather.”

He helped Diane put another
strip of leaf in place on the roof;
a twist of green vine^tied around
the stem held it loosely.

The leaves were huge, as much as

ten feet in diameter; great circles

of leathery green that they cut
with a pocket knife and "tailored”

as Diane called it to fit the rough
framework of the hut. Towahg had
found them and had given them a

name that they did not trouble to

learn. "Towahg’s grunts sound so
much alike,” Diane complained
smilingly. "He seems to know his

natural history, but he is difficult

to understand.”

BUT Towahg proved a valuable

man. He cracked two round
stones together, and cleaved off one
to a rounded edge. He bound this

with withes to a short stick and
in a few minutes had a serviceable

stone ax that bit into slender sap-

lings that were needed for a frame-

work.
Chet nodded his head to call

Kreiss* attention to that. "Herr
Doktor,” he said, “jit isn’t every
scientist who has the chance to see

a close-up of the stone age.”

« But Herr Kreiss, as Chet told

Harkness later, did not seem to

"snuggle up nice and friendly” to

the grinning savage. "He is armed
better than we,” Kreiss complained.

"I do not trust him. It is an im-

possible situation, this, that civi-

lized men should be dependent upon
one so savage. For what is our

kultur, our great advancement in

all lines of mental endeavor, if at

the last, when tested by nature,

we must rely upon such assistance?”

Chet saw Herr Doktor Kreiss

draw himself aloof with meticu-

lous care as Towahg dashed by,

and it occurred to him that perhaps

it was as well for Kreiss that the

black one knew so little of what
was said.

But aloud he merely .said: “You’ll

^iave lots of chances to use that

/mental endeavor stuff later on, Doc-
tor. But right now what we need
to know is how to get by without
any of your laboratories, without
text books or tools, with just our
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bare hands and with brains that

are geared up to the civilization

you mention and don’t do us a

whole lot of good here. Better let

Towahg show us what he knows.”
But Herr Kreiss only shrugged

his thin shoulders and wandered off

through this research-man’s para-

dise, where every flower and insect

and stone were calling to him. Chet
envied the equanimity with which
the man had accepted his lot, had
come to this place and was prepared

to spend his remaining years col-

lecting scientific data that were to

him all-important.

AGAIN the sun sank swiftly.

But this time, Chet stretched

himself luxuriously upon the mat-
ted grass and turned to stare at the

little fire that burned before the

entrance of Diane’s shelter. His

pocket fireflash had kindled some
dry sticks that burned without

smoke.
“We will be a little careful about

smoke,” Harkness had warned them
all. “No use of broadcasting the

news of our being here. We have

come a long way and I think there

is small chance of Schwartzmann’s
party or the savages finding us in

this spot.”

Beyond the fire, Harkness raised

himself now to sit erect and glance

about the circle of fire-lit faces.

“There’s plenty of planning to be

done,” he said. "There is the mat-

ter of defense; we must build a

barricade of some sort. As for

shelter, we must remember that we
will be here a long time and that

we might as well face it. We will

need to build some serviceable shel-

ters. Then, what about clothes?

These we are wearing are none
the better for the trip through the

jungle; they won’t last forever.

We've got to learn—Lord! we’ve

got to learn so many things!”

And the first of many councils

was begun.

CHAPTER XIV

A Bag of Green Gas

UNDER a tree on the edge of

the open ground a notched
stick hung. Six sharply cut V’§
showed red through the white
bark, then one that was deeper; an-

other six and another deep cut;

more of them until the stick was
full: so passed the little days.

"Some time,” Herr Kreiss had
promised, “I shall determine with

accuracy *ne length of our Dark
Moon days; then we will convert

these crude records into Earth

time. It is good that we should not

lose our knowledge of the days

on Earth.” He made a ceremony
each morning of the cutting of an-

other notch.

Chet, too, had a bit of daily rou-

tine that was never neglected. Each
sunrise found him on the high di-

vide; each morning he watched for

the glint and sparkle of sunlight

as it flashed from a metal ship; and

each morning the reflected light

came to him tinged with green, un-

til he knew at last that it might

never be different. The poisonous

fumes filled the pocket at the end

of the valley where the great ship

rested. She was indeed at the bot-

tom of a sea.

Back at camp were other signs of

the passing days; Around the top

of the knoll a palisade had sprung

up. Stakes buried in the ground,

with sharpened ends pointing up

and outward, were interwoven with

tough vines to make a barricade

that would check any direct assault

And, within the enclosure, near the

little hut that had been built for

Diane, were other shelters. One

black night of tropic rainstorm had

taught the necessity for roofs that

would protect them from torrential

downpours.
These did well enough for the

present, these temporary shelteri

and defenses, and they had kept
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Diane and the two men working

like mad when it was essential

Out they have something to do,

something to think of, that they

might not brood too long and deep-

ly on their situation and the life

of exile they were facing.

FOR Kreiss this wa? not neces-

sary. In Herr Kreiss, it seemed,

were the qualities of the 6toic.

They were exiled—-that was a fact;

Herr Kreiss accepted it and put it

aide. For, about him, were count-

leu things animate and inanimate

of this new world, things which

must be taken into his thin hands,

eumined, classified and catalogued

in his mind.

In th« rocky outcrop at the top

of their knoll he had found a cave

with which this rock seemed honey-

combed. Here, within the shelter of

the barricade, he had established

what he called very seriously his

'laboratory.” And here he brought

•trange animals from the jungle-
flying things that were more like

bats than birds, yet colored gor-

geously. Chet found him one day
quietly exultant over a wrinkled

piece of parchment. He was sharp-

ening a quill into a pen, and a cup-

shaped stone held some dark liquid

that was evidently ink.

“So much data to record,” he
•aid. “There will be others who
will follow us some day. Perhaps
not during our lifetime, but they
will come. These discoveries are
mine; I must have the records for

them, . . . And later I will make
piper,” he added as an after-

thought; "there is papyrus growing
in the lake.”

But on the whole, Kreiss kept
•trictly to himself. "He’s a lone
wlf,” Chet told the others, "and
now that he is bringing in those
Iwvy loads of metals he is more
oclusive than ever; won’t let me
hto the back end of his cave.”

“Does he think we will steal his

gold?” Harkness asked moodily.
"What good is gold to us here?”
"He may have gold,” Chet in-

formed him, “but he has something
more valuable too. I saw some
chunks that glowed in the dark.

Rotten with radium, he told me.
But even so, he is welcome to it:

we can’t use it. No, I don’t think
he suspects us of wanting his tro-

phies; he’s merely the kind that

flocks by himself. He was having
a wonderful time today pounding
out some of his metals with a stone
hammer; I heard him at it all day.

He seems to have settled down in

that cave for keeps.”

HARKNESS threw another
stick across the fire; its

warmth was unneeded, but its danc-
ing flames were cheering.

"And that is something we must
make up our minds about,” he said

slowly: "are we to stay here, or

should we move on?”
He dropped to the ground near

where Diane was sitting, and took
one of her hands in his.

"Diane and I plan to ’set up
housekeeping,’” he told Chet, and
Chet saw him smile whimsically
at the words. Housekeeping on the

Dark Moon would be primitive in-

deed. "We are lacking in some of

the customary features of a wed-
ding; we seem to be just out of

ministers or civil officials to tie the

knot.”

"Elect me Mayor of Dianeville,”

Chet suggested with a grin, "and
I’ll marry you— if you think those

formalities are necessary here.”

Diane broke in. "It’s foolish of

me, Chet, I know it; but don't

laugh at me.” He saw her lips

tremble for an instant. "You see,

we’re so far away from—from

everything, and it seems that if

Walter and I could just start our

lives with a really and truly mar-
riage—oh, I know it is foolish

—

”

This time Chet interrupted.
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“After all you have been through,

and after the bravery you've

shown, I think you are entitled to

a little ‘foolishness.’ And you shall

be married with as good a knot as

any minister could tie: you see,

that is one of the advantages of

being a Master Pilot. My warrant
permits me to perform a marriage
service ‘in any level above the sur-

face of the Earth.’ A left-over from
the time,, when ship’s captains had
the same ' right. And although we
are grounded for keeps, if we are

not above the surface of the Earth
right now I don’t know anything
about altitudes. But,” he added as

if it were an afterthought, “my fee,

although I hate to mention it, is

five dollars,”

HARKNESS gravely reached
into the pocket of his ragged

coat and brought out a wallet. He
tendered a five dollar bill to Chet.

"I think you're robbing me,” he
complained, “but that is what hap-

pens when there is no competition.

And we’ll start building a house
to-morrow.”
“Will we?” Chet inquired. "Is

this the best place? For my part

I would feel safer if there were
more miles between us and that

pyramid. What was down in there,

God knows. But there was some-
thing back of that hypnotized ape
—something that knocked us for a

crash landing with one look from
those eyes.”

The night air was warm, where
he lay before their huts, but a

shiver of apprehension gripped him
at thought of a mysterious Some-
thing that was beyond the power
of his imagination, and that was
an enemy they would never want
to face. Something inhuman in its

cold brutality, yet superhuman too,

if this mental force were an indi-

cation. A something different from
anything the people of Earth had
ever known, bestial and damnable!

“I am with you on that,” Hark-
ness agreed, "but what about the

ship? You have had your eye on

it every day; do we want to go
where we could not see it? If the

gas cleared, if there was ever

season when the wind changed,

think of what that would mean.

Ammunition, food, supplies of all

kinds, and the ship as a place of

refuge, too, would be lost. No, we
can’t turn that over to Schwarti-

mann, Chet; we’ve got to Btick

around.”

“I still wish we were farther

away,” Chet acknowledged, “but

you are right, Walt; we could never

be satisfied a single day if we
thought the ship could be reached

Then, too, Towahg seems to think

this is O. K.

"As near as I can learn from hit

sign language pnd a dozen worda,

this is about as good a spot as we

can find. He says the ape-men never

cross the big divide; something

spooky about it I judged. However,

we must remember this: the fact

that Towahg came across showi

that the rest of them would if

they found it could be done.”

"That was why he led us so fir

while we waded up that stream,”

offered Diane. “Trailing Towahg
would be like trying to follow th«

wake of an airship.”

“And I asked him about the red

vampires that jumped us down b

y

the ship,” Chet continued. “He

gave me the clear sign on that,

too.”

DIANE was not anxious f*

more wandering, as Chet

could see. "There is game here,”

she suggested, “and the edge of

the jungle is simply an orchard

of fruit, as you know. And having

a lake to bathe in is important—

oh, I mustj not try to influence yw-

We must jd° what is best.”

"No,” said Chet, "our own wiahei

don’t count; the ship’s the deciding
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factor. You had better build your
house here, Walt. Happy Valley

will be headquarter? for the expe-

dition; we've got a whale of a lot

of country to explore. And, of

course, we will slip back and check

up on Schwartzmann; find out

where he went to—”
"Count me out,” Harkness inter-

rupted; "count me out. You go

and hunt trouble if you want to;

Diane and I will have our hands
full right here. Great heavens, man!
We’ve got to learn to make clothes;

and, by the way, that uniform
you’re wearing is no credit to your

tailor. If we are to call this home,
we must do better than the sav-

ages. I intend to find some bam-

boo, split it, make some troughs,

and bring water down here from
the spring. I’ve got to learn where
Kreiss is getting his metal and
find some soft enough to hammer
into dishes. We can’t call the de-

partment store by radiophone, you
know, and have them shoot a bunch
of stuff out by pneumatic tube.”

"That’s all right,” Chet mocked;
“by the time you have built a

house with only a stone ax in your
tool kit, you'll think the rest of

it is simple.”

THE barricade, or chevaax de
frise as Chet insisted upon call-

ing it, to show his deep study of

the wars of earlier days, was built

in the form of a U. The knoll it-

self sloped on one side directly

to the water’s edge; they had left

that side open and carried their

line of sharp stakes down to the

water, that in the event of a siege

they would not be conquered by
thirst.

On the highest point of the knoll,

some few weeks later, a house was
being built—a more pretentious

structure, this, than the other little

huts. The aerial roots that the
white trees dropped from their

high-flung branches were not im-

possible to cut with their crude
Implements; they made good build-
ing material for a house whose
framework must be tied together
with vines and tough roots. This
would be the home of Harkness and
Diane.

The two had been insistent that

this structure would be incomplete
without a room for Chet, but the
pilot only laughed at that sugges-
tion.

"It’s an old saying,” he told them,
"that one house isn’t big enough
for two families. I think the re-

mark is as old as the institution

of marriage, just about. And it’s as

true on the Dark Moon as it is on
Earth. And, besides, I intend to

build some bachelor apartments that

will make this place of yours look

pretty cheap, that is, if I ever find

time. I am going to be pretty busy
just roaming around this little

world seeing wl^at I can see. Even
Herr Kreiss has got the wander-
lust, you will notice.”

"He has been gone four days,”

said Diane. Her tone was frankly

worried. Chet finished tying a sap-

ling to a row of uprights and slid

to the ground.

“T"%ON’T be alarmed about
Kreiss,” he reassured her.

"He has been all-fired myste-
rious for the past several weeks.

He’s been working on something

in that cave of his, and visitors

have not been admitted. When he

left he told me he would be gone
for some time, and he looked at

me like an owl when he said it;

his mysterious secret was making
his eyes pop out. He has a surprise

up his sleeve.”

“Wedding present for Diane,”

Harkness suggested.

"Well, he Bhowed me some darn

nice sapphires,” Chet agreed. "Prob-

ably found some way to cut them
and he’s setting them in a bracelet

of soft gold: that’s my guess.”
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“I wish he were here," Diane
insisted.

And Chet nodded across the

clearing as he said fervently: "I
wish I could get all my wishes as

quickly as that. There he comes
now with his bow in one hand and
a bag of something in the other.”

The tall figure moved wearily

across the open ground, but
straightened and came briskly to*

ward them as he drew near. He
seemed more gaunt than usual, as

if he had finished a long journey
and had slept but little. But his

eyes behind their heavy spectacles

were big with pri^e.

“You have—what do you Ameri-
cans say?

—
'poked fun* at my help-

lessness in the forest,” he told Chet.
“And now see. Alone and without
help I have made a great journey,

a most important journey.” He held

up a bladder, translucent, filled

with something palely green.

“The gas!” he said proudly.
“Why, Herr Kreiss,” Diane ex-

claimed, amazed, “you can't mean
that you’ve been to Fire Valley;
that that is the gas from about the

shipl . . . And why did you want
it? What earthly use. . .

SHE had looked from the proud
face of the scientist to that of

Harkness
;
then turned toward Chet.

Her voice died away, her question
unfinished, at sight of the expres-

sion in those other eyes.

“From—the ship? You mean that

you’ve been there—Fire Valley?

That you’ve come back here?” Chet
was asking on behalf of Harkness
as well; his companion added noth-

ing to the words of the pilot

—

words spoken in a curiously quiet,

strained tone.

“But yes!” Herr Kreiss assured
him. His gaze was still proudly
fixed upon the bladder of green
gas. “I needed some for an experi-

ment—a most important experi-

ment” And not till then did he

glance up and let his thin face

wrinkle in amazed wonder at the

look on the pilot’s face.

Chet had raised one end of an-

other stick as Kreiss approached.
He had intended to place it against

the frame they were building; it

fell heavily to the ground instead.

He regarded Harkness with eyes
that were somber with hopeless

despair, yet that somehow crinkled

with a whimsical smile.

“Well, I said he had a surprise

up his sleeve,” he reminded them.

“It is nearly night; 1 can't do any-
thing now. I’ll go to-morrow; take

Towahg. I don’t know that there’s

anything we can do, but we’ll try.

"You will stay here with Diane,”

he told Harkness. And Harkness
accepted the order as he would
from one who was in command.

“It’s up to you now,” he told

Chet. “I'll stay here pnd hold the

fort You’re running the job from
now on.”

But the pilot only nodded. Herr
Kreiss was sputtering ! a barrage of

how’s and why’s; he demanded to

know why his success in so haz-

ardous a trip should have this re-

sult.

But Chet Bullard did not an-

swer. He walked slowly away, his

eyes on the ground, as one who is

trying to plan; driving his thoughts

in an effort to find some escape

from a danger that seemed to hover

threateningly.

CHAPTER XV
Terrors of the Jungle

TOWAHG had learned the

names of these white-skinned

ones who came down from what-

ever heaven was pictured in hi9

rudimentary mind. His pronuncia-

tion of them was peculiar; it had

not been helped any by reason of

Diane’s having been his teacher.

Her French accent was delightful

to he^r, but not helpful to a Dark
i
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Moon ape-man who was grappling

with English.

But he knew them by name, using
always the FrencJr “Monsieur,”

and when Chet repeated: "Monsieur
Kreiss—he go,” pointing through
the jungle, and followed this with
the command: "Towahg go! Me
go!” the ape-man's unlovely face

drew into its hideous grin and he
nodded his head violently to show
that he understood.

Chet gripped a hand each of

Harkness and Diane and clung to

them for a moment. Below their

knoll the white morning mist drift-

ed eerily toward the lake; the knoll

was an island and they three the

only living creatures in a living

world. It was the first division of

their little force, the first parting

where any such farewell might be

the last. The silence hung heavily

about them.
“Au Voir," Diane said softly;

“and take no chances. Come back
here and we’U wim or lose to-

gether.”

"Blue skies,” was Walt Harkness’

good-by in the language of the

flyer; "blue skies and happy land-

ings!”

And Chet, before the shrouding
miBt swallowed him up, replied in

kind.

"Lifting off!” he announced as

if his ship were rising beneath

him, "and the air is cleared. I’ll

drop back in four days if I’m
lucky.”

Towahg was waiting, curled up
for warmth in the hollow of a

great tree’s roots. Like all the ape-

men he was sullen and taciturn in

the chill of the morning. Not until

the sun warmed him would he be-

come his customary self. But he
grunted when Chet repeated his

instructions, "Monsieur Kreiss, he
go! Now Towahg go too—go where
Monsieur Kreiss go I” and he led

the way into the jungle where the
scientist had emerged.

CHET followed close through
the wraith-like, drifting mist.

They were ascending a gentle

slope; among the trees and tangled

giant vines the mist grew thin.

Then they were above it, and occa-

sional shafts of golden light shot
flatly in to mark the ascending sun.

They were climbing toward the

big divide, that much Chet knew.
White, ghostly trees gave place to

the darker, gloomier growth of the

uplands. Strange monstrosities, they
had been to Chet when first he
had seen them, but he was accus-

tomed to them now and passed un-
noticing among their rubbery
trunks, so black and shining with
morning dew.

Far above a wind moved among
the pliant branches that whipped
and whirled their elastic lengths

into strange, curled forms. Then
the miracle of the daily growth of

leaves took place, and the rubbery
limbs were clothed in green, where
golden flowers budded prodigiously

before they flashed open and filled

the wet air with their fragrance.

They were following the path

that Chet had traveled on his morn-
ing trips to the divide for a view
of the ship. Kreiss would have gone
this way, of course, although to

Chet, there was no sign of his hav-

ing passed. Then came the divide,

and still Chet followed where To-
wahg led sullenly across the ex-

panse of barren rocks. Towahg’s
head was sunk between his black

shoulders; his long arms hung limp-

ly; and he moved on with a steady

motion of his short, heavily mus-
cled legs, with apparently no
thought of where he went or why.
Chet stopped for a moment’s look

at the distant sparkle that meant
the shining ship, which shone green

as on every other day. and he won-
dered as he had a score of times

if it might be possible for them to

make a suit—a bag to enclose hfe

head, or a gas-mask—anything that
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could be made gas-tight, and could
be supplied with' air. Then he
thought of the bow th?t was slung
on his shoulder and the stone ax
at his belt. These were their imple-
ments; these were all they had. . . .

Suddenly he began to walk rapidly
down the slope after Towahg who
\was almost to the trees.

AGAIN they were among the

black rubbery growth. It rose

from a tangle of mammoth leaEed

vines and creepers that wove them-
selves into an impassable wall—im-

passable until Towahg lifted a huge
leaf here, swung a hanging vine

there, and laid open a passage
through the living labyrinth.

“How did Kreiss ever find his

way?” Chet asked himself. And then

he questioned; “Did he come this

way? Is Towahg on the trail?'*

Again he repeated his instruc-

tions to the ape-man, and he showed
his own wonder as to which way
they 6hould go.

The sun must have done its work
effectively, for now Towahg’s wide
grin was in evidence. He nodded
vigorously, then dropped to one
knee and motioned for Chet to see

for himself, as he pointed to his

proof.

Chet stared at the unbroken
ground. Was a tiny leaf crushed?
It might have been, but so were
a thousand others that had fallen

from above. He shook his head, and
Towahg could only show his ela-

tion by hopping ludicrously from
oji5__fo°t to the other in a dance
of j’oyN..

Then Tie went on at a pace Chet
found difficulty in following, until

they came to a place where To-
wahg tore a vine aside to show
easier going, but climbed instead

over a fallen tree, grown thickly

with vineB, and here even Chet
could see that other feet had
tripped and stumbled. The Master
Pilot glanced at the triple star,

still pinned to his blouse; he

thought of the study and training

that had preceded the conferring

of that rating, the charting of the

stars, navigational prdblems in a

three-dimensional sea^ And he

smiled at his failure to read this

trail that to Towahg {vas entirely

plain.
[

VERY man to his job,” he

told the black, and patted

him on the shoulder
p

“and you
know yours. Towahg, you're good!

Now, where do we sleep?"

He ventured to suggest a bed of

leaves that had gathered amongst
a maze of great rocks, but Towahg
registered violent disapproval. He
pointed to a pendant vine; his

hands that were clumsy at so many
things gave an unmistakable imi-

tation of a bud that developed on

that vine and opened. l|hen Towahg
sniffed once at tha^ imaginary

flower, and his body wjent suddenly

limp and apparently lifeless as it

fell to the ground.

“You’re right, old topi" Chet as-

sured him, as Towahg came again

to his feet. “This is no place to

take a nap.” A crashing of some

enormous body that tore the tough

jungle in its rush came from be-

yond the rocks.

“And there are other reasons,”

he added as he followed Towahgs
example and leaped fdr a hanging

tangle of laced vines. Here was a

ladder ready to take them to the

high roof above, but {hey did not

need it; the crashing died away in

the distance.

It was Chet’s first in{imation that'

this section of the Dark Moon held

beasts more huge than the "Moon-

pigs” he had killed; it was a dis-

turbing bit of knowledge. He

caught Towahg’s captious, wary

eyes and motioned toward the

branches high overhead-

“How about hanging ourselves

up there for the night!?” he asked,
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and the gestures, though not the

word 5, were plain, as, "the ape-man’s

quick dissent made c^ear.'

T TE motioned Chet to follow.

X 1 Down they plunged, and al-

ways down. Towahg gave Chet to

understand that Kreiss had slept

some distance beyond; they would

try to reach the same place. But

the quick-falling dusk caught them

while yet among the black rubbery

trees. And the dark showed Chet

why their branches might not be

inviting as a sleeping place.

By ones and twos they came at

first, occasional lines of light that

flowed swiftly and vanished through

the black tangle of limbs. Chet

could hardly believe them real;

they appeared and were lost from
sight as if they had melted.

But more came, and it seemed at

last as if the roof above were alive

with light. The moving, luminous
things glowed in hues that were

never still: were pure gold, were
green, then red, melting and chang-

ing through all the colors of the

spectrum.

Living fireworks that were a blaze

of gorgeous beauty ! They wove an
ever-moving canopy of softest lights

that raced dazzlingly to and fro,

that crossed and intertwined; that

were dazing to his eyes while they

held his senses enthralled by their

color and sheer loveliness . . . until

one light detached itself and fell

toward him where he stood spell-

bound beside a giant fern.

It struck softly behind him, and
its crimson glory flashed yellow
as it struck, then went black and
in the dim light, on a great leathery

leaf with a spread of ten feet,

Chet saw an Enormous worm, whose
head was a thing of writhing an-
tennae, whose eyes were pure dead-
liness, and whose round corrugated
body drew up the hanging part that

the leaf could not hold. It hunched
itself into a huge inverted U and.

before Chet could recover from his

horrified surprise, was poised to

spring.

I
T was Towahg’s strength, not his

own, that threw him bodily down
the path. It was Towahg who
poured a volley of grunted words
and shrieks into his ear, while he

dragged him back. Chet saw the

vicious head flash to loveliest gold

while it shot forward to the body’s

full twelve feet of length—twelve

feet of pulsing lavender and rose

and flashing crimson that was more
horrible by reason of its beauty.

Chet stumbled to his feet and

raced after Towahg. The ape-man
moved in swift silence, Chet close

at his back. And other luminous
horrors dropped on ropes of trans-

lucent silver behind them, until the

ghostly white of friendly trees be-

came visible, and they stood at last,

breathless and shaken, as far as

Chet was concerned, in the familiar

jungle of the lower valleys.

And Towahg, to whom poison

vines and writhing, horrible worms
of death that had failed to make
him their prey were things of a

forgotten past, curled up in the

shelter of an outflung snarl of great

roots, grunted once, and went calm-

ly to sleep.

But Chet Bullard, accustomed

only to man-made dangers that

would have held Towahg petrified

with fear, lay long, staring into

the dark.

CHAPTER XVI

Through Air and Water

I
T was midday when they ap-

proached the heights they had
reached on their flight from Fire

Valley. Off to one side must lie

the arena with the pyramid within.

And within the pyramid— I Chet

took his thoughts quickly away
from that. Or perhaps it was the

shrieking chatter from ahead that
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gave him other things to think of.

Towahg had heard them before,

but Chet had not understood his

signs. And now the chorus of an
approaching pack of ape-men was
louder with each passing minute.

That they were coming along the

same trail seemed certain.

Towahg sprang into the air; his

gnarled hands closed on a heavy
vine; he went up this hand over

hand, ready to move off to one side

through the leafy roof with never

a sign of his going. He waited im-

patiently for Chet to join him, and
the pilot, regarding the incredible

leap of that squat ape-man body,

shook his head in despair.

“Grab a loose end,” he told To-
wabg. “Lower a rope—a vine. Get

it down where I can reach it!**

And he raved inwardly at the blank

look on the savage face while he
held himself in check and made
signs over and over in an effort

to get the idea across.

Towahg got it at last. He lowered

a vine and hauled Chet up with
jerks that almost tore the pilot’s

hands from their hold on the rough
bark. Then off to one side! And
they waited in the shelter of con-

cealing leaves while the yelling

pack drew near and a hundred or

more of them raced by along the

trail below.

Invisible to Chet was the marked
trail where Kreiss had gone, but

these savage things ran at top

speed and read it as they ran.

Were they puzzled by the sud-

den increase in markings? Did they
sense that some were more recent

than those they had followed? Ch£t
could not say. But he saw the (lack

return, staring curiously about until

they swung off and vanished

through the trees toward the west.

And in that direction lay the arena

and the haunt of a horror un-

known.
Yet Chet lowered himself to the

ground with steady hands and mo-

tioned Towahg where the yelling

mob had gone.
“We’ll go that toy,” he said;

"we’ll follow them; up. And per-

haps, if I can only get the idea into

your thick head, we- can learn what
their plans are; find out if Kreiss

has really thrown u? in their hands

—led them as straight as a pack of

wolves could run to' the quiet peace

of Happy Valley.”

CHET might have followed them
into the arena itself; he felt

so keenly that he must know with

certainty whether or not the pack

would continue their pursuit. And
why had they turned back? he asked

himself. Had they returned to ac-

quaint their horrible god and his

hypnotized slaves with what they

had learned?

But the trail turned off from the

rocky waste where the arena lay;

it took them west and south for

another mile, until again to Chet’s

ears came the chattering bedlam
of monkey-talk that was almost hu-

man. And now they moved more
cautiously from rock to tree and

through the concealing shadows un-

til they could look into a shallow

valley ahead. But before Chet

looked he was prepared for a sur-

prising scene. For over and above

the raucous calling of the ape-folk

had come another deeper tone.

“Gott im HimmeU* the deep voice

said. “One at a time, you verdammt
beasts. Beat them onlthe head, Max;
make them shut up!f’

And the big bulk of Schwartz-

mann, when Chet -first saw him,

was seated on a high rock that was

like a barbaric throne in a valley

of green. About him the ape-men

leaped and grimaced and made fu-

tile, animal efforts to tell him of

their discovery.

“They’ve found something, Max,”

Schwartzmann said to his pilot.

“Get the other two men. We’ll go

with the dirty brutes. And if they’ve
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got wind of those others

—

M His
remarks concluded with a sputter-

ing of profanity whose^nature was
not obscured by its being given

in another languagfe^Ajid. Chet
knew that the obscenities Were in-

tended for his companions and him-

self.

Schwartzmann’s booming voice

came plainly even above the chorus

of coughing growls and shriller

chatter. Chet saw him showing his

detonite pistol in a half-threatening

motion, and the ape-men cringed

away in fear.

“Not so well trained an army,
Max, that I am general of, but if

we find that man, Harkness, and
bis pilot and that traitor Kreiss,

we will let these soldiers of mine
tear them to little bits. Now, we
go!”

'

Max’s call had brought the other

two men of Schwartzmann’s party,

and the black horde of ape-men
broke into a wild run across the

grass toward the place where Chet
and Towahg lay. The two slipped
hurriedly into the concealment of

denser growth, then ' ran at top

speed down a jungle xtrail that led

off to one side.

THEY were bedded down for

the night on the edge of the

white forest; no persuasion of

Schwartzmann’s would have driven

the ape-men into the* darkness of

the black trees and their flashing,

luminous worm-beasts, Chet and To-'
wahg came within hearing of their

encampment just at dusk, and a late-

rising moon broke through the gaps
in the leafy roof to make splotched
islands of gold in the velvet dark
where Chet and Towahg fought the
jungle so they might swing around
and past the camp. Occasional
grunts and scufHings showed that
the ape-men were restless, and the
two knew that every step must be
taken in silence and every obstruct-
ing leaf moved with no rasping

friction on other leaves or branches.

But they came again to the trail,

and now they were ahead of the

pack, as the first gray light of

dawn was stealing through the

ghostly white of the trees.

Towahg would have curled him-
self into a sleepy ball a score of

times had Chet not driven him on,

and now the pilot only allowed a

few minutes for food, where ripe

purple fruit hung in clusters on
the end of stems that were like

ropes.

No use to explain to Towahg.
Perhaps the ape-man thought they

were hurrying to get through the

black forest; he might even have
thought the matter through to see

the necessity for reaching their own
valley and warning the others. Cer-

tainly he had no idea of any plans

other than these, and he must have

been puzzled some several hours

later when Chet halted where the

trail had crossed a barren expanse

of rock.

Towahg had stopped there on

the way down. Then he had sniffed

the air, dropped his head low and
circled about, motioning Chet to

follow, from across the clearing

where he had picked up the trail.

Chet knew the ape-men would do

the same unless they were diverted,

and he had a plan. To communicate
it to his assistant was his greatest

problem.

HE stopped at the clearing,

while Towahg urged him on

across the smooth rock. Chet shook
his head and pointed away from the

direction of the big divide, and at

last he made him understand. Then
Towahg did what Chet never could

have done.

He followed their former trail

across the stone, his head close to

the ground. Now he picked a

bruised leaf; again he replaced a

turned stone whose markings

showed it had been displaced, and
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he came back over an area that

even an ape-man would not follow

as being a place where men had
gone.

From where they emerged he
turned as Chet had pointed, crossed

the clearing as clumsily as the

German scientist might have done,

Gcuffed his bare feet in a pocket
of gravel, and pointed to soft earth

where Chet might walk and leave

a mark of shoes. Chet grinned
happily while Towahg did his gro-

tesque dance that indicated satis-

faction, though from afar the first

cries of the pack rang in the air.

They could never have outdis-

tanced the. apes alone, Chet knew
that. But he also knew that

Schwartzmann and the others would
slow them up, and he counted on
the pack staying together on the

trail as they traversed this new
country. He entered the jungle with
Towahg where their new trail led,

and drove his tired muscles to

greater speed while Towahg, al-

ways in the lead, motioned him on.

There were stops for food at

times until another night came, and
Chet threw himself down on a mat
of grass and fell instantly asleep.

If there was danger abroad he
neither knew nor cared. He knew
only that every muscle of his body
was aching from the forced march,
and that Towahg’s twitching ears

were on guard,

THE following day they went
more slowly, stopping at times

to wait for the sounds of pursuit.

They were leading the pack on a

long journey; Chet wanted to be

sure they were following and had
not turned back. He left a plain

mark of his boot from time to

time, and knew that this mark
would be shown to Schwartzmann.
With that to lead him there would
be no stopping the man; he would
drive his army of blacks despite

their superstitious fears.

The short days and nights formed
an endless succession to Chet. Only
once did he see a familiar place,

as they passed a valley and he saw
where their ship had rested on that

earlier voyage.

“This is far enough,” he told

Towahg, and made himself plain

with signs. “Now we’ll lose them;
hang them right up in the air and
leave them there.”

Another steep climb and a valley

beyond, and in the hollow a tum-
bling stream. There was no need to

tell Towahg what to do, for he led

straight for the water, and his thick

legs churned through it as he head-

ed down stream; nor did he stop

until they had covered many miles.

Chet had wondered how they

would leave the water without

trace, but again Towahg was ready.

A stone where the water splashed

would show no mark of bare feet.

From it he leaped into the air

toward a swaying vine. He missed,

tried again, and finally grasped it.

And the rest was a repetition of

what had been done before.

HE lowered a vine as Chet had

taught him, pulled the slim

figure of Chet up to the dizzy

heights of the jungle trees, then

took Chet’s one arm in a grip of

chilled steel and threw him across

his back, while he swung sicken-

ingly from limb to limb, up through

the branches of another grotesque

tree where its queerly distorted

limbs sagged and swung them to

its fellow some fifty feet away..

It was a wild ride for the pilot.

"I've driven everything that’s made
with an engine in it,” he told him-

self, “but this one-ape-power craft

has them ell stopped for thrills.”

And at last when even Towahg’s

chest that seemed ribbed with steel,

was rising and falling with his

great breaths, Chet found himself

set down on the ground, and he

patted the black on the shoulder
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in the gesture that meant approval.

“Water and air,” he said; "it’ll

bother them to trail us o^er that

mute. Towahg, you’re fhere when

it comes to trapeze won^N^Wpif
you can find the way back again—

F

And Towahg could, as Chet ad-

mitted when, after a series of event-

less days, they came again to the

big divide above the reaches of

Happy Valley.

And the grip Ot Harkness* hand,

and the tears in Diane’s eyes

brought a choke to his throat until

the voluble apologies of a penitent

Herr Kreiss and the antics of a

Towahg, recipient of many approv-

ing pats, turned the emotion into

the safer channel of laughter.

“But I think we switched them

off for good," Chet said, in con-

clusion of his recital; "I believe

we are as safe as we ever were. And
I’ve only one big regret

:

“If I could just have been around

somewhere when friend Schwartz-
mann found his scouts had led

him up a blind alley, it would have
been worth the trip, He did pretty

veil when he started cussing us out

before; I’ll bet he pumped his vo-

cabulary dry on them this time."

CHAPTER XVII

Hunted Down

WORK on the house was re-

sumed. "And when it is

done," said Diane with a gay Laugh,

“Walter and I shall have our wed-
ding day. Now you see why you
were wanted so badly, Chet; it

was not that we worried for you,
but only that we feared the loss

of the one person on the Dark
Moon who could perform a marriage
ceremony."

“And I thought all along it was
my clever carpenter work that had
captivated you," responded Chet,
*nd tried to fit the splintered end
of a timber into a forked branch
that made an upright post.

And each day the house took
form, while the sun shone down
with tropical warmth where the

work was going on.

Only Harkness and Chet were the

builders. Diane’s strength was not

equal to the task of cutting tough
wood with a crude stone ax, and
Herr Kreiss, though willing enough
to help when asked, was usually

in his own cave, busied with mys-
terious experiments of which he
would tell nothing.
Towahg, their only remaining

helper could not be held. Too wild
for restraint of any kind, he would
vanish into the jungle at break of

day to reappear now and then as

silently as a black shadow. But he
kept them all supplied with game
and fruit and succulent roots which
his wilder brethren of the forest

must have shown him were fit for

food.

And then came an interruption

that checked the work on the house,

that drained the brilliant sunshine

of its warmth and light, and turned
all thoughts to the question of de-

fense.

The two had been working on
the roof, while Diane had returned

to the jungle for another of the

big leaves. She carried her bow on
such trips, although the weeks had
brought them a sense of security.

But for Chet this feeling of safety

vanished in the instant that he

heard Harkness’ half-uttered ex-

clamation and saw him drop quick-

ly to the ground.

BEYOND him, coming through
the green smother of grass

that was now as high as her waist,

was Diane. Even at a distance Chet

could see the unnatural paleness of

her face; she was running fast,

coming along the trail they had all

helped to make.
Chet hit the ground on all fours

and reached for the long bow with

which he had become so expert;
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then followed Harkness who was
racing to meet the girl.

"An ape!" she was saying be-

tween choking breaths when Chet

reached them. "An ape-man!” She
was clinging to Harkness in utter

fright that was unlike the Diane
he had known.
“Towahg,” Harkness suggested;

"you saw Towahg!" But the girl

shook her head. She was recover-

ing something of her normal poise;

her breath came more evenly.

"No! It was not Towahg. I saw
it. I was hidden under the big

leaves. It was an ape-man. He came
swinging along through the

branches of the trees; he was up
high and he looked in all direc-

tions. I ran. I think he did not

see me.
"And now," she confessed, “I am

ashamed. I thought I had forgotten

the horror of that experience, but

this brought it all back. . . . There!
I am all right now.”
Harkness held her tenderly close.

“Frightened," he reassured her,

"and no wonder! That night on the

pyramid left its mark on us all.

Now, come; come quietly.”

He was leading the girl toward
the knoll that they all called home.
Chet followed, casting frequent

glances toward the trees. They had
covered half the distance to the

barricade when Chet spoke in a

voice that was half a whisper in

its hushed tenseness."

"Drop—quick!" he ordered. “Get
into the grass. It’s coming. Now
let’s see what it Is."

HE knew that the others had
taken cover. For himself, he

had flung his lanky figure into the

tall gTass. The bow was beside him,

an arrow ready; and the tip of

polished bone and the feathered

shaft made a weapon that was not

one to be disregarded. Long hours

of practice had developed his

natural aptitude into real skill. Be-

fore him, he parted the tall grass

cautiously to see the forest whence
the sound had come.
The swish of leaves had warned

Chet; some far-flung branch muit
have failed to bear the big beast’s

weight and had bent to swing him
to the ground—or perhaps the de-

scent was intentional.

And now there was silence, the

silence of noonday that is so filled

with unheard summer sounds. A
foot above Chet's head a tiny bat-

winged bird rocked and tilted on

vermilion leather wings, while its

iridescent head made flickering rain-

bow colors with the vibrations of

a throat that hummed a steady call

Across the meadow were countless

other flashing, humming things,

like dust specks dancing in the

sun, but magnified and intensely

colored.

Above their droning note was the

shrill cry of the insects that spent

their days in idle and ceaseless un-

musical scrapings. They inhabited

the shadowed zone along the forest

edge. And now, where the foliage

of the towering trees was torn back

in a great arch, the insect shrilling

ceased.

As the strings of a harp are

damped and silenced in unison,

their myriad voices ended that

shrill note in the same instant. The
silence spread; there was a huih

as if all living things were mute

in dread expectancy of something

as yet unseen.

Chet was watching that arched

opening. In one instant, except for

the flickering shadows, it was emp-

ty; the place was so still it might

have been lifeless since the dawn

of time. And then

—

CHET neither saw nor heard him

come. He was there—a hulk-

ing hairy figure that came in abso-

lute silence despite his huge weight

An ape-man larger than any Chet

had seen; he stood as motionless
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as an exhibit in a musemn in some

city of a far-off Earui. Only the

white of his eye-balls moved as^he
little eyes, under their beetling

black brows, darted swiftly about.

“Bad!" thought Chet. “Damn
badl” If this was an advance scout

for a pack of great monsters like

himself it meant an assault their

own little force could never meet.

And this newcomer was hostile.

There was not the least doubt of

that.

Chet reached one hand behind

him to motion for silence; one of

his companions had stirred, had
moved the grass in a ripple that

was not that of the wind. Chet

held, his hand rigid in air, his

whole body seeming to freeze with

a premonition that was pure hor-

ror; and within him was a voice

that said with dreadful certainty:

“They have found you. They have

hunted you down.”
For the thing in the forest, the

creature half-human, half-beast, had
raised its two shaggy arras before

it; and, with eyes fixed and staring,

it was walking straight toward them
walking as no other living thing

had walked, but one. Chet was
seeing again that one—a helplessly

hypnotized ape that appeared from
a pit in a great pyramid. And the

voice within him repeated hopeless-

ly: “They have found you. They
have run you down.”
Chet lay motionless. He still

hoped that the dread messenger
might pass them by, but the rigid-

ly outstretched arms were extended
straight toward him; the creature’s

short, heavily muscled legs were
moving stiffly, tearing a path
through the thick grass and bring-
ing him nearer with every step.

DIANE and Harkness had been
a few paces in advance of

Chet when they dropped into the
concealing grass. Chet could see

!

where they lay, and the ape-man.

as he approached, turned off as if

he had lost the direction. He passed
Chet by, passed where Walt and
Diane were hiding and stopped 1

And Chet saw the glazed eyes turn
here and there about their peace-

ful valley.

Unseeing they seemed, but again
Chet knew better. Was he more
sensitively attuned than the others?

Who could say? But again he
caught a message as plainly as if

the words had been shouted inside

his brain.

“Yes, the valley of the three

sentinel peaks and the lake of

blue; we can find it again. Houses,
shelters—how crudely they build,

these white-faced intruders!” Chet
even, sensed the contempt that ac-

companied the thoughts. "That is

enough; you have done well. You
shall have their raw hearts for

your reward. Now bring them in—
bring them in quickly 1"

The instant action that followed
this command was something Chet
would never have believed possible

had his own eyes not seen the in-

credible leap of the huge body. The
ape-man's knotted muscles hurled

him through the air directly toward
the spot where Walt and Diane
were hidden. But, had Chet been
able to stand off and observe himself,

he might have been equally amazed
at the sight of a man who leaped

erect, who raised a long bow, fitted

an arrow, drew it to his shoulder,

and did all in the instant while

the huge brute's body was in the

air.

The great ape landed on all

fours. When he straightened and
stood erect his arm9 were extend-

ed, and in each of his gnarled

hands he held a figure that was
helpless in that terrible grasp.

No chance to loose the arrow
then, though the brute’s back was
half turned. He had Harkness and
Diane by their throats, and Chet

knew by the unresisting limpness
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of Harkness’ body that the fearful

Are in those blazing eyes had them
in a grip even more deadly than
the hands of the beast.

THOUGHTS were flashing wild-

ly through Chet’s brain.

Knocked ’em cold I He'll do the

same to me if I meet his eyes. But
I can’t shoot now; Diane’s in line.

I must take him face about; get

him before he gets me—get him
first time!”

And, confusedly, there were other
thoughts mingled with his own

—

thoughts he was picking up by
means of a nervous system that

was like an aerial antenna:
"Good—good! No—do not kill

them. Not now; bring them to us

alive. The pleasure will come later.

And where are the other two? Find
them!” It was here that Chet let

out a wordless, blood-curdling
shriek from lungs and throat that

were tight with breathless Waiting.

He must face the big brute about,

and his wild yell did the work.
Startled by that cry that must have
reached even those calloused, sav-

age nerves, the ape-man leaped

straight up in the air. He whirled
as he sprang, to face whatever
was behind him, and he threw the

bodies of Harkness and Diane to

the ground.
Chet saw the black ugliness of

the face; he saw the eyes swing
toward him. . . . But he was fol-

lowing with his own narrowed eyes

a spot on a hairy throat; he even
seemed to see within it where a

great carotid artery carried pump-
ing blood to an undeveloped brain.

The glare of those eyes struck
him like a blow; his own were
drawn irresistibly into that meeting
of glances that would freeze him
to a rigid statue—but the twang
and snap of his own bowstring
was in his ears, and a hairy body,
its throat pierced in mid-air, was
falling heavily to the ground.

But Chet Bullard, even as he
leaped to the side of his com-
panions, was thinking not of his

victory, nor even of the two whose
lives he had saved. He was think-

ing of some horror that his mind
could not clearly picture: it had
found them; it had seen them
through this ape-man’s eyes before

the arrow had closed them in death

. . . and from now on there could

not.be two consecutive minutes of

peace and happiness in this Happy
Valley of Diane’s.

CHAPTER XVIII

Besieged!

“T’VE felt it for some time,” Chet

X confessed. "I’ve wakened and
known I had been dreaming about

that damnable thing. And, although

it sounds like the wildest sort of

insanity, I have felt that there was
something—some mental force—
that was reaching out for our

minds; searching for us. Well, if

there is anything like that
—

"

He was about to say that the trail

made by Kreiss and the apes who
tracked him would have given this

other enemy a direction to follow,

but Kreiss himself dropped down
beside Chet where he and Walt sat

before the front of Diane’s shelter.

The pilot did not finish the sen-

tence. Kreiss had meant it for the

best; there was no use of rubbing it

in. But that thing in the pyramid

would never be fooled as Schwartz-

mann and the apes had been.

Chet had told Kreiss of the at-

tack and had shown him the body

of the ape-man. "Council of war,"

he explained as Kreiss rejoined

them, but he corrected himself at

once. “No—not war I We don’t want

to go up against that bunch. Our

job is to plan a retreat.”

Harkness turned to look inside

the hut. "Diane, old girl,” he asked,

“how about it? Are you going to

be able to make a ’ong trip?”
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' VVithia the shelter Chet could

see Diane’s hands drawn into two

hard little fists. She would force

those tight hands to relax while

she lay quietly in the dark; then

again they would tremble, and, un-

consciously, the nervous tension

would be manifested in tho^e white-

knuckled little fists. For all of

th*m the shock had been severe;

it was hardest on Diane. ^

S
HE answered now in a voice

whose every quietness belied

her brave words.

“Any time—any place 1” she told

Walt “And—and the farther we
go the better 1”

"Quite right,” Harkness agreed.

I am satisfied that there is some-

thing there we can never combat.

We don’t know what it is, and God
help anyone who ever finds out.

How about it, Chet? And you, too,

Krciss? Do you agree that there is

no use in staying here and trying

to fight it out?”

“I do not agree,” the scientist

objected. “My work, my experi-

ments I have collected I Would you
have me abandon them? Must we
nm in fear .because an anthropoid
ape has come into this clearing?

And, if there are more, we have

our barricard; our weapons are

crude, but effective, and I might
add to them with some ideas of

my own should occasion demand.”
“Listen!” Chet commanded. “That

mthropoid ape is nothing to be
afraid of: you’re right on that. But
be came from the pyramid, Kreiss,

md there’s something there that

knows every foot of ground that

messenger went over. There’s some-
thing in that pyramid that can send
more ape-men, that can come itself,

for all that I know, and that can
knock us cold in half a second.
“It’s found us. One arrow went

•traight, thank God! It hak given
a a stay of execution. But is that
damnable thing in the pyramid go-

ing to let it go at that? You know
the answer as well as I do. It

has probably sent twenty more of
those messengers who are on their

way this minute, I am telling you;
and we’ve got two days at the most
before they get here.”

Kreiss still protested. “But my
work—”

“Is ended 1” snapped Chet. “Stay
if you want to; you’ll never finish

your work. The rest of us will

leave in the morning. Towahg will

be back here to-night.

“Nothing much to get together,”

he told Harkness. “I'll see to it;

you stay with Diane."

THEIR bows, a store of extra
bone-tipped arrows, and food:

as Chet had said there was not
much to prepare for their flight.

They had spent many hours in ar-

row making; there were bundles of

them stored away in readiness for

an attack, and Chet looked at them
with regret, ^but knew they must
travel fast and light.

Out of his rocky “laboratory”

Kreiss came at dusk to tramp slowly

and moodily do^yn to the shelters.

“I shall leave when you do,” he

told Chet. “Perhaps we can find

some place, some corner of this

world, where we can live in peace.

But I had hoped, I had thought—

”

“Yes?” Chet queried. “What did

you have on your mind?”
“The ga^” the scientist replied,

“I was working with a rubber latex.

I had thought to make a mask,

improvise an air-pump and send one

of us through the green gas to

reach the ship. And there was

more that I hoped to do;, but, as

you say, my work is ended.”

“Bully for you,” said Chet ad-

miringly; “the old bean keeps right

on working all the time. Well you

may do it yet; we may come back

to the ship. Who can tell? But just

now I am more anxious about

Towahg. Right now, when we need
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him the most, he fails to show up.”

The ape-man was seldom seen by
day, but always he came back be-

fore nightfall; his chunky figure

was a familiar sight as he slipped
soundlessly from the jungle where
the shadows of aproaching night

lay first. But now Chet watched in

vain at the arched entrance to the

leafy tangle. He even ventured,

after dark, within the jungle’s edge
and called and hallooed without
response. And this night the hours
dragged by where Chet lay awake,
watching and listening for some
sign of their guide.

THEN dawn, and golden arrows
of light that drove the morning

mist in lazy whirls above the sur-

face of the lake. But no silent

shadow-form came from among the

distant trees. And without To-
wahg—

I

‘'Might as well stay here and take

it Standing,” was Chet’s verdict, and
Harkness nodded assent.

“Not a chance,” he agreed. "We
might make our way through the

forest after a fashion, but we would
be slow doing it, and the brutes

would be after us, of course.”

They made all possible prepara-

tions to withstand a siege. Chet,

after a careful, listening reconnais-

sance, went into the jungle with
bow and arrows, and he came back
with three of the beasts he had
called Moon-pigs. Other trips, with
Kreiss as an assistant, resulted in a

great heap of fruit that they placed
carefully in the shade of a hut.

Water they had in unlimited supply.

How they would stand off an
enemy who fought only with the

terrible gleam of their eyes no
one of them could have said. But
they all worked, and Diane helped,

too, to place extra bows at points

where they might be needed and to

put handfuls of arrows at the firing

platforms spaced at regular inter-

vals along the barricade.

Chet smilfed sardonically sb he
saw Herr Kreiss laboring mightily

and alone to rig a catapult that

could be turned to face in all direc-

tions. But he helped to bring in a

supply of round stones from a dis-

tance down the shore, though the

picture of this medieval weapon
being effective against thoke broad-

sides of mental force was not one

his mind could easily paint.

ND then Towahg camel
Not the silent, swiftly-leap-

ing figure that moved on muscles

like coiled Bteel springs! This was

another Towahg who dragged t

bruised body through the grass until

Harkness and Chet reached him and

helped him to the barricade.

“Gr-r-ranga!’ he growled. It was

the sound he bad made before when
he had seen or had tried to tell

them of the ape-men. "Gr-r-rangal

Gr-r-ranga!” He pointed about him
as if to say: “There!—and there I—

and there!”

"Yes, yes!” Chet assured him.

"We understand: you met up with

a pack of them.”
Whereupon, Towahg, with his

monkey mimicry, gave a convincing

demonstration of himself being

seized and beaten; and the tooth-

marks on nearly every inch of his

body gave proof of the rough re-

ception he had encountered.

Then he showed himself escap-

ing, running, swinging through

trees, till he came to the camp. And

now he raised his bruised body to

a stapdTng position and motioned

then! toward the forest.

"Gr-r-ranga come!” he warned

them, and repeated it over again,

while his face wrinkled in fear that

told plainly of the danger he had

seen.

Chet glanced at Harkness and

knew his own gaze was as di»-

consolate as his companion’s. "He’a

met up with them,” he admitted,

"though, for the life of me, I can't
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iee how he ever got away if it

was a crowd of messenger-apes who
could petrify him with one look.

There's something strange about

that, but whatever it is, pete’s our

guide in no shape to travel."

TOWAHG was growling and
grimacing in an earnest effort

to communicate some idea. His few
words and the full power of his

mimicry had been used to urge

them on, to warn them that they

must flee for their lives, but it

cmed he had something else to

ttlL Suddenly he leaped into his

grotesque dance, though his wounds
must have made it an agonizing

effort, but his joy in the thought

that bad come to him was too great

to take quietly. He knew how to

till Chet I

And with a protruded stomach he
marched before them as a well-fed

German might walk, and he stroked

it an imaginary beard in repro-

duction of an act that was habitual

with one they had known.
“Schwartzmann?” asked Chet. He

lad used the name before when he
and Towahg had led their enemy's
“army” off the trail. “You have seen
Schwartzmann?”
And Towahg leaped and capered

with delight. “Szhwarr!” he growled
in an effort to pronounce the name;
“Sjhwarr cornel”

Chet made a wild leap for their

bows and supplies.

“Come on!” he shouted. “That’s
the answer. It isn’t the ones from
the pyramid; they’re coming later.

It’s Schwartzmann and his bunch of
*pea. They’ve followed the mes-
senger, they’re on their way, and,
*n spite of his being all chewed up,
Towahg can travel faster than that
ffowd. He'll guide us out of this
let!”

HE was thrusting bundles of
supplies—food, arrows, bows

—into the eager hands of the others,

while Towahg alternately licked his

wounds and danced about with ex-
citement. Diane’s voice broke in

upon the tense ~haste and bustle of
the moment. She spoke quietly—
her tone was flat, almost emotion-
less—yet there was a» quality that

made Chet drop what he was hold-

ing and reach for a bow.

‘‘We can’t go,” Diane was saying;
“we can’t go. Poor Towahg l He
couldn’t tell us how close they were
on his trail; he hurried us all he
could.”

Chet saw her hand raised; he
followed with his eyes the finger

that pointed toward the jungle, and
he saw as had Diane the flick of

moving leaves where black faces

showed silently for an instant and
then vanished. They were up in the

trees—lower—down on the ground.
There were scores upon scores of

the ape-men spying upon them,
watching every move that they
made.
And suddenly, across the open

ground, where the high-flung
branches made the great arch that

they called the entrance, a ragged
figure appeared. The figure of a
man whose torn clothes fluttered

in the breeze, whose face was black

with an unkempt beard, whose
thick hand waved to motion other

scarecrow figures to him, and who
laughed, loudly and derisively that

the three quiet men and the girl

on the knoll might hear.

"“Gufen fag, meine Herrschaften,1'

Schwartzmann called loudly, “meine
sehr geerten i/errsciia/fen/ You
must not be so exclusive. Many
gufen friends haff I here with me.
I haff been looking forward to this

time when they would meet you.”

CHAPTER XIX

"One for Each of Us"

FOR men who had come from
a world where wars and war-

fare were things of the past, Chet
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and Harkness had done effective

work in preparing a defense. The
knoll made a height of land that

any military man would have chosen
to defend, and the top of the gentle

slope was protected by the barri-

cade.

On each side of the inverted U
that ended at the water’s edge an
opening had been left, where they

passed in and out. But even here

the wall had been doubled and
carried past itself; no place was
left for an easy assault, and on the

open end the water was their pro-

tection.

Within the barricade, at about the

center, the top of the knoll showed
an outcrop of rocks that rose high

enough to be exposed to fire from
outside, but their little shelters

were on nearly level ground at the

base of the rocks. The whole en-

closure was some thirty feet in

width and perhaps a hundred feet

long. Plenty to protect in case of

an attack, as Chet had remarked,

but it could not have been much
smaller and have done its work ef-

fectively.

There was no one of the four

white persons but gave unspoken
thanks for the barricade of sharp

stakes, and even Towahg, although
his fangs were bared in an animal
snarl at the sound of Schwartz-
mann's voice, must have been glad

to keep his bruised body out of

sight behind the sheltering wall.

No one of them replied to

Schwartzmann's taunt. Harkness
wrinkled his eyes to stare through
the bright sunlight and see the

pistol in the man’s belt.

"He still has it," he said, half to

himself; "he’s got the gun. I was
rather hoping something might have
happened to it. Just one gun; but

he has plenty of ammunition—

”

"And we haven’t—•” It was Chet,

now, who seemed thinking aloud.

"But, I wonder—can we bluff him
a bit?”

HE dropped behind the harri-

cade and crawled into one of

the huts to come out with three

extra pistols clutched in his hand.

Empty, of course, but they had

brought them with them with some

faint hope that some day the ship

might be reached and ammunition
secured. Chet handed one to Diane

and another to Kreiss; the third

weapon he stuck in his own beh

where it would show plainly. Hark-

ness was already armed.
"Now let’s get up where they can

see us,” was Chet’s answer to their

wondering looks; "let’s show off

our armament. How can he know

how much ammunition we have left?

For that matter, he may be getting

a little short of shells himself, and

he won’t know that his solitary

pistol is the thing we are most

afraid of.”

"Good," Harkness agreed; "we

will play a little good old-fashioned

polder with the gentleman, but

don’t overdo it, just casually let

him see the guns.”
Schwartzmann, far across the

open ground, must have seen them

as plainly as they saw him as

they climbed the little hummock of

rocks. He could not fail to note

the pistols in the men’s belts, nor

overlook the significance of the

weapon that gleamed brightly in

the pilot’s hand. Chet saw him re-

turn his pistol to his belt as be

backed slowly into the shadows, and

he knew that Schwartzmann had

no wish for an exchange of shots,

even at long range, with so many

guns against him. But from their

slight elevation he saw something

else.

The grass was trampled flat all

about their enclosure, but, beyond,

it stood half the height of a man;

it was a sea of rippling green

where the light wind brushed acrou

it. And throughout that sea that

intervened between them and the

jungle Chet saw other ripplaa
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forming, little quiverings of shaken
stalks that came here and there

until the whole expanse seemed
trembling.

“Down—and get ready for

trouble!” he ordered crisply, then
added as he sprang for his own
long bow: “Their commanding offi-

cer doesn’t want to mix it with us—
not just yet—but the rest are com-
ing, and there’s a million of them,

it looks like.”

THE apes broke cover with all

the suddenness of a covey of

quail, but they charged like wild,

hungry beasts that have sighted

prey. Only the long spears in their

bunchy fists and the shorter throw-
ing spears that came through the

air marked them as primitive men.
The standing grass at the end of

the clearing beyond their barricade

was abruptly black with naked
bodies. To Chet, that charging

horde was a formless dark wave that

came rolling up toward them; then,

as suddenly as the black wave had
appeared, it ceased to be 'a mere
mass and Chet saw individual units.

A black-haired one was springing
in advance. The man behind the
barricade heard the twang of his

bow as if it were a sound from afar

off; but he saw the arrow projecting
from a barrel-shaped chest, and the

ape-man tottering over.

He loosed his arrows as rapidly
as he could draw the bow; he knew
that others were shooting too.

Where naked feet were stumbling
over prostrate bodies the black wave
broke in confusion and came on un-
steadily into the hail of winged
barbs.

But the wave rushed on and up
to the barricade in a scattering of
shrieking, leaping ape-man, and
Chet spared a second for unspoken
thanks for the height of the barrier.
A full six feet it stood from the
ground, and the ends that had been
burned, then pointed with a crude

ax, were aimed outward. Inside the
enclosure Chet had wanted to throw
up a bench or mound of earth on
which they could stand to fire

above the high barrier, but lack of

tools had prevented them. Instead
they had laid cribbing of short poles

at intervals and on each of these

had built a platform of branches.

CLOSE to the barricade of poles

and vines, these platforms
enabled the defenders to shield

themselves from thrown spears and
rise as they wished to fire out and
down into the mob. But with the

rush of a score or more of the
man-beasts to the barricade itself,

Chet suddenly knew that they were
vulnerable to an attack with long
lances.

A leaping body was hanging on
the barrier; huge hands tore and
clawed at the inner side for a grip.

From the platform where Diane
stood came an arrow at the same
instant Chet shot. One matched the
other for accuracy, and the clawing
figure fell limply from sight. But
there were others—and a lance

tipped with the jagged fin, needle-
sharp, of a poison fish was thrusting
wickedly toward Diane.

This time Harkness* arrow did the
work, but Chet ordered a retreat.

Above the pandemonium of snarling
growls, he shouted.

“Back to the rocks, Walt," he or-

dered; “you and Diane! Quick!
The rest of us will hold ’em till

you are ready. Then you keep 'em
off until we come!” And the two
obeyed the cool, crisp voice that was
interrupted only when its owner,
with the others, had to duck quick-

ly to avoid a barrage of spears.

KREISS was wounded. Chet
found him dropped beside hia

firing platform working method-
ically to extract the broad blade

of a spear from his shoulder where
it was embedded.
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Chet’s first thought was of poison,

and he shouted for Towahg. But
the savage only looked once at the

spear, seized it and with one quick

jerk drew the weapon from the

wound; then, when the blood

flowed freely, he motioned to Chet
that the man was all right.

The savage wadded a handful of

leaves into a ball and pressed it

aginst the wound, and Chet im-

provised a first-aid bandage from
JCreiss’ ragged blouse before they

put him from sight in one of the

shelters and ran to rejoin Hark-
ness and Diane on the rocks.

But the first wave was spent.

There were no more snarling, white-

toothed faces above the barricade,

and in the open space beyond were
shambling forms that hid themselves

in the long grass while others

dragged themselves to the same con-

cealment or lay limply inert on the

open, sunlit ground.

And within the enclosure one
solitary ape-man forgot his bruised

body while he stamped up and down
or whirled absurdly in a dance that

expressed his joy in victory.

“Better come down,” said Chet.

“Schwartzmann might take a shot

at you, although I think we are

out of pistol range. We*re lucky
that isn’t a service gun he’s got,

but come down, anyway, and we’ll

see what’s next. This time we’ve had
the breaks, but there’s more coming.
Schwartzmann isn’t through.”

But Schwartzmann was through
for the day; Chet was mistaken
in expecting a second assault so

soon. He posted Towahg as sentry,

and, with Diane and Harkness,
threw himself before the door-flap

of the shelter where Kreiss had been
hidden, and was now sitting up, his

arm in a sling.

“Either you’te a mighty hard

man to kill,” he told Kreiss, "or

else Towahg is a powerful medicine
man.”

“I am still in the fight,” the

scientist assured him, "I can’t do
any more work with bow and arrow,
but I can keep the rest of you
supplied.”

"We’ll need you,” Chet assured

him grimly.

THEY ate in silence as the

afternoon drew on toward eve-

ning.

Back by their little fire, with
Towahg on guard, Chet shot an

appreciative glance at a white disk

in the southern sky. "Still getting

the breaks,” he exulted. "The moon
is up; it will give us some light

after sunset, and later the Earth
will rise and light things up around
here in good shape."

That white disk turned golden

as the sun vanished where moun-
tainous clouds loomed blackly far

across the jungle-clad hills. Then
the quick night blanketed every-

thing, and the golden moon made
black the fringe of forest trees

while it sent long lines of light

through their waving, sinuous

branches, to cast moving shadows

that seemed strangely alive on the

open ground. Muffled by the jungle-

sea that absorbed the sound waves,

faint grumblings came to them, and

at a quiver of light in the blackness

where the clouds had been, Hark-

ness turned to Chet.

"We had all better get on the

job,” Chet was saying, as he took

his bow and a supply of arrows,

"we’ve got our work cut out for

us to-night.”

And Harkness nodded grimly as

the flickering lightning played fit-

fully over far-distant trees. "Wa
crowed a bit too soon,” he told

Chet; "there’s a big storm coming,

and that’s a break for Schwartz-

mann. No light from either moon
or Earth to-night.” •.

The moon-disk, as ;he spoke, lost

its first clear brillianpe in the ha2e

of the expanding clouds.

"Watch sharp, Towahg!” Chet
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ordered. And, to the others: “Get

this fire moved away from the huts

—here, I’ll do that, Walt. You bring

a supply of wood; some of those

dried leaves, too. We’ll build a big

fire, we have to depend on that for

light.**

WITH the skeleton of a huge
palm leaf he raked the fire

out into an open space; they had
plenty of fuel and they fed the

blaze until its mounting flames

lighted the entire enclosure. But
outside the barricade were dark
shadows, and Chet saw that this

light would only make targets of

the defenders, while the attackers

could creep up in safety.

“’Way up,” he ordered; “we’ve

got to have the fire on the top of

the rocks.” He clambered to the

topmost level of the rocky outcrop

and dragged a blazing stick with
him. Harkness handed him more;
and now the light struck down and
over the stockade and illumined the

/'ground outside.

“Here’s your job, Kreiss,” said

Chet, “if you’re equal to it. You
keep that fire going and have a pile

of dried husks handy if I call for a
bright blaze.

“We’ve got to defend the whole
works,” he explained. “That bunch
today tried to jump us just from
one side, but trust Schwartzmann
to divide his force and hit us from
all sides next time.

“But we’ll hold the fort,” he said
and he forced a confidence into his

voice that his inner thoughts did
not warrant. To Harkness he whis-
pered when Diane was away: “Six
fthells in the gun, Walt; we won’t
waste them on the apes. There’s one
for each of us including Towahg,
and one extra in case you miss.
We’ll fight as long as we are able;
then it’s up to you to shoot quick
and straight.”

But Walt Harkness felt for the
pistol in his belt and handed it to

Chet. “I couldn't,” he said, and his

voice was harsh and strained, “—not
Diane; you’ll have to, Chet.” And
Chet Bullard dropped his own use-

less pistol to the ground while he
slipped the other into its holster
on the belt that bound his ragged
clothes about him, but he said noth-
ing. He was facing a situation

where words were hardly adequate
to express the surging emotion
within.

DIANE had returned when he
addressed Walt casually.

“Wonder why the beggars didn’t

attack again,” he pondered. “Why
has. Schwartzmann waited ; why
hasn’t he or one of his men crept

up in the grass for a shot at us?
He’s got some deviltry brewing.”
“Waiting for night.’ hazarded

Walt. He looked up to see Kreiss

who had joined them.
“If Towahg could tend the fire,”

suggested the scientist, “I could fire

my little catapult with one hand.

I think I could do some damage.”
But Chet shook his head and an-

swered gently:

“I’m afraid Towahg’s the better

man to-night, Kreiss. You can help

best by giving us light. That’s the

province of science, you know,” he
added, and grinned up at the anx-

ious man.
Each moment of this companion-

ship meant much to Chet. It was
the last conference, he knew. They
would be swamped, overwhelmed,
and then—only the pistol with its

six shells was left. But he drew
his thoughts back to the peaceful

quiet of the present moment, though
the hush was ominous with the

threat of the approaching storm and
of the other assault that must come,
in the storm's concealing darkness.

He looked at Diane and Walt—com-

rades true and tender. The leaping

flames from the rocks above made
flickering shadows on their up-
turned faces.
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THE moment ended. A growl
from where Towahg was on

guard brought them scrambling to

their feet. “Gr-r-ranga!” Towahg
was warning. “Granga comer'
They fired from their platforms

as before, then raced for the rocks

and the elcvat : on they afforded, for

the black bodies had reached the

stockade quickly in the half light.

But they came again from one
point—the farthest curve of the U-
shaped fence this time—and though
a score of black animal faces

showed staring eyes and snarling

fangs where heavy bodies were

drawn up on the barricade, no one

of them reached the inside.

“We’re holding them I” Chet was
shouting. But the easy victory was
too good to believe; he knew there

were more to come; this force of

some thirty or forty was not all

that Schwartzmann could throw
into the fight. And Schwartzmann,
himself! Chet had seen the bronzed

faces of Max and another standing

back of the assaulting force, but

where was Schwartzmann?
It was Kreiss who answered the

insistent question. From above on
the rocks, where he had kept the

fire blazing, Kreiss was calling in a

high-pitched voice.

“The water!” he shouted, “they’re

attacking from the water 1“ And
Chet rushed around the broken rock-

heap to see a lake like an inky
pool, where the firelight showed
faint reflections from black, shining

faces; where rippling lines of

phosphorescence marked each swim-
ming savage; and where larger

waves of ghostly light came from
a log raft on which was a familiar

figure whose face, through its black

beard, showed white in contrast

with the faces of his companions.

STILL a hundred feet from the

shore, they were approaching
steadily, inexorably; and the storm,

at that instant, broke with a ripping

flash of light that tore the heavens
apart, and that seared the picture

of the attackers upon the eyeballs
of the man who stared down.
From behind him came sounds of

a renewed attack. He heard Hark-
ness; “Shoot, Diane I Nail ’em, To-
wahg! There’s a hundred of them!”
And the wind that came with the

lightning flash, though it brought

no rain, whipped the black water of

the lake to waves that drove the

raft and the swimming savages

closer—closer

—

Chet glanced above him. "Come
down, Kreiss!” he ordered. “Get

down here, quick I This is the finish.

We could have licked them on land,

but these others will get us.” He
stood, dumb with amazement, as

he saw the thin figure of Kreis9

leap excitedly from his rocky perch

and vanish like a
j

terrified rabbit

into the cave in the rocks.

“I didn’t think—" he was telling

himself in wondering disbelief at

this cowardice, when Kreiss reap-

peared. His one hand was white

with a rubbery coating that Chet

vaguely knew for latex. He was

holding a gray, earthy mass, and he

threw himself forward to the cata-

pult where it stood! idly erect in the

wind that beat and whipped at it

“Help me!” It was Kreiss who
ordered, and once more he spoke as

if he were conducting only an in-

teresting experiment. “Pull herel

Bend it—bend it I Now hold steady;

this is metallic sodium, a deposit

I found deep in the earth.”

The gray mass was in the crude

bucket of the machine. Kreiss’ knife

was ready. He slashed at the vine

that held the bent sapling, and a

gray mass whirled out into the

dark; out, and down—and the inky

waters were in that instant ablaie

with fire.

Fire that threw itself in flaming

balls; that broke into many part*

and each part, like a living thing,

darted crazily about; that leaped
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into the air to fall again among
ape-men who screamed frenziedly

in animal terror.

“TT unites with water,” Kreiss

X was saying: "a spontaneous

liberation and ignition of hydro-

gen.” The white-coated hand had
pimped another mass into the

primitive engine of war. “Now pull

—so—and I cut it 1*' And the leap-

ing, flashing fires tore furiously in

redoubled madness where a shriek-

ing mob of terrified beasts, and one

white man among them, drove

•shore beyond the end of a barri-

cade.

Chet felt Harkness beside him.

“We drove ’em off in back. What
the devil is going on here?” Walt
was demanding. But Chet was
watching the retreat of the blacks

ttraight off and down the shore

where the sand was smooth and
neither grass nor trees could hinder

their wild flight.

“You’ve got them licked,” Hark-
oess was exulting; “and we've
cleaned them up on our side. Just
came over to see if you needed
help."

“We sure would have,” said Chet;
"more than you could give if it

hadn’t been for Kreisa.”

“We’ve got ’em licked!” Hark-
ntta repeated wonderingly; “we’ve
won I” It was too much to grasp
all at once. The victory had been
•o quick, and he had already given
up hope.

The two had clasped hands; they
itood so for silent minutes. Chet
had been nerved to the point of
destroying his companions and him-
elf; the revulsion of feeling that
victory brought was more stupefy-
ing than the threat of impending
defeat.

S
TARING out over the black
waters, he knew only vaguely

when Harkness left; a moment later
he followed him gropingly around

the jagged rocks, while there came
to him, blurred by his own mental
numbness, a shouted call. . . . But
a moment elapsed before he was
aroused, before he knew it for
Walt’s voice. He recognized the
agonized tone and sprang forward
into the clearing. '

The fire still blazed on the rocky
platform above; its uncertain light

reached the figure of a running man
who was making madly for the
opening in the wall. As he ran he
screamed over and over, in a voice
hoarse and horrible like one seized

in the fright of a fearful dream:
“Diane 1 Diane, wait! For God’s
shke, Diane, don’t go!”
And the driven clouds were torn

apart for a space to let through a

clear golden light. The great lantern

of Earth was flashing down through
9pace to light a grassy opening in

a jungle of another world, where,
stark and rigid, a girl was walking
toward the shadow-world beyond,
while before her went a black shape,

huge and powerful, in whose head
were eyes like burning lights, and
whose arms were rigidly extended
as if to draw the stricken girl on
and on.

The running figure overtook them.
Chet saw him checked in mid-
spring, and Harkness, too, stood
rigid as if carved from stone, then
followed as did Diane, where the

ape-thing led. . . . From the far aide

of the clearing, where Schwartz-
mann’s men had gone, came a

great shout of laughter that jarred

Chet from the stupor that bound
him.

“The messenger 1” he said aloud.

“God help them; it’s the messenger
—and he ’9 taking them to the

pyramid !”

Then the torn clouds closed that

the greater darkness might cover

those who vanished in the shadowed
fringe of a stormy, wind-whipped
jungle. ...

(Concluded in the next issue.)
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“I want you to go to Jupiter as
soon as you can arrange to do so,

fly low over the red area in the

southern hemisphere, and come back
here with some sort of report as
to what’s wrong with that infernal
death spot.”

He tapped his radio stylus
thoughtfully against the edge of
bis desk.

“As you perhaps know, I detailed
• ship to explore the red spot about

year ago. It never came back. I

•ent another ship, with two good

men in it, to check up on the dis-

appearance of the first. That ship,

too, never came back. Almost with

the second of its arrival at the

edge of the red area all radio com-

munication with it was cut off. It

was never heard from again. Two
weeks ago I sent Journeyman there.

Now he has been swallowed up in a

mysterious silence.”

An exclamation burst from

Brand’s lips. Sub-Commander Jour-

neyman! Senior officer under Stone,

ablest man in the expeditionary
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forces#, and Brand’s oldest friend!

Stone nodded comprehension of

the stricken look on Brand’s face.

"I know bow friendly you two
were,” he said soberly. “That’s why
I chose yon to go and find out, if

you can, what happened to him
and the other two ships.”

Brand’s chin sank to rest on the

stiff high collar of his uniform.

“Journeyman!” he mused. “Why,
he was like an older brother to me.
And now . . . he’s gone.”

THERE was''* silence in Com-
mander Stone’s sanctum for a

time. Then Brand raised his head.

“Did you have any radio reports

at all from any of the three ships

concerning the nature of the red
spot?” he inquired.

“None that gave definite informa-

tion," replied Stone. “From each
of the three ships we received re-

ports right up to the instant when
the red area was approached. From
each of the three came a vague de-

scription of the peculiarity of the

ground ahead of them : it seems to

glitter with a queer metallic sheen.

Then, from each of the three, as

they passed over the boundary

—

nothing! All radio communication
ceased as abruptly as though they’d

been stricken dead."

He stared at Brand. “That’s all I

can tell you, little enough, God
knows. Something ominous and
strange is contained in that red

spot; but what its nature may be,

we cannot even guess. I want you
to go there and find out.”

Brand’s determined jaw jutted

out, and his lips thinned to a pur-

poseful line. He stood to attention.

“I’ll be leaving to-night, sir. Or
sooner if you like. I could go this

afternoon; in an hour—”

“To-night is soon enough," said

Stone with a smile. “Now, who do
you want to accompany you?”
Brand thought a moment. On so

long a journey as a trip to Jupiter

there was only room in a specs
ship—what with supplies and all

—

for one other man. It behooved him
to pick his companion carefully.

“I’d like Dex Harlow,” he said at

last. “He’s been tq Jupiter before,

working with me in plotting the
northern henisphere. He’s a good
nun."

“He is,” agreed Stone, nodding
approval of Brand’s choice. “I’ll

have him report to you at once.”
He rose and held out his hand.

“I’m relying on you. Captain
Bowen,” he said. “I won’t give any
direct orders; use your own dis-

cretion. But I would advise you not
to try to land in the red ares.

Simply fly low over it, and see

what you can discern from the air.

Good-by, and good luck.”

Brand saluted, and went out, to

go his own quarters and make the

few preparations necessary for hit

sudden emergency flight.

THE work of exploring the

planets that swung with Earth

around the sun was still a new
branch of the service. Less than

ten years ago, it had been, when
Ansen devised his first crude atomic

motor.
At once, with the introduction of

this tremendous new motive power,

men had begun to build space ships

and explore the sky. And, as so

often happens with a new invention,

the thing had grown rather beyond
itself.

Everywhere amateur space flyers

launched forth into the heavens to

try their new celestial wing*.

Everywhere young and old en-

enthus iasts set Ansen motors into

clumsily insulated shells and started

for Mars or the moon or Venus.
The resultant loss of life,

might have been foreseen, was ap-

palling. Eager but inexperienced

explorers edged over onto the wrong

side of Mercury and were burned

to cinders. They set forth in Bhipt
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that were badly insulated, and from
in the absolute zero of space. They
learned the atomic motor controls

too hastily, ran out of supplies or

lost their courses, and wandered far

out into space—stiff corpses in cof-

fins that were to be buried only in

rime's infinity.

To stop the foolish waste of life,

the Earth Government stepped in.

It was decreed that no space ship

might be owned or built privately.

It was further decreed that those

who felt an urge to explore must
join the regular service and do so

under efficient supervision. And
there was created the Government
bureau designated as the Planetary

Exploration Control Board, which

was headed by Commander Stone.

UNDER this Board the explora-

tion of the planets was under-

taken methodically and efficiently,

with a minimum of lives sacrificed.

Mercury was charted, tested for

essential minerals, and found to be

a valueless rock heap too near the

urn to support life.

Venus was visited and explored

segment by segment; apd friendly

relations were established with the

rather stupid but peaceable people

found there.

Mars was mapped. Here the ex-

plorers had lingered a long time:

and all over this planet’s surface

were found remnants of a vast and
intricate civilization—from the

canals that laced its surface, to

graft cities with mighty buildings

•till standing. But of life there was
none. The atmosphere was too rare

to support it; and the theory was
that it had constantly thinned
through thousands of years till the
1st Martian had gasped and died in

tir too attenuated to support life

even in creatures that must have
pown greater and greater chested
in cans of adaptation.

Then Jupiter had been reached;
apd hem the methodical, planet by

planet work promised to be checked
for a long time to come. Jupiter,

with its mighty surface area, was
going to take some exploring t It

would be years before it could be
plotted even superficially.

BRAND had been to Jupiter on
four different trips; and, as

he walked toward his quarters from
Stone’s office, he reviewed what he
had learned on those trips.

Jupiter, as he knew it, was a vast

globe of vague horror and sharp
contrasts.

Distant from the sun as it was,

it received little solar heat. But,
with so great a mass, it had cooled
off much more Blowly than any of

the other planets known, and had
immense internal heat. This meant
that the air—which closely approx-
imated Earth's air in density—was
cool a few hundred yards up from
the surface of the planet, and
dankly hot close to the ground. The
result, as the cold air constantly

Bank into the warm, was a thick

steamy blanket of fog that covered
everything perpetually.

Because of the recent cooling,

life was not far advanced on Jupiter.

Too short a time ago the sphere

had been but a blazing mass. Trop-
ical marshes prevailed, crisscrossed

by mighty rivers at warmer than
blood heat. Giant, hideous fernlike

growths crowded one another in

an everlasting jungle. And among
the distorted trees, from the blanket

of soft white fog that hid all from
sight, could be heard constantly an
ear-splitting chorus of screamB and
bellows and whistling snarls. It

made the blood run cold just to

listen—and to speculate on what
gigantic but tiny-brained monsters

made them.
Now and then, when Brand had

been flying dangerously low over

the surface, a wind had risen strong

enough to dispel the fog banks for

an infant; and he had caught a
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flash of Jovian life. Just a flash,

for example, of a monstrous lizard-

like thing too great to support its

own bulk; or a creature all neck
and tail, with ridges of scale on
its armored hide and a small ser-

pentine head weaving back and
forth among the jungle growths.

Occasionally he had landed

—always staying close to the

space ship, for Jupiter’s gravity

made movement a slow and
laborious process, and he didn’t

want to be caught too far from
security. At such times he might
hear a crashing and splashing

and see a reptilian head loom gi-

gantically at him through the fog.

Then he would discharge the deadly
explosive gun which was Earth’s

latest weapon, and the creature

would crash to the ground. The
chorus of hissings and bellowings

•would increase as he hastened

slowly and laboriously back to the

ship, indicating that other unseen

monsters of the steamy jungle had
flocked to tear the dead giant to

pieces and bolt it down.
Oh, Jupiter was a nice planet 1

mused Brand. A sweet place— if one

happened to be a two-hundred-foot
snake or something!
He had always thought the entire

globe was in that new, raw, marshy
state. But he had wbrked only in

one comparatively small area of

the northern hemisphere; had never

been within thirty thousand miles

of the red spot. What might lie in

that ominous crimson patch, he
could not even guess. However, he
reflected, he was soon to And out,

though he might never live to tell

about it.

Shrugging his shoulders, he
turned into the fifty story building

in which was his modest apartment.
There he found, written by the

automatic stylus on his radio pad,
the message: “Be with you at

seven o’clock. Best regards, and I

hope you strangle. Dex Harlow.”

DEX HARLOW was a six-foot

Senior Lieutenant who had

been on many an out-of-the-way

exploratory trip. Like Brand he was

just under .thirty and perpetually

thirsting for the bizarre in life.

He was a walking document of

planetary activity. He was still

baked a brick red from a trip to

Mercury a year before; he had a

scar on his forehead, the result of

jumping forty feet one day on the

moon when he’d meant to jump only

twenty; he was minus a finger

which had been irreparably frost-

bitten on Mars; and he had a

crumpled nose that was the outcome
of a brush with a ten-foot bandit

on Venus who’d tried to kill him

for his explosive gun and supply

of glass, dyite-containing cartridges.

He clutched Brand’s fingers in

a bone-mangling grip, and threw

his hat into a far corner.

“You’re a fine friend!” he growled

cheerfully. “Here I’m having a first

rate time for myself, swimming and

planing along the Riviera, with

two more weeks leave ahead of me
—and I get a call from the Old

Man to report to you. What excuse

have you for your crime?”
“A junket to Jupiter,” said

Brand. “Would you call that a good

excuse?”

“Jupiter!” exclaimed Dex.

“Wouldn’t you know it? Of course

you’d have to pick a spot four

hundred million miles away from

all that grand swimming I was

having!”
“Would you like to go back on

leave, and have me choose someone

else?” inquired Brand solemnly.

“Well, no,” said Dex hastily.

“Now that I’m here, I suppose I

might as well go through with it"

Brand laughed. “Try and get you

out of it! I know your attitude to-

ward a real jaunt. And it’s a real

jaunt we’ve got ahead of us, too,
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old boy. We’re going to the red

spot. Immediately.”

DEX’S sandy eyebrows Bhot up.

“The red spotl That’s where
Coblenz and Heiroy were lost I”

“And Journeyman,” added Brand.

“Hfe’s the latest victim of what-

ever's in the hell-hole.”

bex whistled. “Journeyman tool

Well, all I’ve got to say is that

whatever’s there must be strong

medicine. Journeyman was a damn
fine man, and as brave as they come.

Have you any idea what it’s all

about?”
‘frlot an idea. Nobody has. We’re

to go and find out— if we can.

Are you all ready?”

“All ready,” said Dex.

“So am I. We’ll start at eleven

o’clock in one of the Old Man’s

best cruisers. Meanwhile, we might
as well go and hunt up a dinner

somewhere, to fortify us against the

synthetic pork chops and bread

we'll be swallowing for the next

fortnight.”

They went out; and at ten min-

utes of eleven reported at the great

sp^ce ship hangars north of New
York, with their luggage, a con-

spicuous item of which was a chess

board to help while away the long,

long days of spacial travel. Brand
tbeh paused a little while for a final,,

check-up on directions.

They clambered into the tiny
control room and shut the her-

metically sealed trap-door. Brand
threw the control switch and pre-

cisely at eleven o'clock the conical

shell of metal shot heavenward,
gathering such speed that it was
Boon invisible to human eyes. He
set their course toward the blazing
Bpeftk that was Jupiter, four hun-
dred million miles away; and then
reported their start by radio to

Commander Stone’s night operator.
The investigatory expedition to

the ominous red spot of the giant of
the solar system was on.

CHAPTER II

The Pipe-like Men

BRAND began to slacken speed
on the morning of the

thirteenth day (morning, of course,
being a technical term: there are

no horizons in space for the sun to
rise over). Jupiter was still an im-
mense distance off; but it took a
great while to slow the momentum
of the space ship, which, in the fric-

tionless emptiness of space, had
been traveling faster and faster for

nearly three hundred hours.

Behind them was the distant ball

of sun, so fax off that it looked no
larger than a red-hot penny. Before
them was the gigantic disk of Jup-
iter, given a white tinge by the per-

petual fog blankets, its outlines

softened by its thick layer of at-

mosphere and cloud banks. Two of
its nine satellites were in Bight at

the moment, with a third edging
over the western rim.

“Makes you think you’re drunk
and seeing triple, doesn’t it?" com-
mented Dex, who was staring out
the thick glass panel beside Brand.
“Nine moons! Almost enough for

one planet 1”

Brand nodded abstractly, and con-

centrated on the control board. Rap-
jiny the ship rocketed down toward
the surface. The disk became a

whirling, gigantic plate; and then
an endless plain, with cloud for-

mations beginning to take on def-

inite outline.

“About to enter Jupiter’s atmos-
phere,” Brand spoke into the radio

transmitter. Over the invisible

thread of radio connection between
the space ship and Earth, four hun-
dred million miles behind, Hashed
the message.

"All right. For God’s sake, be

careful,” came the answer, minutes
later. “Say something at least every

half hour, to let us know communi-
cation is unbroken. We will sound
at ten second intervals.”
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The sounding began: peep, a ?u

shrill little piping noise like the

fiddle of a cricket. Ten seconds
later it came again: peep. There-
after, intermittently, it keened
through the control room—

a

homely, comforting sound to let

them know that there was a dis-

tant thread between them and
Earth.

LOWER the shell rocketed. The
endless plain slowly ceased

its rushing underneath them as they
entered th$. planet’s atmosphere and
began to De pulled around with it

in its revolution.] Far to the wfcst

a faint red glow Illumined the sky.

The two raenl looked at each

other, grimly, soBerly.

"We’re here,” saW Dex, flexing

the muscles of his powerful arms.

“We are,” said Brand, patting the

gun in hiB holster.

The rapid dusk of the giant planet

began to close in on them. The
thin sunlight darkened; and with
its lowering, the red spot of Jupiter

glared more luridly ahead of them.
Silently the two men gazed at it, and
wondered what it held.

They shot the space ship toward
it, and halted a few hundred miles

away. Watery white light from the

satellites, "that jitter around in the

sky like a bunch of damned water-

bugs,” as Dex put it, waB now the

sole illumination.

They hung motionless in their

space shell, to wait through the

five-hour Jovian night for the suc-

ceeding five hours of daylight to

illumine a slow cruise over the red

area that, in lesB than a year, had
Bwallowed up three of Earth's space

ships. And ever aa they waited, doz-

ing a little, speculating as to the

nature of the danger they faced,

the peep, peep of the radio shrilled

in their ears to tell them that there

was still a connection—though a
very tenuous one—with their

mother planet.

RED spot ten miles away,” said

Brand in the transmitter.

‘We’re approaching it slowly.”

The tiny sun had leaped up over

Jupiter's horizon; and with its ap-

pearance they had sent the ship

planing toward their mysterious
destination. Beneath them the fog

banks were thinning, and ahead of

them were no clouds. For some rea-

son there was a clarity unusual to

Jupiter’s atmosphere in the air

above the red section.

"Red spot one mile ahead, alti-

tude forty thousand feet," reported

Brand.
He and Dex peered intently

through the port glass panel. Ahead
and far below, their eyes caught ah

odd metallic sheen. It was as though
the ground there were carpeted

with polished steel that reflected

red firelight.

Tense, filled with an excitement

that set their pulses pounding
wildly, they angled slowly down,
nearer to the edge of the vast crim-

son area, closer to the ground. The
radio keened its monotonous sig-

nal.

Brand crawled to the transmitter,

laboriously, for his body tipped the

scales here at nearly four hundred
pounds.

"We can see the metallic glitter

that Journeyman spoke of,” he said.

“No sign of life of any kind,

though. The red glow seems to

flicker a little.”

Closer the ship floated. Closer.

To right and left of them for vast

distances stretched the red area.

Ahead of them for hundreds of

miles they knew it extended.

"We’re right on it now,” called

Brand. "Right on it—we’re going

over the edge—we’re—

”

Next instant he was sprawling on

the floor, with De* rolling help-

lessly on top of him, while the

space ship bounced up twenty thou-

sand feet as though propelled by a

giant sling.
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THE peep, peep of the radio

signalling stopped. The space

ship rolled helplessly for a mo-

ment, then resumed an even keel.

Brand and Dex gazed at each other.

'‘What the hell?" said Dex.

He started to get to his feet, put

all
' his strength into the task of

moving his Jupiter-weighted body,

and crashed against the top of the

control room.
“Sayl" he sputtered,, rubbing his

head. "Say, what is this?”

Brand, profiting by his mistake,

rose more cautiously, shut off the

atomic motor, and approached a

glass panel again. "God knows
what it is," he said with a shrug.

"Somehow, with our passing into

the | red area, the pull of gravity

has been reduced by about ten,

that's all."

"6b, so that’s all, is it? Well,

what’s happened to old Jupe’s grav-

ity?>’

Again Brand shrugged. “I haven’t

any idea. Your guess is as good as

mine."

He peered down .through the

panel, and stiffened in surprise.

“Bex!" he cried. "We’re moving 1

And the motor is shut off!”

“We’re drawing down closer to

the ground, too,” announced Dex,
pointing to their altimeter. "Our
altitude has been reduced five thou-

sand feet in the last two minutes."
Quickly Brand turned on the mo-

tor in reverse. The space ship, as

the rushing, reddish .ground be-

neath indicated, continued to glide

forward as though pulled by an in-

visible rope. He turned on full

pow^r The ship’s progress was
checked a little. A very little I And
the metallic red surface under them
grew nearer as they steadily lost

altitude.

“Something seemsito have got us
by the nose," said Dex. "We’re on
our way to the center of the red
•pot* I guess—to find whatever it

•as that Journeyman found. And

the radio communication has been
broken somehow. . „ ,”

Wordlessly, they stared out the
panel, while the shell, quivering
with the strain of the atomic mo-
tor’s fight against whatever unseen
force it was that relentlessly drew
them forward, bore them swiftly to-

ward the heart of the vast crimson
area.

OOKl” cried Brand.
For over an hour the ship

had been propelled swiftly, irresist-

ibly toward the center of the red
spot. It had been up about forty
thousand feet. Now, with a jerk that

sent both men reeling, it had been
drawn down to within fifteen thou-
sand feet of the surface; and the
sight that was now becoming more
and more visible was incredible.

Beneath was a vast, orderly
checkerboard. Every alternate

square was covered by what seemed
a jointless metal plate. The open
squares, plainly land under culti-

vation, were surrounded by gleam-
ing fences that hooked each metal
square with every other one of its

kind as batteries are wired in series.

Over these open squares progressed
tiny, two ^legged figures, for the

most part ^following gigantic shape-
less animals like figures out of

a dream. Ahead suddenly appeared
the spires and towers of an enor-

mous cityl

Metropolis and cultivated land!

It was as unbelievable, on that raw
new planet, as such a sight would
have been could a traveler in time
have observed it in the midst of a

dim Pleistocene panorama of young
Earth.

It was instantly apparent that the

city was their destination. Rapidly
the little ship was rushed toward
it; and, realizing at last the futility

o£ its laboring, Brand cut off the

atomic motor and let the shell

drift.

Over a group of squat square
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buildings their ship passed, de-

creasing speed and drifting lower
with every moment. The lofty

structures that were the nucleus
of the strange city loomed closer.

Nyw they were soaring slowly down
a wide thoroughfare; and now, at

last, they hovered above a great

open square that was thronged with
figures.

Lower they dropped. Lower. And
then they settled with a slight jar

on a surface made of reddish metal;

and the figures rushed to surround
them.

LOOKING out the glass panel at

these figures, both Brand and
Dex exclaimed aloud and covered
their eyes for a moment to shut

out the hideous sight of them.
Now they examined them closely.

Manlike they were; and yet like

no human being conceivable to an
Earth mind. They were tre-

mendously tall—twelve feet at

least—but as thin as so many ani-

mated poles. Their two legs were
scarce four inches through, taper-

less, boneless, like lengths of pipe;

and like two flexible pipes they
were joined to a slightly larger

pipe of a torso that could not have
been more than a foot in diameter.

There were four arms, a pair on
each side of the cylindrical body,

that weaved feebly about like

lengths of rubber hose.

Set directly on the pipe-like body,
as a pumpkin might be balanced on
a pole was a perfectly round
cranium in which .were glassy,

staring eyes, with dull pupils like

those of a sick dog. The nose was
but a tab of flesh. The mouth was
a minute, circular thing, soft and
flabby looking, which opened and
shut regularly with the creature’s

breathing. It resembled the snout-

like mouth of a fish, of the sucker
variety; and fish-like, too, was the

smooth and slimy skin that covered
the beanpole body.

Hundreds of the repuiBivp

things, there were. And all

of them shoved and crowded, as a

disorderly mob on Earth might do,

to get close to the Earthmen’s ship.

Their big dull eyes peered in

through the glass panels, and thpir

hands—mere round blobs of gristle

in the palms of which were set

single sucker disks—pattered against

the metal hull of the shell.

'‘God!” said Brand with a

shudder. “Fancy those things feel-

ing over your body. . .

"They're hostile, whatever they

are," said Dex. "Look out: that

one’s pointing something at you!”

One of the slender, tottering crea-

tures had raised an arm and leveled

at Brand something that looked

rather like an elongated, old-fash-

ioned flashlight. Brand involun-

tarily ducked. The clear glass panel

between them and the mob outside

gave him a queasy feeling of being

exposed to whatever missile might

lurk in the thing’s tube.

"What do we do now?” demanded
Dex with a shaky laugh. "You’re

chief of this expedition. I'm wait-

ing for orders."

"We wait right here," replied

Brand. "We’re safe in the shell

till we’re starved out. At least they

can’t get in to attack us."

But it developed that, while the

slimy looking things might not be

able to get in, they had ways of

reaching the Earthmen just the

same I

THE creature with the gun-like

tube, extended it somewhat fur-

ther toward Brand.

Brand felt a sharp, unpleasant

tingle shoot through his body, at

though he had received an electric

shock. He winced, and cried out at

the sudden pain of it.

"What’s the matter—" Dex be-

gan. But hardly had the words left

his mouth when he, too, felt the

Bhock. A couple of good, hearty
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Earth oaths exploded from his lips.

The repulsive creature outside

Bade an authoritative gesture. He
icemed to be beckoning to them, his

huge dull eyes glaring threaten-

ingly at the same moment
"Our beanpole friend is suggest-

ing that we get out of the shell

md stay awhile ,

0
said Dex with

grim humor. “They seem anxious to

entertain us—oocA?"

I

As the two men made no move

to obey the beckoning gesture, the

creature had raised the tube again;

end again the sharp, unpleasant

thock shot through them.

“What the devil are we going to

do?” exclaimed Brand. “If we go

out in that mob of nightmare
things—it's going to be messy. As
long as we stay in the shell we
have some measure of protection .

0

“Not much protection when they

on sting us through metal and
glass at will,” growled Dex. “Do
you suppose they can turn the juice

on harder? Or is that bee-sting

their best' effort ?
0

As thotugh in direct answer to

his words, the blob-like face of the
being who seemed in authority con-

vulsed with anger and he raised

the tube again. This time the shock
that came from it was sufficient to
throw the two men to the floor.

“Well, we can’t stay in the ship,

that’s certain,” said Brand. “I guess
there’s only one thing to do.”
Dex nodded. “Climb out of here

and take as many of these skinny
horrors with us into hell as we
on/’ he agreed.

I

Once more the shock stung them,
i» a reminder not* to keep their
taptors waiting. With their shoul-
ders bunched For abrupt action,
and their guns in hand, the two
Ben walked to the trap-door of.jthe
•hip. They threw the heavy bolts,
drew a deep breath—and flung ojien
the door to charge unexpectedly to-

|

the thickest mass of creatures
dUt surrounded the ship I

I
N a measure their charge was
successful. Its very suddenness

caught some of the tall mon-
strosities off guard. Half a dozen of

them stopped the fragile glass
bullets to writhe in horrible death
on the red metal paving of the
square. But that didn’t last long.

In less than a minute, thin, clam-
my arms were winding around the
Earthmen’s wrists, and their guns
were wrenched from them. And
then started a hand-to-hand en-
counter that was all the more hid-

eous for being so unlike any fight-

ing that might have occurred on
Earth.

With a furious growl Dex
charged the nearest creature, whose
huge round head swayed on its

stalk of a body fully six feet above
his own head. He gathered the long
thin legs in a football grip, and
sent the thing crashing full length
on its back. The great head
thumped resoundingly against the

metal paving, and the creature lay

motionless.

For an instant Dex could only
stare at the thing. It had been so

easy, like overcoming a child. But
even as that thought crossed his

mind, two of the tall thin figures

closed in behind him. Four pairs of

arms wound around him, feebly but
tenaciously, like wet seaweed.

They began to constrict and wind
tighter around him. He tore at them,

dislodged all but two. His sturdy
Earth leg went back to sweep the

stalk-like legs of his attackers from
under them. One of the things

went down, to twist weakly in a

laborious attempt to riBe again. But
the other, by sheer force of height

and reach, began to bear Dex down.
Savagely he laced out with his

fists, battering the pulpy face that

was pressing down close to his.

The big eyes blinked shut, but the

four hose-like arms did not relax

their clasp. Dex’s hands sought

fiercely for the thing’s throat. But
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it had no throat: the head, set di-

rectly on the thin shoulders, defied

all throttling attempts.

THEN, just as Dex was feeling

that the end had come, he felt

the creature wrench from him, and
saw it slide in a tangle of arms
and legs over the smooth metal
pavement. He got shakily to his

feet, to see Brand standing over

him and flailing out with his fists

at an ever tightening circle of

towering figures.

"Thanks," panted Dex. And he
began again, tripping- the twelve-

foot things in order to get them
down within reach, battering at the

great pulpy heads, fighting blindly
in that expressed craving to take

as many of the creatures into hell

with him as he could manage. Be-
side him fought Brand, steadily,

coolly, grim of jaw and unblinking
of eye.

Already the struggle had gone
on far longer than they had
dreamed it might. For some reason
the grotesque creatures delayed
killing them. That they could do
so any time they pleased, was cer-

tain: if the monsters could reach
them with their shock-tubes
through the double insulated hull

of the space ship, they could cer-

tainly kill them out in the open.
Yet they made no move to do

so. The deadly tubes were not used.

The screeching gargoyles, instead,

devoted all their efforts to merely
hurling their attenuated bodies on
the two men aB though they wished
to capture them alive.

Finally, however, the nature of
the battle changed. The tallest of
the attackers opened his tiny mouth
and piped a signal. The ring of
weaving tall bodies surrounding the
two opened and became a U. The
creatures in the curve of the U
raised their shock-tubes and, with
none of their own kind behind the
victims to share in its discharge.

released whatever power it was that

lurked in them.
The shock was terrific. Without

the glass and metal of the ship to

protect them, out in the open and

defenceless, Brand and Dex got

some indication of its real power.

Writhing and twitching, feeling

as though pierced by millions of

red hot needleB, they went down. A
swarm of pipe-like bodies smoth-

ered them, and the fight was over.

CHAPTER III

The Coming of Greca

THE numbing shock from the

tubes left the Earthmen’i

bodies almost paralyzed for a time;

but their brains were unfogged

enough for them to observe only

too clearly all that went on from

the point of their capture.

They were bound hand and foot

At a piping cry from the leader,

several of the gangling figurei

picked them up in reedy armB and

began to walk across the square,

away from the ship. Brand noticed

that his bearers’ arms trembled

with his weight; and sensed the

flabbiness of the 6ubstancp that took

the place in them of good solid

muscle. Physically these thingi

were soft and ineffectual indeed.

They had only the ominous tuba

with which to fight.

The eery procession, with the

bound Earthmen carried in the lead,

wound toward a great building

fringing the square. In through the

high arched entrance of this build-

ing they went, and up a sloping

incline to its tower-top. Here, in

a huge bare room, the two were

unceremoniously dumped to the

floor.

While three of the things stood

guard with the mysterious tuba,

another unbound them. A whol*

shower of high pitched,? pip^l

syllables was hurled at them, speech

which sounded threatening and coo-
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temptuouB but was otherwise, of

course, entirely unintelligible, and
then the creatures withdrew. The
heavy metal door was slammed shut,

and they were alone.

Brand drew a long breath, and
began to feel bimseli all over for

broken bones. He found none
;
he

was still nerve-wracked from that

last terrific shock, but otherwise

whole and well.

“Are you hurt, Dex?” he asked

solicitously.

“I guess not," replied Dex,
getting uncertainly to his feet.

"And I’m wondering why. It seems
lo me the brutes were uncommonly
considerate of us—and I’m betting

the reason is one we won't like!”

Brand shrugged. “I guess we’ll

find out their intentions soon
enough. Let’s see what our sur-

roundings look like.’’

They walked to the nearest win-

dow-aperture, and gazed out on a

startling and marvelous scene.

BENEATH their high tower
window, extending as far as

the eye could reach, lay the city,

lit by the reddish glare of the

peculiar metal with which its

streets were paved. For the most
part the metropolis consisted of

perfectly square buildings pierced
by many windows to indicate that

each housed a large number of in-

mates. But here and there grotesque
turrets lanced the sky, and sym-
bolic domes arched above the sur-
rounding flat metal roofs.

One building in particular they
noticed. This was an enormous
structure in the shape of a half-

globe that reared its spherical
height less than an eighth of a
mile from the building they were
in. It was situated off to their right
at the foot of a vast, high-walled
enclosure whose near end seemed
to be formed by the right wall of
their prison. They could only see
it bv leaning far out of the win-

dow; and It would not have come to

their attention at all had they not
heard it first—or, rather, heard the
sound of something within it: for
from it came a curious whining
hum that never varied in intensity,

something like the hum of a gi-

gantic dynamo, only greater and of
a more penetrating pitch.

"Sounds as though it might be
some sort of central power station,"

said Brand. “But what could it

supply power for?"
“Give it up," said Dex. “For

their .damned shock-tubes, perhaps,
among other things—

”

He broke off abruptly as a sound
of sliding bolts came from the door-
way. The two men whirled around
to face the door, their fists doub-
ling instinctively against whatever
new danger might threaten them.

THE door was opened and two
of their ugly, towering enemies

came in, their tubes held conspic-
uously before them. Behind came an-

other figure; and at sight of this one,

so plainly not of the race of Jupiter,

the Earthmen gasped with wonder.
They saw a girl who might have

come from Earth, save that she
was taller than most Earth women
—of a regal height that reached

only an inch or two below Brand’s
own six foot one. She was beau-

tifully formed, and had wavy dark
hair and clear light blue eyes. A
sort of sandal covered each small

bare foot; and a gauzy tunic, reach-

ing from above the knee to the

shoulder, only half shielded her
lovely figure.

She was bearing a metal con-

tainer in which was a mess of

stuff evidently intended as food.

The guards halted and stepped

aside to let her pass into the room.

Then they backed out, constantly

keeping Dex and Brand covered

with the tubes, and closed and
barred the door.

The girl smiled graciously at the
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admiration in the eyes of both the

men—a message needing no inter-

planetary interpretation. She ad-

vanced, and held the metal con-

tainer toward them.

“Eat,” she said softly. “It is good
food, and life giving."

FOR an instant Brand was
dumbfounded. For here was

language he could understand

—

which was incredible on this far-

flung globe. Then he suddenly com-
prehended why her sentences were
so intelligible.

She was versed in mental telep-

athy. And versed to a high degree!

He'd had some experience with

telepathy on Venus; but theirs was
a crude thought-speech compared to

the fluency possessed by the beau-

tiful girl before him.

“Who are you?" he asked won-
deringly.

“I am Greca"—it was very hard

to grasp names or abstract terms

—

“of the fourth satellite."

“Then you are not of these mon-
sters of Jupiter?"
“Oh, no! I am their captive, as

are all my people. We are but

slaves of the tall ones."

Brand glanced at Dex. “Here’s

a chance to get some information,

perhapB," he murmured.
Dex nodded; but meanwhile the

girl had cayght his thought. She
smiled—a tragic, wistful smile.

“I Bhall be happy to tell you
anything in my power to tell," she

informed him. “But you must be

quick. I can only remain with you
a little while.”

She sat down on the floor with
them—the few bench-like things

obviously used by the tall creatures

as chairs were too high for them

—

and with the informality of ad-

versity the three captives began to

talk. Swiftly Brand got a little

knowledge of Greca’s position on
Jupiter, and of the racial history

that led up to it.

FOUR of the nine satellites of

Jupiter were now the home of

living beings. But two only, at the

dawn of history as Greca knew it,

had been originally inhabited. These
were the fourth and the second.

On the fourth there dwelt a
race, "like me,” as Greca put it

—

a kindly, gentle people content to.

live and let live.

On the second had been a race

of immensely tall, but attenuated

and physically feeble things with
great heads and huge dull eyes and
characters distinguished mainly for

cold-blooded savagery.

The inhabitants of the fourth

satellite had remained in ignorance

of the monsters on the second till

one day “many, many ages ago,"

a fleet of clumsy ships appeared on

the fourth satellite. From the ships

had poured thousands of pipe-like

creatures, armed with horrible rods

of metal that killed instantly and
without a sound. The things, it

seemed, had crowded over the limits

of their own globe, and had been
forced to find more territory.

They had made captive the entire

population of the satellite. Then—
for like all dangerous vermin they

multiplied rapidly—they had over-

flowed .to the first and fifth satel-

lites—the others were uninhabitable

—and finally to the dangerous sur-

face of Jupiter itself. Everywhere
they had gone, they had taken

droves of Greca’s people to be their

slaves, “and the source of their

food,” added Greca, with a shudder;

a statement that was at the moment
unintelligible to the two men.

BRAND stared sympathetically

at her. "They treat them very

badly?” he asked gently.

“Terribly! Terribly!” said Greca,

shuddering again.

“But yon seem quite privileged,"

he could not help saying.

i She shook her dainty head pathet-

ically. “I am of high rank among
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my people. I am a priestess of our

religion, which is' the religion of

The Great White One who rules

all the sky everywhere. The Hog-

ans” (it was the best translation

Brand could make of her mental

term for the slimy tall things that

held them captive) “—the Rogans
hold my fate over the heads of my
race. Should they rebel, I would be

thrown to the monster in the pen.

Of course the Rogans could crush

any revolt with their terrible tubes,

but they do not want to kill their

slaves if they can help it. They find

it more effective to hold their

priestesses in hostage/
1

Brand turned from personal his*

tory to more vital subjects.

“Why," he asked Greca, “are the

shining red squares of metal laid

everywhere over this empire of the

Rogans ?"

“To make things light," was the

reply. “When the Rogans first came
to this mighty sphere, they could
hsrdly move. Things are so heavy
here, somehow. So their first

thought was to drive my enslaved

people to the casting and laying
of the metal squares and the metal

beams that connect them, in order
to make things weigh less."

“But how do the plates function?"

GRECA did not know this, save

vaguely. She tried to express
her little knowledge of the scien-

tific achievements of the savage
RoganB. After some moments Brand
turned to Dex and said:

“As near as I can get it, the
Rogans, by this peculiar red metal
Hoy, manage to trap and divert
the permanent lines of force, the
magnetic field, of Jupiter itself. So
the whole red spot is highly mag-
netized, which somehow upsets nat-
ural gravitational attraction. I sup-
pose it is responsible for the dis-

coloration of the ground, too."

He turned to question the girl

further about this, but she had got'

nervously to her feet already.

‘Til be taken away soon," Bhe
said. “I was brought in here only
to urge you to eat the food. I must
be interpreter, since the Rogans
speak not with the mind, and I

know their hateful tongue."
“Why are they so anxious for

us to eat?" demanded Dex with an
uneasy frown.
“So you will be strong, and en-

dure for a long time the—the ordeal
they have in Btore for you," faltered
the girl at last. "They intend to

force from you the secret of the
power that drove your ship here,

60 they too may have command of
space."

“But I don’t understand,” frowned
Brand. “They must already have
a means of space navigation. They
came here to Jupiter from the
satellites."

“Their vessels are crude, clumsy
things. The journey from the
nearest satellite is the limit of their
flying range. They have nothing
like your wonderful little ships, and
they want to know how to build
and power them."

SHE gazed sorrowfully at them
apd went on: “You see, yours

is the fourth space ship to visit

their kingdom; and that makes
them fearful because it shows they
are vulnerable to invasion. They
want to stop that by invading your
planet first. Besides their fear,

there is their greed. Their looking-

tubes reveal that yours is a fruit-

ful and lovely sphere, and they are

insatiable in their lust for new ter-

ritories. Thus they plan to go to

your planet as soon as they are

able, and kill or enslave all the

people there as they have killed

and enslaved my race."

“They’ll have a job on their hands
trying to do that I” declared Dex
stoutly.

But Brand paled. "They can do
Itl" he snapped. “Look at those
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death-tubes of theirs. We have no
arms to compete with that/’ He
turned to Greca. “So the Rogans
plan to force the secret of our
motors from us by torture?”

She nodded, and caught his hand
in hers.

“Yes. They will do with you as

they did with the six who came
before you—and who died before

surrendering the secret.”

“So! We know now what hap-

pened to Journeyman and the

others 1” burst out Dex. “I’ll see ’em
in hell before I’ll talk!”

"And me,” nodded Brand. “But
that doesn’t cure the situation. As
long as ships disappear in this red

inferno, so long will the Old Man
keep sending others to find out

what’s wrong. The Rogans will cap-

ture them as easily as they cap-

tured us. And eventually someone
will happen along who’ll weaken
under torture. Then—

”

HE stopped. A dread vision

filled his mind of Earth de-

populated by the feebly ferocious

Rogans, of rank on rank of Earth’s

vast armies falling in stricken rows
at the shock of the Rogans’ tubes.

Greca caught the vision. She
nodded. “Yes, that is what wouW
happen if they found ways of reach-

ing your globe.”

“But, God, Brand, we can’t allow
that!” cried Dex. “We’ve got to find

a way to spike the guns of these
walking gas-pipes, somehow!”
Brand sighed heavily. “We are

two against hundreds of thousands.

We are bare-handed, and the Rog-
ans have those damned tubes. Any-
way, we are on the verge of death
at this very moment. What under
heaven can we do to spike their

guns?”
He was silent a moment; and

in the silence the steady hum from
the domed building outside came
to his ears.

“What's in that big, round topped

building, Greca?” he asked quietly.

“I do not know, exactly,” replied

the girl. “There is some sort of

machinery in it, and to it go con-

necting beams from all the square

metal plates everywhere. That is all

I know.”
Brand started to question her

further, but her time was up. The
two guards poked their loathsome
pumpkin heads in the doorway and
contemptuously beckoned her out
She answered resignedly, in the

piping Rogan tongue, and went
with them. But Bhe turned to wave
shyly, commiseratingly at the two

men; and the expression in her

clear blue eyes as they rested on

Brand made hi6 heart contract and

then leap on with a mighty bound.

“We have an ally in her," mur-

mured Brand. “Though God only

knows if that will mean anything

to us. . .

CHAPTER IV

In the Tower

“Til THAT I can’tV figure out"

YV said Dex, striding up and

down the big bare room, “is why
we’re needed to tell them about tbt

atomic motor. They’ve got our ship,

and three others besides. I should

think they could learn about the

motor just by taking it apart and

studying it.” t
Brand grinned mirthlessly, re-

calling the three years of intensive

study it had taken him to learn the

refinements of atomic motive power.

“If you’d ever qualified as a space

navigator, Dex, you'd know better.

The Rogans are an advanced race;

their control of polar magnetism

and the marvelously high-powered

telescopes Greca mentions prove

that; but I doubt if they could

ever analyze that atomic motor with

no hint as to how it works.”

Silence descended on them again

in which each was lost in his OWB

thoughts.
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How many hours had passed, the

Earthmen did not know. They had

spent the time in fruitless planning

to escape from their tower room
and go back to the ship again.

Though how they could get away
in the ship when the Rogans
seemed able to propel it when-
ever they wished against the utmost

power of their motor, they did not

attempt to consider.

One of Jupiter's short nights had
passed, however—a night weirdly

made as light as day by red glares

from the plates, which seemed to

store up sunlight, among their other

functions—and the tiny sun had

risen to slant into their window at

a sharp angle.

Suddenly they heard the familiar

drawing of the great bolts outside

their door. It was opened, and a

dozen or more of the Rogans came
in, with Greca cowering piteously

in their midst and attempting to

communicate her distress to Brand.

AT the head of the little band of

Rogans was one the prisoners

bad not seen before. He was of

great height, fully two feet taller

than the others; and he carried

himself with an air that proclaimed
hit importance.

The tall one turned to Greca and
addressed a few high-pitched,

squeaky words** to her. She shook
her head; whereupon, at a hissed

command, two of the Rogans caught
her by the wrists and dragged her

forward.

*They have come to question

you,” Greca lamented to Brand.
“And they want to do it through
me. But I will notl I will not!”

Brand Bmiled at her though his

lips were pale.

“You are powerless to struggle,"
he said. “Do as they ask. You

^cannot help us by refusing, and,
in any case, I can promise that
they won’t learn anything from

Thq kail Rogan teetered up to the
prisoners on his gangling legs, and
stared icily at them. Crouched be-
side him, her lovely body all one
mute appeal to the Earthmen to

forgive her for the part she was
forced to play, was Greca.
At length the Rogan leader spoke.

He addressed his sibilant words to

Greca, though his stony eyes were
kept intently on the Earthmen.
“He says,” exclaimed Greca tele-

pathically, "to inform you- first that

he is head of all the Rogan race on
this globe, and that all on this

globe must do as he commands.”
Brand nodded to show he under-

stood the message.
"He says he is going to ask you

a few questions, and that you are

to answer truthfully if you value
your lives:

"First, he wants to know what
the people of your world are like.

Are they all the same as you?”

DEX started to reply to that;

but Brand flung him a warn-
ing look. "Tell him we are the

least of the Earth people,” he an-

swered steadily. "Tell him we are

.of an inferior race. Most of those

on Earth are giants five times as

large as we are, and many times

more powerful.”
Greca relayed the message in the

whistling, piping Rogan tongue.

The tall one stared, then hissed

another sentence to the beautiful

interpreter.

“He wants to know,” said Greca,

“if there are cities on your globe

as- large and complete as this one.”

"There are cities on Earth that

make this look like a—a—" Brand
ca^t about for understandable sim-

iles— “like a collection of animal

burrows.”
“He says to describe your

planers war weapons," was the next

interpretation. And here Brand let

himself go.

With flights of fancy he hadn’t
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known he was capable of, he de-'

scribed great airships, steered auto-

matically and bristling with guns
that discharged explosives power-
ful enough to kill everything within
a range of a thousand miles. He
told of billions of thirty-foot giants

sheathed in an alloy that would
make them invulnerable to any
feeble rays the Rogans might have
developed. He touched on the cer-

tain wholesale death that must over-

take any hostile force that tried to

invade the planet.

“The Ragan shock-tubes are toys

compared with the ray-weapons of

Earth,” he concluded. “We have
arms that can nullify the effects of

yours and kill at the same instant.

We have—”
But here the Rogan leader turned

impatiently away. Greca had been
translating sentence by sentence.

Now the tall one barked out a few
syllables in a squeaky voice.

"He says he knows you are lying,”

sighed Greca. “For if you on Earth
have tubes more effective than
theirs why weren’t you equipped
with them on your expedition here

to the red kingdom?”
Brand bit his lips. “Check,” he

muttered. “The brute has a brain

in that ugly head.”

THE Rogan leader spoke for a

long time then; and at each
singsong word, Greca quivered as

though lashed by a whip. At length

6he turned to Brand.
“He has been telling what his

hordes can do, answering your
boasts with boasts of his own. His
words are awful! I won’t tell you
all he said. I will only say that he

is convinced his shock-tubes are

superior to any Earth arms, and
that he states he will now illustrate

their power to you to quell your
insolence. I don’t know what he

means by that. . .
.**

But she and the Earthmen were
soon to find out.

The Rogan leader stepped to the
window and arrogantly beckoned
Brand and Dqx to join him there.

They did; and the leader ga2ed
out and down as though searching
for something.
He pointed. The two Earthmen

followed his leveled arm with their

eyes and saw, a hundred yards or

so away, a bent and dreary figure

trudging down the metal paving
of the street. It was a figure like

those to be seen on Earth, which
placed it as belonging to Greca’a

race.

The tall leader drew forth one

of the shock-tubes. Seen near at

hand, it was observed to be baf-

flingly simple in appearance. It

seemed devoid of all mechanism—
simply a tube of reddish metal with

a sort of handle formed of a coil

of heavy wire.

The Rogan pointed the tube at

the distant figure.

Greca screamed, and screamed
again. Coincident with her cry, as

though the sound of it had felled

him, the distant slave dropped to

the pavement.

THAT was all. The tube had

merely been pointed: as far

as Brand could see, the Rogan’s

“hand” had not moved on the barrel

of the tube, nor even constricted

about the coil of wire that formed
its handle. Yet that distant figure

had dropped. Furthermore, fumes

of greasy black smoke now began

to arise from the huddled body;

and in less than thirty seconds

there was left no trace of it on

the gleaming metal pavement.
“So that’s what those things are

like at full power!” breathed Dei.

“My God l”

The Rogan leader spoke a few

words. Greca, huddled despairingly

on the floor, crushed by this brutal

annihilation of one of her country-

men before her very eyes, did not

translate. But translation was us-
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necessary. The Rogan’s icy, trium-

phant eyes, the very posture of his

grotesque body, spoke for him.

“That,” he was certainly saying,

“is what will happen to any on

your helpless planet who dare op-

pose the Rogan will!"

He whipped out a command to

the terror-stricken girl. She rose

from her crouching position on the

floor; and at length formulated the

Rogan’s last order:

“You will explain the working of

the engine that drove your space

ship here.”

Dex laughed. It was a short bark
of sound, totally devoid of humor,

but very full of defiance. Brand
thrust his hands into the pockets

of his tunic, spread his legs apart,

and began to whistle.

A QUIVER that might have

been of anger touched the

Rogan leader's repulsive little

mouth. He glared balefully at the

uncowed Earthmen and spoke

again, evidently repeating hiB com-
mand. The two turned their backs

to him to indicate their refusal to

obey.

At that, the tall leader pointed
to Dex. In an instant three of the

guards had wound their double

pairs of arms around his struggling

body. Brand sprang to help him, but
a touch of the mysterious dis-

charge from the leader’s tube sent

him writhing to the floor.

“It’s no use. Brand,” said Dex
steadily. He too had stopped strug-

gling, and now stood quietly in the
slimy coils of his captors’ arms. ‘‘I

might as well go along with them
and get it over with. I probably
won’t see you again. Good luck!”
He was borne out of the room.

The Rogan leader turned to Brand
and spoke.

“He says that if your comrade
does not tell him what he wants to
know, your turn will come next,”
lobbed Greca. “Oh! Why*. does not

The Great White One strike these
monsters to the dustl”
She ran to Brand and pressed

her satiny cheek to hiB. Then Bhe
was dragged roughly away.
The great door clanged shut The

heavy outer fastenings clicked into

place. Dex had gone to experience
whatever it was that Journeyman
and the rest had experienced in this

red hell. And Brand was left be-

hind to reflect on what dread tor-

ments this might comprise; and to

pray desperately that no matter
what might be done to his shrink-

ing body he would be strong enough
to refuse to betray hiB planet.

CHAPTER V
The Torture Chamber

SWIFTLY Dex was carried down
the long ramp to the ground

floor, the arms of his captors

gripping him with painful tight-

ness. Heading the procession was
the immensely tall, gangling Rogan
leader, clutching Greca by the wrist

and dragging her indifferently

along to be his mouthpiece.
They did not stop at the Btreet

level; they continued on down an-

other ramp, around a bend, de-.

scending an even steeper incline

toward the bowels of Jupiter. Their
descent ended at last before a huge
metal barrier which, at a signal

from the leader, drew smoothly up
into the ceiling to disclose a gi-

gantic, red-lit chamber underlying
the foundations of the building.

In fear and awe, Dex gazed
around that huge room.

It resembled in part a nightmare
rearrangement of such a laboratory
as might be found on Earth; and in

part a torture chamber such as the

most ferocious of savages might
have devised had they been scien-

tifically equipped to add con-
trivances of supercivilization to
the furthering of their primitive
lust for cruelty.
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There were great benches—bead-
high to the Earthman—to accom-
modate the height of the Rogan
workmen. There were numberless
metal instruments, and glass coils,

and enormous retorts; and in one
comer an orange colored flame

burnt steadily on a naked metal

plate, seeming to have no fuel or

other source of being.

There was a long rack of cruelly

pointed and twisted instruments.

Under this was a row of long, del-

icate pincers, with coils on the

handles to indicate that they might

be heated to fiendish precision of

temperatures. There were gleaming
metal racks with calibrated slide-

rods and spring dials to denote

just what pull was being exerted on
whatever unhappy creature might
be stretched taut on them. There
were tiny cones of metal whose
warped, baked appearance testified

that they were little portable fur-

naces that could be placed on any
desired portion of the anatomy,
to slowly bake the selected disk of

flesh beneath them.

DEX shuddered; and a low moan
came from Greca, whose clear

blue eyes had rested on the con-

tents of this vast room before in

her capacity as hostage and inter-

preter for the inhuman Rogans.
And now another sense of Dex’s

began to register perception on his

brain.

A peculiar odor came to his nos-

trils. It was a musky, fetid odor,

like that to be smelled in an animal
cage; but it was sharper, more acrid

than anything he had ever smelled
on Earth. It smelled—ah, he had it!

—reptilian. As though somewhere
nearby a dozen titan tic serpents
were coiled ready to spring!
Looking about, Dex saw a six-foot

square door of bars in one wall of
the laboratory—like the barred en-

trance to a prison cell. It was from
the interstices of this door that the

odor seemed to emanate; but he

had no chance to make sure, for

now the Rogan leader approached
him.

"I will first show you,” he said,

through his mouthpiece, Greca,

“what happens to those who oppose
our orders. We have a slave who
tried to run away into the sur-

rounding jungles three suns

ago. . .
.**

A man was dragged into the

chamber. He was slightly taller and
more stockily muscled than an

Earthman might be; but otherwise,

in facial conformation and general

appearance, he might have come
here straight from New York City.

Dex felt a great pang of sympathy
for him. He was so plainly one of

humankind, despite the fact that

he had been born on a sphere four

hundred million miles from Dex’s.

The fellow was paralyzed with

Jiorror. His eyes, wide and glazed,

darted about the torture room like

those of a trapped animal. And yet

he made no move to break away
from the clutch of the two Rogane
who held him. He knew he was

helpless, that wild-eyed glance told

Dex. Knew it so thoroughly that

not even his wildest terror could

inspire him to try to make a break

for freedom, or strike back at the,

implacable Rogan will.

AT a nod from the leader, the

man was stripped to the waist

Here Dex, started in amazement
The man’s broad chest was seamed

and crisscrossed by literally hun-

dreds of tiny lateral scars, some

long healed, and some fresh in-

cisions.

He was dragged to a metal plate

set upright in the wall, and secured

to it by straps of metal. Evidently

the miserable being knew what thii

portended, for he began to scream

—a monotonous, high-pitched shriek

that didn’t stop till he was out of

breath. J
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The Rogan leader stared at him

icily, then depressed a small lever

set in the wall beside him. The
plate against which the captive was

bound began to shine softly with

a blue light. The slave twisted in

his bonds, screaming again. Rhyth-

mic shudders jerked at his limbs.

His lips turned greenish white. The
shudders grew more pronounced

till it seemed as though he were

afflicted with a sort of horrible St.

Vitus dance. Then the tall Rogan
pulled back the lever. The 6lave

hung away from his supporting

shackles, limp and unconscious.

Dax moistened his lips. An elec-

tric shock? No, it was something

more terrible than that. Some other

manifestation of the magnetic power
the Rogans had harnessed—a cur-

rent, perhaps, that depolarized

partly the atoms of the body struc-

ture? He could only gueBS. But the

convulsed face of the unfortunate

victim showed that the torment,

whatever it waB, was devilish to the

Ust degree

!

"That will be the neat to the last

fate reserved for you,” the Rogan
informed Dex, through Greca.

“Death follows soon after that—but
not too soon for you to see and feel

what waits for you behind the

bqned door!” And he nodded to-

wird the cag**ntrance affair, from
which came the musky, reptilian

stench.

“Now that you have seen some-
thing of what will happen to you
if you refuse to tell us what we
want to know, we 6hall proceed,"
•aid the leader.

HE pointed toward one of the

gargantuan work benches, and
two of the Rogans slid down from
it a contrivance that looked familiar
to Dex. An instant's scrutiny
showed him why it was familiar;
it was a partly dismantled atomic
motor.

In spite of the ordeal that faced

him, Dex felt a thrill of elation

as he looked at the motor. In its

scattered state, it told a mute story:

a Btory of long and intensive study
by the Rogans, which had yielded
them no results! Only too ob-

viously, the intricate secret of

atomic power had not let itself be
solved.

On the heels of the elation that

filled his heart, came a sickening
realization of his dilemma. He
could not have told the Rogans
what they wanted to know even
if he had wished to! He himself

didn’t know the principles of the

atomic engine. As Brand had re-

marked, he was no space navigator;
he was simply a prosaic lieutenant,

competent only at fighting, not at

all versed in science.

He knew, though, that it would
do no good to assert his ignorance
to the Rogans. They simply would-
n't believe him.

"You will rebuild this engine for

us,” ordered the tall leader, "show-
ing us the purpose of each part,

and how the power is extracted

from the fuel. After that you will

set it running for us, and instruct

us in its control."

Dex braced himself. His final mo-
ment had come.

By way of indicating his refusal

he looked away from the dis-

mantled motor and said nothing.

The Rogan repeated his command.
Dex made no move. Then the leader

acted.

He said something to the Rogan
guards who had been standing by
all thiB while, alert against an out-

break from their prisoner. Dex was
caught up, carried to one of the

metal racks, and thrown down on
its calibrated bed. Loops of metal,

like handcuffs, were snapped around
his wrists and ankles; and a metal

hoop was clamped over his throat,

pinning him to the torture rack.

Resistance would have been useless,

and Dex submitted quietly.
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THE contrivance, with him on
it, was wheeled toward the

barred door. It was halted at a spot

marked on the floor, about thirty

feet from the bars. The Rogan
leader stepped alongside the

with Greca trembling beside him.

Dex closed his eyes for a mo-
ment, grimly marshaling strength

of will to go through the trial that

was just beginning.

The Rogan leader depressed an-

other lever in the rock wall. The
barred door slid slowly up, to re-

veal the receding darknesses of

some great cave, or room, that ad-

joined the laboratory. Dex rolled

his eyes so that he could watch
the doorway; and, in a cold per-

spiration, waited for whatever
might appear.

It was not long in coming I

The reptilian smell suddenly
grew stronger. There was a boom-
ing hiss, a savage bellowing. A
clattering of vast scales rattled out

as some body weighing many tons

was dragged over roek flooring.

Then, before Dex’s staring eyes ap-

peared a huge, wedge-shaped head,

at sight of which he bit his lips to

keep from crying aloud.

Often enough he had seen one
of those terrific heads looming in

the fog of the northern hemisphere
of Jupiter. He did not know the

gfnus of the vast monster that bore
it, but he did know it for the

fiercest of the lizard giants that

roamed the Jovian jungles. A crea-

ture larger than a terrestrial whale,

with great long neck and heavy
long tail dragging yards behind it,

it would And the puny bulk of

a man nothing but a morsel in its

jaws!

Again the gigantic thing hissed
and bellowed. And then its huge
head came through the Bix-foot door
and its neck uncoiled to send the

gating jaws within a foot of Dex.
There it struggled to reach ^him,
prevented by the small doorway

that restrained the bulk of

enomous body, its head only inches

away from the cleverly measured
spot to which the metal rack had

been wheeled.

DEX stared, hypotized, into the

dull, stony eyes of the beast,

gasping for breath in the stench

of its exhalations. The jaws

snapped shut, fanning his cheek. He
fought for self-control. Steady!

Steady! The slimy Rogans had no

intention of feeding him to the

thing yet. Not till they had made
more determined efforts to wring

from him the secret of the motor.

They were just/ prefacing actual

physical torture twith hellish men-

tal torture, that was all.

That he was right in his guesi

was proved in a few moments. He
heard a louder hiss from the great

lizard so near him. Opening his

eyes, he saw the Rogan leader in

the process of forcing the serpen-

tine neck to withdraw foot by foot

back into the doorway, using Ills

shock-tube as a sort of distant prod.

The monster swayed its ugly flat

head back and forth, hissing deaf-

eningly at the sting of the tube,

now and again lunging with its

vast unseen body at the too narrow

entrance that kept it from entering

the laboratory. Dex could hear the

foundation walls of the building

creak at the onslaught of that tre-

mendous weight.

If it would only break througbl

he thought savagely. But it wasn't

going to. In a short while it was

cowed by the deadly tube, and with-

drew its head awkwardly from the

chamber. The barred door slid down

into place; and the Rogan leader

once more turned his attention to

his prisoner.

“You will be wheeled within

reach of the creature as the lift

step of your fate,” Dex was in-

formed. “Meanwhile, we shall start

with something less deadly. . •
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A cogged wheel beside him 'was

turning a notch. Dex felt the slid-

ing bed of the rack crawl slightly

under him. Intolerable tension was
suddenly placed on his arms and

legs. The leader stared at a spring

dial; and moved the wheel another

notch. The rack expanded again,

stretching Dex’s body till his joints

cracked.

“You will tell us what we want

to know,” said the Rogan, glaring

coldly down at him.

Dex compressed his lips stub-

bornly. He couldn’t tell them if he

wanted to, and, by God, he would-

n’t if he could.

Another notch, the wheel wa9
turned; and in spite of himself a

groan escaped Dex’s lips. One more
notch, while the metal slide-rods

beneath him lengthened a fraction

of an inch. • . .

CHAPTER VI

The Inquisition

BLIND, animal fear caught Dex
and Bhook him in its grip.

Then rage filled his heart, driving

out the fear as a gale dissipates

fog. With pain-dimmed eyes he

glared at the gangling, hateful fig-

ure that gazed down
. on him with

icy eyes. If he could only blast that

monstrous, physically feeble but

mentally ferocious thing to bits! An-
nihilate it! Blow it to the four

comers of Jupiter! And all the

other Rogans with it!

And with this thought he sud-
denly saw, through the red mists
of rage, the shock-tube that was
dangling indifferently from the
Rogan leader's hand.
Instantly the red mists began to

clear away. Another change took
place in the tortured lieutenant’s
mind. The blind hot rage faded
into more deadly, cold wrath. A
plan began to bud into thought. It

was a futile plan, really. It could
not, possibly accomplish anything

vital. But it might give him a
chance for a little revenge before
his life was snuffed out—might
give him a chance to strike a blow
for the dead Journeyman and the
other gallant explorers who had
perished here in this chamber be-

fore him.
He closed his eyes to hide the

hate and calculation in them. The
tall Rogan leaned lower over the

rack.

“You are ready to do as I com-
mand?” he demanded.
“Yes,” whispered Dex. “Yes."

In the beautiful Greca's eyes, as

she translated his assent, was hor-

ror. But then, faintly, her mind
caught the thought that lay be-

neath the Earthman's apparent sur-

render. She veiled her own eyes
with long lashes, lest they betray

the captive’s plan to the alert Rog-
an. Her lips moved silently; per-

haps 9he was praying to her Great

White One.

“T^ELEASE him,” the Rogan
Xv ordered, triumph in his bird-

like, shrill voice. The metal hoops
were unfastened. Dex stretched his

outraged body, wincing with the

pain of movement; then felt life

and strength returning to him.

“Come with us to the motor,”

commanded the Rogan, his dull eyes

glinting in anticipation of learn-

ing the coveted secret that should

add one more planet to the Rog-
an’s tyranny.

Dex walked to the dismantled

atomic engine with him. He walked
slowly, pretending more stiffness

and weakness than he really owned
to. No use in letting his captors

know that his resilient muscles were

so quickly throwing off the tor-

ment of the rack.

As he walked he kept his gaze

covertly on that shock-tube that

dangled in the leader’s grasp. The
reBt of the guard had none; they

had laid their weapons down on a
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far bench on their entrance to the

chamber, depending on the one
with which their leader was armed.
Eagerly the Rogans crowded

Dex and the motor that had
baffled them. They bent

from their twelve-foot

to bring their staring gog-
closer to the lesson in

motive power, till Dex was
of small dome of Rogans,

their long, pipe-like legs

g the wall around him, and
thin torsos inclining forward

e a curved ceiling over him.

Rogan leader drew Greca
the circle to interpret the

lan’s explanations,

moved a trifle, to bring him
arer the tall leader. Again
ced covertly at the shock-

first thing to tell about our
[’ said Dex, stalling for time,

t it utilizes the breaking up
atom as its source of power.”

HE edged closer to the Rogan
leader.

“You see those electrodes?” he
said, poirting to two copper cast-

ings in a chamber between the fuel

tank and the small but enormously
powerful turbine that whirled with
the released atomic energy. The
Rogan leader blinked assent. His
small, horrible mouth was pursed
with his concentration of thought.

“The electrodes partially break

down the atoms of fuel passing

from the tank,” explained Dex, des-

perately attempting scientific

phraseology for a matter as far

over his head as the remote stars.

He raised his hand a trifle, bring-

ing it nearer the Rogan’s tube. . . .

“Is that the outlet from the tank,”

inquired the Rogan, pointing with
the tube, and so raising it out of
Dex’s reach.

“Yes,” mumbled Dex, sick with
disappointment: he’d been on the

point of leaping for the weapon.

He sidled close again. Greca\bit her

lips lest she cry out with suspense.

“The partially disintegrated atoms
pass into the turbine chamber,” he
went on, "and are there completely
broken down by heat, which has

been generated by the explosive

energy of the atoms passing in be-

fore them.”
“I warn you to speak true,” said

the leader, suddenly removing hi9

gaze from the specimen motor and
staring icily down at Dex. Dex’s

hand dropped abruptly from its

place near the tube. Again his fin-

gers had come within a foot of it.

H\A/E will &et ahead faster,"

VV piped the Rogan, an edge

of suspicion sounding in his shrill

voice, “if I conduct the explanation.

I will ask questions for you to an-

swer. What is the fuel used?"

“Powdered zinc,” Dex answered

promptly. No harm in admitting

that. The Rogans must already

know it; zinc was common to Jup-

iter, as Earth spectroscopes had

showed long since; and they had

no doubt analyzed it by now. The

chances were that the leader -was

merely testing him, to see if be

were sincere in his ostensible sur-

render.

That his guess was right, he read

in the fishy, dull eyes. The Rogan

leader nodded at his answer, and

some of the lurking suspicion in

his gaze died down.
“How is it prepared?"

Now this marked the beginning

of the end, Dex knew. The prep-

aration of the powdered metal wai

half the secret of atomic power—

and Dex hadn't the faintest idea

what it was! This questions-and-

answers affair was going to pin

him down in short order!

"How is it prepared?” repeated

the Rogan leader inexorably. "Tell

us, or—”
But at that instant Dex attained

his objective.
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Once more hiB hand had' crawled

slowly toward the tube—till, once

more, it was within reach. Then,

more bold as his position grew

more desperate, he straightened

up—and, with a lightning move,

bad wrenched it from the sucker-

disk that held itt

He shouted his triumph. He had

it! Now let the devils put him back

on the torture bed if they coufdl

Now let them try to make him be-

tray his planet 1

Dex stared incredulously. Cold
fear crept into his heart. He
pointed the tube more accurately,

and squeezed harder on the coil

handle. Still nothing happened. The
Rogans warily drew closer.

Perspiration began to tric-

kle down Dex’s cheeks. In God’s
name, why didn’t the tube work?
He had thought all he had to do
was point it and squeeze down on
the handle. But evidently there was
more to the trick than that!

THERE was an alarmed squeak

from the Rogan leader, and in

an Instant the huge laboratory wbb

in an uproar. The Rogan guards

whipped their hose-like arms to-

ward the Earthman. Dex, with a

sweep of his hands, knocked the

pipe-stem legs of two of the guards

from under them, leaped over their

bodies, and stood at bay in a cor-

ner—guarding the bench on which
the guards had laid their tubes

when they hied into the labora-

tory.

The air resounded with the shrill

calls of the excited Rogans. Then
they began to close in on him, all

the while eyeing the tube in his

hand with terror written large on
their hideous faces.

Dex’s eyes blazed with the light

of vengeful exultation. For the

death of Journeyman and the rest,

for the coming inevitable death of
himself and Brand, he was going
to pay—at least in part—with the
captured tube of death in his hand!
It was a lovely thought, and for a
few seconds he delayed acting in

order to savor it.

Then, with a smile of pure hap-
piness, he leveled the tube at the
nearest Rogan, • in order to shrivel
him to nothingness as he had seen
the slave shrivelled in the street.

The Rogan did not fall 1 Full in
the face of the death tube he
teetered forward, his arms reaching
^savagely toward the Earthman.

He groaned. He had staged all

this elaborate play for a weapon as

useless to his untrained mind as

one of Earth’s explosive guns, with
the safety-lock clamped on, would
have been to an abysmal Venusian
savage 1

By now the nearest Rogan was
within reaching distance of him.
One of its two pairs of slimy arms
uncoiled toward him. The other pair

strained to reach around him and
get to the weapons on the bench by
his side.

With a cry, Dex dashed the use-

less Bhock-tube down on the reach-
ing arms. As long as he didn't

know how to work it anyway, he
might as well use it as a club.

The Rogan squeaked with pain;

the arms recoiled. Dex jerked the

tube back over his shoulder for an-

other blow. . . .

There was a shriek from the

doomed wretch fastened to the
metal plate. The Blave that had
been tortured before Dex's eyes as

an object lesson! He had been re-

turned to consciousness a short time
since, and had been writhing and
shuddering against the plate.

Dex flashed a glance at him over
his shoulder, as he shrieked, and
cried aloud himself at what he saw.

THE tortured slave was rapidly

disappearing! Another shriek

left his lips, to be broken off half-

way. In an instant nothing was left
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of the struggling body but a wisp
of greasy black smoke I

Dex stared stupidly at the tube

in his hand. Then, as a squeak of

agony sounded from a Rogan in

front of him, his mind grasped what
had happened. Somehow its mech-
anism had been jarred into func-
tioning when he dashed it against
the groping arm. In some way its

death dealing power had been un-
’eashed. With a cry of exultation,

Dex began to use itl

The Rogan in front of him,

squealing, collapsed on the floor,

dwindling swiftly into nothingness.
Dex turned the mysterious death
against another teetering creature.

It too went up in oleaginous smoke.
The Rogan leader came next. Dex

whirled the tube in his direction

and saw him go down. Then he
'prang^o_ annihilate still a.iother

grotesque monster who had almost
reached the bench on which were
the other tubes. He shouted and
raved as this fourth Rogan crum-
bled. Torture him, would theyl
Plan to capture Earth, would they!

He’d kill off the whole damned
population with this tube!

The Rogan survivors, squeaking
in panic, gave over their attempts
to retrieve the tubes. They dove for

various hiding places—under
benches, behind retorts, anywhere
to get away from the terror

running amuck in their midst. And
after them sprang Dex, mad with
his sudden miraculous success, to

ferret them out one by one and
blow them into hell with their own
horrible death-engine.

I
N his ecstasy of rage, Dex over-

looked the Rogan leader. He had
seen that attenuated monstrosity go
down, and had assumed he was
dead. But 6uch was not the case. In
the corner Dex had vacated when
he sprang after the fleeing guard,
the tall leader twisted feebly and
sat up.

One of his four arms was min-
ing, a smoking stump showing
where the annihilating ray from
the tube had blasted it off at the

shoulder. But he was far from
being dead. With cold purpose in

his great staring eyes, he moved
snakily toward the bench Dex had
now left unguarded.
The Earthman got another Rog-

an; whirled to track down still an-

other. Promptly the leader sank mo-
tionless to the floor. The Rogan
leader continued his crawling. He
reached the bench, fumbled up and
along its surface for the nearest

tube.

Dex, unconscious of the sure fate

gathering behind him to strike him
down, dashed past a great glass

tank behind which Greca was hud-

dling in mortal fear, and charged

down on two more of the squeak-

ing guards.

Then, suddenly, some sixth BenBe

warned him that something was

wrong. He whirled toward the cor-

ner he had left.

The Rogan leader, two of hia sur-

viving arms propping feebly against

the bench, was pointing a shock-

tube squarely at himl

DEX fell to the floor to escape

the first discharge of the tube,

and leveled his own. He felt the

thing grow hot in his hand, saw a

blinding blue-white fire leap into

being in the/space between them

as the ray^—'from the two tubes

met and absorbed each other. He

shifted, to get out of the line and

blast the creature he had too hastily

reckoned as dead. But he was not

quick enough. A fraction before

him, the Rogan leader shifted.

Dex felt a terrible burning sen-

sation all over his body, as ths

ray from his tube met the conflict-

ing ray less squarely, and allowed

a little of it to reach him. He

shrieked aB the slave had shrieked

when he felt the annihilating cur-
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mt from the plate sweeping

through his body.

A black fog seemed to close in

found the Earthman's senses. He
mated to the floor, with a glimpse

rf the leering triumph on the Rog-

Bi's face as the last picture to

damp itself in his failing con-

idousness.

The tall Rogan, obviously in

pttt agony from his blasted arm,

qaeaked a faint command. The
bar guards who were left issued

farfully from their hiding places

ai came to him.

He pointed his tube at Dex Har-

|*r, lying unconscious on the floor,

lkere he hesitated an instant, his

ft little mouth slobbering in his

nge and pain. Then he let the tube

link slowly off its line.

He gave another command. The
four guards picked the Earthman
ip md carried him to the metal tor-

tare-plate on which the slave had
net his death. The tall leader's

ryes gleamed with vicious hatred

u the limp body was fastened to

the metal.

Mouthing and squealing with the

pain of his seared arm-stump, he
wobbled toward the lever, a mere
turn of which would readily con-
vert the plate into a bed of agony.

CHAPTER VII

whining hum from the great domed
building off to the right, like the
high-pitched droning of a swarm
of gargantuan bees, came to his

ears. He listened more intently, and
leaned out of the window to look
at the building.

Under that dome, it came to him
again, was, in all probability, the
mainspring of the Rogan mechan-
ical power. If only he could get in

there and look around 1 He might do
some important damage; he might
be able to harass the enemy ma-
terially before the time came for

him to die.

He leaned farther out of the

window, and examined the hundred
feet or so of sheer wall beneath
him. He saw, scrutinizing it in-

tently, that the stone blocks that

composed it were not smooth cut,

but rough hewn, with the marks of

the cutters’ chisels plainly in evi-

dence. Also there was a considerable

ridge between each layer of blocks

where the Rogans* mortar had
squeezed out in the process of

laying the wall.

Never in sanity would a man
have thought of the thing Brand
considered then. To attempt to

clamber down that blank wall, with
only the slight roughness of the

protruding layers of mortar to hang
on to, was palpable suicide!

Id the Power-House

LONE in the prison room,
after Dex had been dragged

«way to be subjected to the Rogan
ioqaisition, Brand gnawed at his

Sogers and paced distractedly up
md down fhe stone flooring. For a
while he had no coherent thought
till; only the realization that his
tan came next, and that the Rog-
ms would leave no refinement of
tonnent untried in their effort to
•ring from him the secret of the
•tomic engine.

H? went to the window, and ab-
mnt-mindedly stared out. The

BRAND shrugged. He observed

that to a man already con-

demned to death, the facing of

probable suicide shouldn’t mean
much.
With scarcely an increase in the

beating of his heart, he swung one

leg out over the broad sill. If he

fell, he escaped an infinitely worse
death; if he didn’t fall, he might
somehow win his way into that

domed building whence the hum
came.

Cautiously, clutching at the rough

stone with finger tips that in a mo-

ment or two became raw and bleed-
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ing masses, he began his slow
descent. As he worked his way
down, he slanted to the right, to-

ward the near wall of the retain-

ing yard whose end was formed by
the round structure that was his

goal.

Beneath him and to the left the

broad street swarmed with figures:

the tall ones of the Hogans and the

shorter, sturdier ones of slaves.

Any one of those dozens of gro-

tesque pedestrians might glance up,

see him, and pick him off with the

deadly tubes. Under his fingers the

mortar crumbled and left him hang-
ing, more than once, by one hand.
For fully five minutes his life hung
by a thread apt to be severed at

any time. But—he made it. Helped
by the decreased gravity of the
red spot, and released from in-

hibiting fear by the fact that he
was already, figuratively, a dead
man, he performed the incredible.

With a last slithering step down-
ward, he landed lightly on the near
wall of the enclosure, and started

along its broad top toward his ob-

jective.

Now he was in plain sight of any
one who might be looking out the
windows of the tower building or

from the dome ahead of him; but
this was a chance he had to take,

and at least he was concealed from
the swarms in the street. Making
no effort to hide himself by crawl-
ing along the top of the wall, he
straightened up and began to run
toward the giant dome.

HARDLY had he gone a dozen
steps when he suddenly

understood the meaning of the
high-walled enclosure to his right!

Off in a far corner rose a slate

colored mound that at first glance
he had taken for a great heap of
inanimate dirt. The mound began
to move toward him—and meta-
morphosed into an animal, a thing
that made Brand blink his eyes to

see if he were dreaming, and then
stop, appalled, to look at it.

He saw a body that dwarfed the
high retaining walls to comparative
insignificance. It had a tree-like

tail that dragged behind it; and a
thirty-foot, serpentine neck at the
end of which was a head like

sugar barrel that split into cav-

ernous jaws lined with backward-
pointing teeth. Two eyes were set

wide apart in the enormous head,

eyes that were dead and cold and
dull, yet glinting with senseless

ferocity. It was the sort of thing

one sees in delirium.

With increasing energy the crea-

ture made for him, till finally it was

approaching his sector of the wall

at a lumbering run that was rapid

for all its ungainliness.

It was apparent at a glance that

the snaky neck, perched atop the

lofty shoulder structure, would

raise the head with its gaping jaws

to his level on the wall! Brand ran.

And after him thudded the gigantic

lizard, its neck arching up and

along the wall to reach him.

A scant five yards ahead of the

snapping jaws, Brand reached his

goal, the dome, and clambered over

its curved metal room away from

the monster’s maw.
He stopped to pant for breath and

wipe the sweat from his streaming

face. "Thank God it didn’t get me,"

he breathed, looking back at the

bellowing terror that had pursued

him. "Wonder why it’s there? It’s

too ferocious to be tamed and used

in any way: it must be kept as

threat to hold the slaves in hand.

It certainly looks well fed. . .

"

He shuddered ;
then he began to

explore the dome of the building

fqr a means of entrance.

THERE was no opening in the

roof. A solid sheet of reddish

metal, like a titanic half -eggshell,

it glittered under him in an un-

broken piece.
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He crept down its increasingly

precipitous edge till he reached a

sort of cornice that fowned a jut-

ting circle of stone around it. There

he leaned far over and saw, about

ten feet below him, a round open-

ing like a big port-hole. From it

were streaming waves of warm, foul

air, from which he judged it to be

a ventilator outlet.

He scrambled over the edge of

the cornice, hung at arm’s length,

and swung himself down into the

opening. And there, perched high

up under the roof, he looked down
at an enigmatic, eery scene.

That the structure was indeed

a strange sort of power-house was
instantly made evident. But what
curious, mysterious, and yet be-

wilderingly simple machinery it

held!

In the center was a titanic coil of

reddish metal formed by a single

cable nearly a yard through. Around
this, at the four corners1 of the

compass, were set coils ttyat were
identical in structure but a trifle

smaller. From the smaller coils to

the larger streamed, unceasingly,

blue waves of light like lightning

bolts.

Along a large arc of the wall was
a stone slab set with an endless

array of switches and insulated con-

trol-buttons. Gauges and indicators

of all kinds, whose purpose could
not even be guessed at, were lined

above and below, all throbbing
rhythmically to the leap of the

electric-blue rays between the mon-
ster coils.

ALMOST under Brand’s perch
a great square beam of metal

came through the building wall
from outside, to be split into mul-
titudinous smaller beams that were
hooked up with the bases of the
coils. Across from him, disappear-
ing out through the opposite wall,

was an identical beam.
“The terminals for the metal

plate Bystem that extends over the

whole red spot," murmured Brand.
“This building is important. But
what can I do to throw sand in the
gears before I’m caught and
killed. . . ?”

He surveyed the great round
room below him more thoroughly.
New he saw, right in the center
of the huge control board, a sol-

itary lever that seemed a sort of
parent to all the other levers and
switches. It was flanked by a per-

fect army of gauges and indicators;

and was covered by a glass bell

which was securely bolted to the
rock slab.

“That looks interesting,” Brand
told himself. “I’d like to see that

closer, if I can climb down from
here without being observed. .

Why”—he broke off
—“where

everybody!”
For the first time, in the excite-

ment and concentration of his pur-
pose, the emptiness of the place

struck him. There was no sign of

light in the great building—no
workmen or slaves anywhere. There
was just the great coils, with the
streamers of blue light bridging
them and emitting the high-pitched,

monotonous hum audible outside
the dome, and the complicated con-
trol beard with its quivering indi-

cator needles and mysterious
levers. That was all.

“Must be out to lunch,” mut-
tered Brand, his eyes going fas-

cinatedly toward that solitary,

parent lever under its glass bell.

"Well, it gives me a chance to try
some experiments, anyway.”

I
T was about fifty feet from his

perch to the floor; but a few
feet to one side was a metal beam
that extended up to help support
the trussed weight of the roof. He
jumped for this, and quickly slid

down it.

He started on a run for the con-

trol board; but almost immediately
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he stopped warily to listen : it

seemed to him that he had caught,

faintly, the squeaking, high tones of

Regan conversation.

Miraculously, the sound seemed
to come from a blank wall to his

left. He crept forward to inves-

tigate. . . .

The mystery was solved before he
had gone very far. There was an
opening in the wall leading off to

an annex of some kind outside the

dome building. The opening was
concealed by a set-back, so that at

first glance it had seemed part of

the wall itself. Prom this opening

driFted the chatter of Rogans.

Brand stole closer, finally ven-

turing to peer into the room be-

yond from an angle where he him-

self could not be seen. And he

found that his whimsical reference

to “lunch” had contained a ghastly

element of fact!

In that annex were several doz-

en of the teetering, attenuated Kog-
ans, and an equal number of slaves.

And the relation of the slaves and
the Rogans was one that made
Brand's skin crawl.

Each Rogan had stripped the

tunic from the ch<f*^t*'of his slave.

Now, as Brand watched, each drew
a keen blade from his belt, and
made a shallow gash in the shrink-

ing flesh. There were a few stifled

screams—some of the slaves were
women—but for the most part the

slashing was endured in stoical si-

lence. When red drops began to

ooze forth, the Rogans stooped
and applied their horrible little

mouths to the incisions. . . .

“The slimy devils!” Brand whis-
pered hoarsely, at Bight of that

dreadful feeding. “The inhuman,
monstrous vermin!”
But now one or two of the Rog-

ans had begun to utter squeaks of

satiation; and Brand hastened away
from there and toward the control
board again. He hadn't an idea of
what he might accomplish when he

reached it; he didn’t know but that

a touch of the significant looking
parent-lever might blast him to

bits; but he did know that he was
going to raise absolute hell with
something, somewhere, if he pos-

sibly could.

SWIFTLY he approached the

great master-lever, protected by
itB bell of glass. (At least it looked
like glass, for it was crystal clear

and reflected gleamingly the blue

light from the nearly coils). He
tapped it experimentally with his

knuckles. . . .

At once pandemonium reigned in

the great vaulted building. There
was a siren-like screaming from a

device he noticed for the first time

attached under the domed roof. A
clanging alarm split the air from
half a dozen gongs set around the

upper walls.

Squealing shouts sounded behind

Brand. He whirled, and saw the

Rogans, interrupted in their ter-

rible £neal, pouring in from the

annex and racing toward him. Rage
and Vfear distorted their hideous

faces as they pointed firBt to the

big lever and then at the escaped

Earthman. They redoubled their ef-

forts to get at him, their long un-

steady legs covering the distance in

great bounds.

Brand swore. Was he to be caught

again before he had accomplished

a certain thing? When he had al-

ready managed to win clear to his

objective?

He hammered at the glass bell

with his fists, but realized with the

first blow that he was only wast-

ing time trying to crack it bare-

handed. He glanced quickly about

and saw a metal bar propped up

against the control board near him.

HE sprang for it, grasped it as

a club, and returned to the

glass bell. Raising his arms high,

he brought the thick metal bar
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down on the glass with all his

strength.

With a force that almost

wrencned his arms from their sock-

ets, the bar rebounded from the

glass bell, leaving it uncracked.
“Unbreakable!” groaned Brand.
Desperately he tried again, whirl-

ing the bar high over his head and
bringing it smashing down. The
result was the same as before as

far as breaking the bell was con-

cerned. But—a little trickle of

crushed rock came from around the

bolts in the slab to which the bell

was fastened.

A third time be brought the bar

down. The glass bell sagged a bit

away from the slab. . . .

He had no chance for more as-

saults on it. The nearest Regans
had leaped for him. Slimy arms
were coiling around him, while the

loathsome sucker-disks tore at his

unprotected face and throat.

Savagely Brand lashed out with
the bar. It caved in a pair of the

long, skinny legs, bringing a bloated

round head down within reach.

He smashed it with the bar, exult-

ing grimly as the blow crumpled
bone and flesh almost down to the

little mouth which was yet carmine
from its recent feeding.

The process seemed a sound one
to Brand, unable as he was to reach
the Rogans* heads that towered six

feet above his own. Methodically,
swinging the bar with of the weight
of his body behind it, he repeated
the example. First a crash of the
bar against a pair of legs, then the
crushing in of the Rogan’s head
when he toppled with agonized
6queals to the floor.

Again and {gain he crushed the
life out of a Rogan with his one-
two Bwing of the deadly bar. They
were thinning down, now. They
were wavering in their charges
against the comparatively insignifi-

cant being from another planet who
was defending himself so fiercely.

FINALLY one of their number
turned and ran toward an exit,

waving his four arms and adding
his high-pitched alarms to the in-

cessant ringing of the gongs and
shrieks of the warning siren up
Under the roof. The rest rushed
the Earthman in a body.

Steadily, almost joyfully, Brand
fought on. He had expected to be
annihilated by one of the Rog-
an shock-tubes long before now;
but as yet there was no sign of

any. Either these Rogan workmen
were not privileged to carry the

terrible things, or they were too

occupied to think of going and
getting them; anyhow, Brand was
left free to wield his bar and con-

tinue crushing out the lives of the

two-legged vermin that attacked

him.
With almost a shock of surprise,

he saw finally that he had battered

their number down to three. At that

he took the offensive himself. He
rammed the bluntly pointed end of

the bar almost through one writh-

ing torso, broke the back of a sec-

ond with a whistling blow, and
tripped and exterminated the third

almost in as many seconds. The
creatures, without their death-tubes,

were as helpless as crippled ratal

Panting, he turned again toward
the loosened glass bell, and bat-

tered at it with the precious bar.

Gradually the bolts that held it to

the stone slab were wrenched out,

till only one supported it. But at

this point, from half a dozen set-

back doorways, streams of in-

furiated Rogans began pouring into

the building and toward him.

The one that had Bed had come
back with help.

CHAPTER VIII

Tremendous Odds

LIKE living spokes of a half-

wheel, with the Earthman as

the hub, the Rogans converged to-
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ward Brand, a howling roar outside

indicating that there were hun-
dreds more waiting to jam into the

dome as soon as they were able.

There were still no shock-tubes in

evidence; evidently the worker who
had gone for help had gathered the

first Rogan citizens he had en-

countered on the streets. But the

very numbers of the mob spelled

defeat for Brand.
However, there was still the great

lever behind him to yank away from
its switch-socket. The glass bell

was almost off now. With a last

mad blow, he knocked loose the re-

maining bolt that held it. The bell

clattered to the floor.

A concerted shriek came from
the crowding Rogans as they saw
the Earthman’s hand close on the

lever. Whatever effect the throw-
ing of that master-switch could

have, there was no doubt that they
were extremely anxious to prevent
It!

And now, in the rear of the

crowding columns, appeared Rog-
ans taller than the others, with an
authoritative air, who waved before
them, eager to unleash their power
bat teries of the death-tubes.

Resigning himself to annihilation

in the next instant. Brand pulled
down hard on the lever.

THE effect wrought by the

throwing of that great switch
was almost indescribable.

In a flash, as though all had been
struck at once by a giant’s hand,
every Rogan in the mob shot to-

ward the floor, long thin legs cav-

ing under him as if turned to water.
Writhing feebly, they endeavored
to get up, but could not; and, still

weakly ferocious, began to creep
toward the Earthman like huge-
headed worms.
Brand himself had been thrown to

the floor with the falling of that

switch. He had felt as though an
invisible ocean had been poured on

him, weighting him down intol-

erably. To move arms or legs re-

quired enormous effort; and to get

up on his feet again was like rising

under a two-hundred-pound pack.
The movement of the switch,

he saw, had cut off the gravity re-

ducing apparatus of the Rogans—
whatever that might consist of.

They were now, abruptly, subjected

to the full force of gravity exerted

by Jupiter’s great mass. They could

no more stand erect on their totter-

ing, lofty legs than they could fly.

But, though greatly handicapped
by the gravity pull, they were still

not entirely helpless. Like huge,

long insects they continued to worm
their way toward Brand, using their

four arms and their boneless leg9

to help urge them over the floor-

ing. And in their rear the Rogan
guards struggled to lift their tubes

and level them at the escaped pris-

oner.

Prompt to avoid that. Brand went
down on his hands and knees. Thus
he was shielded by the foremost

crawling Rogans: the ones in the

rear, with the tube9, could not

raise themselves high enough to

bore down over their fellows’ heads

at the Earthman.
Squatting on his knees, Brand

awaited the first resolute crawlen.

And, on his knees, whirling the

now thrice weighty bar at heads

that were conveniently low enough

to be accessible, he began his last

stand.

the Rogans came, evidently

determined, at any sacrifice

of life, to get the Earthman away

from that vital control board. And

to right and left, crouching low to

escape the tubes of the guards

slowly crawling forward from the

rear. Brand laid about him with the

bar.

He got a little sick at the havoc

he was wreaking pn these slow-

moving, gravity-crippled things; but
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remembrance of their grisly feed-

ing habits, and the torture they

must by now have inflicted on Dex,

kept him flailing down on soft heads

with undiminished effort.

With the gravity pull what it

was, the Earthman was immeas-

urably stronger than any individual

Rogan. For a time the contest was

all in his favor. It was like killing

slugs in a rose garden I

Nevertheless, thes<e slugs were,

after all, twelve feet long and pos-

sessed of intelligence, besides being

hundreds in number. After a while

the tide of battle began to turn in

their favor.

Brand began to feel hiB arms

ache burningly with the sustained

effort of wielding a weapon that

now weighed about ^twenty-five

pounds. He knew he couldn’t keep

up the terrific strain much longer.

And, in addition, he could see that

the armed Rogans in the rear were
steadily forging ahead among the

unarmed attackers, till they soon

must be in a position to blast him
with their weapons.
Brand brought down his bar, with

failing force but still deadly effect,

on the loathsome face of the nearest

Rogan, grunting with satisfaction

as he saw it crumple into a shape-

less mass. He thrust it, spear-like,

into another face, and another.

Then, abruptly, he found himself

weaponless.

Raising it high to bring it down
on an attacker who was almost
about to seize him, he felt the

metal bar turn white hot, and
dropped it with a cry as it. seared
the Bkin from the palms of his

hands. Some Rogan guard in the
rear had managed to train his tube
on the bar; and in the instant of
its rising had almost melted it.

WEAPONLESS and helpless,

Brand crawled slowly back
before the tortuously advancing
mob, keeping close enough to them

to be shielded from the tubes of the

rear guards. Without his club he
knew the end was a matter of sec-

onds.

He - had an impulse to leap full

into the mass of repulsive, crawling
bodies and die fighting as his fists

battered at the gruesome faces. But
a second impulse, and a stronger
one, was the blind instinct to pre-

serve his life as long as possible.

Hesitantly, almost reluctantly,

acting on the primitive instinct of

self-preservation, he continued to

back away from the advancing
horde; away from the switch and
toward the rear of the dome.
With the instant of his with-

drawal, a Rogan turned toward the

lever to push it back up into con-

tact and release the red kingdom
from the burden of Jupiter’s un-

endurable gravity. And now ensued
a curious struggle.

The lever, placed for the con-

venience of creatures twelve feet

or more tall, was about five feet

from the floor. And the Rogan
couldn’t reach it f

STUBBORNLY he heaved and
writhed in an effort to raise

his inordinately heavy body from
the floor to a point where one of

the weaving arms could reach the

switch. But the pipe-stem legs

would not bear its weight. Each
time it nearly reached the lever,

only to fall feebly back again in

a snarl of tangled limbs.

Meanwhile, Brand had flashed a

quick look back over hiB shoulder to

see, in the wall behind him, a metal

door he hadn’t noticed before. He
found time for a flashing instant

to wonder why there were no Rog-
ans entering from that doorway,
too; but it was a vain wonder, and
it faded from his mind as the ever

advancing, groping monsterB be-

fore him kept crowding him back.

Instinctively he changed his

course a trifle, to edgq toward the
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metal door. Perhapm, behind it,

there was sanctuary for a few mo-
ments. Perhaps he could force it

open, spring out, and bar it again
in the faces of the pursuing mob.
It sounded improbable, but at least

it offered him a slim chance where
before no chance had seemed pos-
sible.

He reached the door at last, fum-
bled behind him and felt, high over
hia head, a massive sliding bolt.

I
N the spot Brand had left, the
struggle to throw the gravity-

lever back into closed contact posi-

tion went on. The Rogan who was
fruitlessly trying to reach up to

it, paused and mid something to

one near him. That one halted,

and began to crawl toward him.
The two of them tried to reach

it, one bracing the other and help-
ing him pry his body up from the
implacable pnll of Jupiter’s unin-
sured mass. The top Rogan
reached a little higher. The flesh

sucker-disk that served as a hand
almost grasped the lever, but failed

by only a few inches.

A third Rogan crawled up. And
now, with two arching their backs
to help the other, the thing was
done. The hose-like, groping arm
went up and pushed the lever back
into place.

The blue streamers began to hum
and crackle from coil to coil again.

The invisible weight that pressed
down was released as once more the
giant planet’s gravity was nullified.

The RoganB got eagerly to their

feet and began to race toward
Brand in their normal long bounds.
Brand, just cautiously rising

when the power went back on,

found himself leaping five feet into

the air with the excess of his mus-
cular effort. And in that leap he
saw the Rogans in the rear

straighten up and point their tubes.

However, also in that leap, his

fumbling hand shot back the bolt

that securely shut the metal door.

With a shout of defiance I*
jumped out of the door and
slammed it shut after him, feeling
it grow searing hot an instant 1t»r
under the impact of the rays from
the tubes that had been trained on
him.

A stinging shock reached fans

through the metal, flinging him to

the ground. He rolled out of in
range and leaped to hia feet to rat
away from there. Then, with a
gasp, he flattened his body b^k
against the wall of the dome build.

ing.

He was iit the enclosure that held

the gigantic, lizard-like thing that

had nearly got him on his escape

from the tower room.
He wheeled frantically to go back

and face the Rogan death-tuba.

Anything rather than wait while

that mammoth heap of tiny-brained

ferocity ran him down and tore bfca

to shreds t But even as he turned,

he heard the bolt shoot home an the

inside of the door; heard voige-

ful squeals of triumph from his pur-

suers.

AT the other end of the en-

closure, near the foot of the

tower building, the great lizard

eyed him unblinkingly, its tremen-

dous jaws gaping to reveal a cav-

ernous mouth that was hideously

lined with bright orange colored

membrane. Then, squatting lover

with every step it took, like a

mountainous cat about to spring oe

its prey, it began to stalk on its

tree-like legs toward the tiny crea-

ture that had leaped into its y*rd

with it.

Brand whirled this way and that,

mechanically seeking a way out

There was none. The walls of the

great enclosure were not like the

wall of the tower. Here were no

rough hewn stones, with protruding

ridges of mortar set between. Tbew
walls were as smooth as glass, rad
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just as smooth was the curved wall

of the dome building behind him.

The monstrous beast stalked

nearer, almost on its belly now. As

it advanced, the great tail stirred

up a cloud of reddish dust, and

left behind it a round deep de-

pression in a surface already criss-

crossed with a multitude of similar

depressions. A bellowing hiss came

from its gaping mouth, and it in-

creased its pace to a thunderous,

waddling rush.

CHAPTER IX

Into the. Enclosure

r\ the torture chamber Dex wav-
ered slowly back to conscious-

ness to get the growing impression

that he was being immersed in a

bath of liquid fire. Burning, intol-

erable pain assailed him with in-

creasing intensity as his senses

clarified.

At last he groaned and opened
bis eyes, for the moment not know-
ing where he was nor how he had
come to be there. He-uw strange

torture instruments and tall mon-
strosities with pumpkin-shaped
beads surrounding him closely in

a semicircle, and staring at him out
of great dull eyes.

Remembrance came back with a
rush, and he gathered his muscles
to Bpring at the hateful figures.

But he could not move. At waist
and throat, at wrists and ankles,

were hoops of metal. He closed
his eyes again while the burning
waves of invisible fire shot through
him recurrently from head to foot.

Dully he wondered that he was
still alive. Hi6 last recollection had
been of the Rogan leader pointing
his shock-tube full at him, his
shapeless countenance working with
murderous fury. However, alive he
was; and most unenviably sol
His hands, circumscribed to a few

inches of movement by the bonds
on hiB wrists, felt the smooth sub-

stance at his back. And with a thrill

of horror he realized his position:

he was crucified against the metal
slab on which the slave had writhed
in agony a short half hour ago.

Again he strained and tugged,

vainly, to get free. Off to one side,

pressed back against a huge glass

experimental tank, he saw the beau-

tiful Greca, her eyes wide with
horror ; and caught her frantic,

pleading message to her “Great

White One.”

THE Rogan leader, squealing

and grimacing, advanced toward
the victim on the metal plate. One
of the long arms went out and a

sucker-disk was pressed to Dex’s

cheek. Dex quivered at the loath-

some contact of that soft and slimy

substance; then set his jaws to keep
from groaning as the disk was
jerked away, to carry with it a frag-

ment of skin and flesh.

Gingerly, the tall leader felt the

twitching, blackened stump of his

blasted arm. Dex grinned mirth-

lessly at that: he’d struck one or

two blows in his own defense, any-

how 1

At sight of the Earthman’s grin,

an expression of defiance and grim

joy that needed no interpreting to

be understandable, the Rogan leader

fairly danced with rage. His long

arm went out to the switch beside

the plate, and pulled it down an-

other notch—just a little, not nearly

to the current that had torn at the

slave.

At the increased torment result-

ing from that slight movement of

the regulating lever, Dex yelled

aloud in spite of all his will power.

It seemed as though his whole body

were about to burst into self-gen-

erated flame. Every cell and fiber of

him seemed on the verge of flying

apart. He could feel his eyes start

from his head, could feel every hair

on his scalp stand up aB though

discharging electric sparks.
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A minute or two of that and he

would go mad! He cried out again,

and twisted helplessly in hit bonds.

And then the terrible torture

stopped.

The Rogaii had not touched the

switch—yet whatever tort o£ cur-

rent it was that charged the plate

was abruptly clicked off, as though
someone at a distance had cut a

wire or thrown a master-switch.

Simultaneously with its

ceasing, an invisible, crushing

sea seemed to envelope everything.

Dex felt his body sag against his

metal bonds as if it had been
changed to lead.

Before him the Rogans, who had
been crowding closer to watch
gloatingly each grimace he made,
shot floorward as though their pipe-

stem legs had been swept from under
them. The leader fell on the stump
of his seared arm, and a deafen-

ing squeal of rage and pain came
from his little mouth. His tube fell

from his grasp and rolled over the

floor half a dozen yards away from
him.

Amazed, observing the stricken

creatures only dimly through a haze
of pain, Dfcx saw them struggle

vainly to get up again, and heard
them chattering excitedly to them-
selves. For the moment, in the face

of this queer phenomenon, the pris-

oner seemed to be forgotten. And
Dex was quick to seize the momen-
tary advantage.

“Greca!" he called. "The tube!
There—on the floor!”

The girl raised her head quickly,

and followed his imploring gaze.

Laboriously she started for the
tube. At the same instant the Rogan
leader began to feel around him
for his lost weapon. Not finding it,

he raised his head and glanced
about for it. He saw the girl making
her way toward it and, with a

squeak of terror, began to crawl
toward it himself.

HE was not quick enough. The
girl, though not nearly as ac-

tive under the increased pull of

gravity as a person of Earth might
be, was yet more agile than the

Rogans. And she was the faster

mover in this tortuous, snail-like

race. While the Rogan leader was
still several feet away, she re.

trieved the shock-tube.

"Kill him!” begged Dex. “And
all the rest of the fiittay creatures I”

With feminine horror of die

thing that faced her, Greca hes

itated an instant—a hesitation

almost long enough to be fatal.

Then, just as the Rogan leader was

reaching savagely out for her, she

leveled the tube at him and turned

it to its full power.
One last thin squeal came from

the Rogan's mouth, a squeal that

cracked abruptly at its height. What
had been its gangling body drifted

up in inky smoke.
"The others!” called De*.

"Quick! Before they get their weap-

ons—•”

Greca swept the death-tube in a

short arc in front of her, over the

bodies of the remaining Rogans, as

if spraying plants with a hose. One
after another, toppling in swift suc-

cession like grotesque falling dom-

inoes, the creatures sagged to the

floor and melted away. That one

small part of Jupiter's red spot, at

least, was cleared of Rogan popu-

lation.

ONG shudders racked Greca's

body, and her lips were a

bloodless line in her pallid face.

But she did not go into womanly

hysterics or swoon at the slaughter

it had been her lot to inflict. Mor-

ing as quickly as she could, she

went to the metal slab and began,

with shaking fingers, to undo the

fastenings that held Dex prisoner.

“Good girl,” said Dex, patting

her satiny bare shoulder as he stood

free again. “You’re a sport and a
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gotleman- You don't understand

terms? They’re Earth words,

(freca. that carry the highest praise

a mn can give a woman. But let's

gat out oE here before another gang

a^ma and takes us again. Where
caa we hide?”
“1 don’t know any hiding places,”

ewilessed Greca despairingly. “The

Isfsss swarm everywhere. We will

be seen the moment we try to leave

bee."

“Well, we’ll hunt for a hole, any-

way,* aid Dex. He essayed to

walk. What with the tendency of

Us muscles to jerk and collapse

whh the aftermath of the torture

be had endured, and the sudden and

inasplicable increase in gravity that

bore him down, he made heavy

going of it. “First we’ll go up and

get Brand.”

“Yes, yes,” said Greca, a soft

glow in her clear blue eyes. “Let

os go quickly.”

She started toward the door, pant-

iif with the effort of moving. But
Da halted an instant, to stoop and

up another of the tubes.

“We might as well have one of

Arne apiece,” he said. “You’ve
proved you have the grit to use

am; and maybe the dirty rats will

think twice about rushing us if we
ach have a load of death in our
tands.” v,

THEY made their way out of the

torture laboratory, and up the

ialine to the street level. And it

mm just as they reached this that

tbs burden of gravity under which
tay staggered was lifted from
their shoulders as quickly as it had
teended on them.
Dex raised his arms just in time

t® fend his body from a collision

hh the wall in front of him. "Now
•tatr he exclaimed.
Greca lifted her hand for silence,

Wned her head, and listened in-

tely. As she did so, Dex heard the

noise her quick ears had

caught an instant before his: a dis-

tant pandemonium of ringing gongs
and siren shrieks, and squealing
cries of a multitude of agitated
Rogans.
“What the devil

—
’’ began Dex.

But again Greca raised her hand to

silence him, and listened once more.
As she listened, her 6ea-blue eyes
grew wider and wider with horror.
Then, frantically, she began to race

down a long corridor away from
the street door.

Dex hastened to follow her.

“What is it?” he demanded, when
he had caught up to her flying

little feet. “This is not the way
up to the room where Brand—

”

“Your friend is not there,” she
interrupted. She explained swiftly,

distractedly: “From the shouts of
the Rogans I learn that he got
into the great dome building, some-
how, and then was driven into the
pen of the. . .

”

Dex could not get the next term
she used. But her telepathic mes-
sage of the peril she mentioned
formed in his mind clearly enough.
He got a flashing brain picture

of a great, high-walled yard with
a monster in it of the kind he had
caught a close-range glimpse a

short while before. Also, he saw a

blurred, tiny figure, running from
wall to wall, that was Greca’s
imagining of Brand and his efforts

to escape the enormous beast.

“Good heavens!" groaned Dex.
“Penned in with one of the things
they showed me while I was
stretched on the rack! Are you
sure, Greca?”
She nodded, and tried to run

faster. “This way," she gasped,
turning down a passage to the left

that ended in a ms 3sive metal door.

“This leads to the enclosure. Oh,
if only we can be in time!”

Her slim fingers tore at a mas-
sive bolt that secured the door.

“Here,” said Dex. wrenching it

open for her. And they stepped
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out into thin sunlight, onto a hard
surface of reddish ground that was
crisscrossed with innumerable
rounded furrows like the tracks old-

fashioned, fifty-passenger airplane

wheels used to make on soft land-
ing fields.

GRECA shrieked, and pointed to

the far end of the enclosure.

Down there, flattened against the

wall of the dome building, was
Brand. And waddling toward him
with a tread that caused the ground
to quiver, was a mate to the hid-

eous creature the Rogans had used
to terrify Dex in the torture

chamber.
Dex leveled the tube he was

carrying, swore, hit it frenziedly
against his hanjL-^'How do you work
this damne'cT thing, Greca— Ohl
Like that! There—see if that puts

a sting in your hide!"
The distant monster stopped its

advance toward Brand. A raw white
spot as big as a dinner plate leaped
into being on one of its enormous
hind legs. It whirled with an ear-

splitting hiss, to see what thing
was causing such pain in its rear.

The frightful head whipped back
at the end of the long neck, to

nuzzle at the seared spot. Then the
giant lizard turned toward Brand
again.

A second time Dex pressed the

central coil that formed the handle
of the tube, as Greca had showed
him how to do. A second time the

ray shot down the field to flick a
chunk of flesh weighing many
pounds from the monster’s flank.

And this time it definitely aban-
doned the quarry behind it. With a

scream like the keening of a dozen
steam whistles, it charged back
over its tracks toward the distant

pigmies that were inflicting such
exasperating punishment on it.

Dex swept the tube before him
in a short half-circle. A smoking
gash appeared suddenly in the vast

fore-quarters of the monster. It

stopped abruptly, its clawed feet

plowing along the ground with the

force of its momentum. An instant

it stood there. Then, with its head
swinging from side to side and
lowered so that its looped neck
dragged on the reddish, dusty

ground, it began to back away fr<m
the source of its hurt, bellowing

and hissing its rage and bewilder-

ment.
"Brandi” shouted Dex. "This

end! Run, while I hold the thing

off!" \
Brand began to race down the

long enclosure, ten feet to a leap.

The great lizard darted after him,

like a cat after an escaping mouse;

but a flick of the tube sent it bel-

lowing and screaming back to its

corner.

"Dex!” gasped Brand. 'Thank
God!"
For a moment he leaned, white

and shaken, against the wall. Then
Greca caught his hand in both of

hers, and Dex put his arm sup-

portingly around his shoulder. They
retreated back through the doorway

behind them, and slid the bolt

across the metal door.

CHAPTER X

The “Tank Scheme”

“npHANK God you came when

X you did," repeated Brand.

Then, with a moment in which,

figuratively, to get his feet back on

earth, the wonder of Dex’B appear-

ance struck him.

"How did you manage to get

away?” he asked. "I was sure—

I

thought—when they dragged you

out of the tower room I wouldn’t

see you again—

”

Rapidly Dex gave an account of

his ordeal in the torture chamber,

telling Brand in a few words ho*

he had attempted to win free of

the Rogans, how he had almoet

succeeded, only to be caught agai*
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damped to the doath-plate on

the wall.

"But just u the big fellow was

^out to cook me for good and

•U,” he concluded, “something hap-

pamml to the current, and to the

parity at the name time
—

”

"That waa when I pulled the

lever in the dome building!” ex-

claimed Brand.

He told of what had befallen

him in the Rogan power-house.

“That lever, Dew!” he aaid swiftly.

"It's the keynote of the whole
benness. It absolutely controls the

paU of gravity, and Lord knows
vhm else besides. If we could only

get at it again! Perhaps we could

net only shut it off so that J upiter’s

pall would function again, but also

reverse the process so its gravity

eoald be increased

/

Think what
that would mean! Every Rogan in

the red empire stretched out and
imovable, possibly crushed in by
Us own weight!”

“It’s a wonderful thought,” sighed

Dcx; while Greca’s eyes glowed
with a sudden hope for her en-

riarsd race, “but I don’t see how
vs could ever

—

”

He stopped; and glanced in alarm
dawn the passage behind them.
Greca and Brand, hearing the same
oft noise, whirled to look, too.

FAR down the passage, just

sneaking around the bend, was
t group of Rogan guards, each
armed with a death-tube.

“Back to the pent” cried Brand.
He slid the bolt, and jerked the

door open. They rushed into the
vailed enclosure again, the

taming of the door behind them
catting off the enraged squeals of
the Kogans.

“This isn’t going to mean any-
thing but a short delay, I’m afraid,**

Id Brand, clenching his fists in

agony of futility. “They’ll be in
tas in a minute, and get us like
hipped rats.”

“Not before we get a lot of

them,” said Dex grimly.

“But that isn’t enough, man! We
don’t want to die, no matter how
decently we do it. We’ve won
free, and stayed free this long;
now, somehow, we’ve got to reach

our ship and get back to Earth
to warn them of the danger that

hides here for our planet
!”

He atrode tensely up and down,
smacking his fist into his palm.

“The lever!” he exclaimed. ‘That
lever! It’s our only answer! If we
could get to it. . . . But how can
we? We couldn’t break into the
dome, now the Rogans are on the
watch for us, with anything leas

than a charge of explosives. Or
a tank. God, how I’d like to have
an old-fashioned, fifty-ton army
tank here now I”

Greca exclaimed aloud as Brand’s
fleeting mental picture of one of
Earth’s unwieldy, long-discarded

war tanks registered on her brain.

“There is the great beast there,”

she said hesitantly, pointing a slim
forefinger at the huge lizard that

had backed into a far comer and
was regarding them out of dull,

savage eyes. Then she shook her

head. “But that is impossible. Im-
possible!”

THE men stared at her, with
dawning realization in their

minds. Then they gazed at each

other.

“Of course,” said Brand. “Of
course! Greca, you’re marvelous!
Wish we had a tank? Why, vteVe
got one! A four-legged mountain
of meat that ought to be able to

plow through the side of that

dome like a battering ram through
cardboard I”

“But it’s not possible,” replied

Greca, her head dropping de-

jectedly. “My people, as driven

slaves, till the fields with great

animals that were trapped in the

surrounding jungles. They harness
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other great animals to haul burdenB.

But none of the beasts are like

this one. This kind cannot be tamed
or harnessed. It is too ferocious.

It is used only as a scourge of

fear, to crush us into complete sub*

mission."

"Can't be tamed?" Brand said.

"We’ll see about that! Come on,
Dex.”

"Just a minute/’ said Dex. He
flattened against the wall, motion-
ing them to do the same. Then he
leveled his tube at the door.

Slowly, cautiously, the door be-

gan to swing back; and the Rogan
that Dex had heard fumbling with
the bolt stuck his huge head out

to locate the escaped prisoners.

Dex pressed the release coil of

his tube. Without a sound, the Rog-
an slumped to the ground, a smok-
ing cavity in its shoulders at the

spot where its head had been set.

In an instant the body, too, disap-

peared; an upward coiling wisp of

black smoke marking its vanishing.

Another Rogan, tiptoeing out, met
the same fate ; and another. And
then the door was banged shut

again, and the bolt ground into

place on the inside.

"That’ll teach ’em to be careful

how they try to rush us from that

door,” said Dex, through set teeth.

"Now let’s see if that tank scheme
of ours can be worked.”

HE picked up a tube dropped
by one of the Rogans, and

handed it to Brand; showing him
which coil to press to get full force,

as Greca had in turn informed
him.
"Down the field,” commanded

Brand. "We’ll go about thirty yards
apart, and try to herd this brute
back through the walls of the dome
building. Once it’s inside, we’ll

try to rush to the lever before the
Rogans can down us, and jam the

thing past its terminal peg and
into reverse action, I don’t know

that there is a reverse to it—bat
we can try.

"Greca dear,”—the girl started at

the warmth of his thought, and a
faint pink rose to her pale cheeb—"you’d better stay by my side.

Your place as hostage-prieBteu <rf

your people wouldn’t save you if

those devils catch you now. Besidea,

you can keep your tube leveled it

the doorway as we go, and dis-

courage any Rogans who might
pluck up courage to try coming

out again." -

They started down the field to*

ward the nightmare thing that

snarled and hissed in its comer.

On one side of the big enclosure

walked Brand, with Greca does

beside him, glancing continuously

over her shoulder at the rear door,

and holding her tube in readmes
to check any charge the Rogans

might attempt to make from the

tower building. On the other side,

keeping an equal pace, advanced

Dex.
With tubes of death as whips,

and with death for themselves set

as the stake for which they gam-

bled, they went about their attempt

to drive the brainless monster be-

fore them through the solid wall of

the dome building. And there fol-

lowed what was probably the

strangest animal act the univene

has ever witnessed.

THE first thing to do was to root

the enormous lizard out of the

corner where Bullen fear had sent

it squatting. Dex contrived to do

that by standing next to the wall at

its side, and sending a searing ray

that just touched the scaly, tre-

mendously thick hide. The monstw

bellowed deafeningly, and, with a

spot smoking on its flank, waddled

sideways to the center of the field.

Its head and swaying long neck

faced the Earthmen and its hack

was against the wall of the doma

building. To that extent, at lMffc
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#

(tor had the creature placed; but)

faty loon found that the struggle

had only just begun.

Brand got far enough around to

focus his tube on the tip of the

huge tail, in an effort to swing

die gigantic thing about. There was

m unearthly shriek from the coloa-

pl beast, and a foot and a half of

Ha tail disappeared.

“Careful,” called Dex, his jaw

*t snd grim as the monster lashed

jut in its wrath. “If you bore in

Ido long with that tube there'll be

Hthing left of our tank but a cloud

rfmoke.”
Brand nodded, wordlessly, walk-

ing on the balls of his feet like

I boscr, holding himself ready to

nui ve the thing should it charge

fo—

n

Which—next instant—it did I

With a whistling bellow it gath-

ered its tons of weight and thun-

fcred with incredible quickness at

the gnats that were stinging ita

Inks and tail.

Desperately Brand played the

trie serosa the vast chest, scoring

t smouldering gash in the scale-

corgred flesh just above the gash

Da had seared a few moments be-

fore.

“Sorry, old fellow," Brand nurt-

ured to the screaming beast. “We
hits to bait you like this, but it

tas to be done. Come on, now,
through that wall behind you, and
|ina a chance at the lever.”

BUT through the wall behind it

the vast creature, not unnat-

ally, refused to go ! It darted

fram side to side. Backward and
fanrard. Up to the wall, only to

tack bewilderedly away from it.

Aad constantly the tubes flicked

ttalr blistering, maddening rays
along its monstrous sides and tail

u the Earthmen tried to guide it

hto the wall.

"Hope there’s enough left of it

U do the trick,” said Brand, white-
Hpped. The monBter was smoking

In a dozen spots now, and several

of the hump-like scales on its back
had been burned away till the vast

spine looked like a giant aaw that

was missing a third of ItB teeth.

“God, I’m thinking we’ll kill it be-
fore we can drive it through that

wall l"

Greca nodded soberly, keeping
her eyea on the distant door to

their rear. Twice that door had been
opened, and twice she had directed

the death rays into ita opening to

mow down the gangling figures be-

hind it. But she had said nothing

of this to her man. He was busy
enough with his own task!

“The door to the dome—” Dex
shouted suddenly.

But Brand merely nodded, even
aa a discharge from his tube

annihilated the Rogan that had ap-

peared in the doorway before them.
He had seen that door stealthily

opening even before Dex had.
“It had better be soon, Dex!” he

called. “Rogans in front of us

—

Rogans behind us—and—look out I

On your side of the fence, there!”

Dex whirled in time to pick off

a grotesque, pipe-like figure that

had suddenly appeared on the broad
wall of the enclosure. Then he
turned to the frenzied problem of

driving the monster through the

building wall.

“The thing’s going mad, Brand!”
he cried, his voice high-pitched and
brittle. “Watch out l”

I
T was only too evident that his

statement was true. The baited

monster, harried blindly this way
and that, hounded against the blank

wall behind it by something that

bit chunks of living flesh out of its

legs and sides, was losing whatever
instinctive mental balance it had
ever had. Its dimly functioning
brain, probably no larger than a

walnut in that gigantic skull, ceased

more and more to guide it.

With a rasping scream that set
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the Earthmen’s teeth on edge, it

charged for the wall on Dex’s aide.

Dex just managed to swerve it with
a blast from the tube so prolonged
that half its great lower jaw fell

away.
At this the titanic thing went

wholly, colossally mad t It whirled
toward Brand, jerking around again
as a searing on that side jarred its

dull sensory nerves, then headed
at last straight toward the stone

wall of the dome building.

With the rays from both tubes
flicking it like monstrous spurs, it

charged insanely toward the bulge
of the circular wall. With all its

tonB and tons of weight it crashed
against the stonework There was a
thunderous crackling noise, and the

wall sagged in perceptibly, while

the metal roof bent to accommo-
date the new curvature of its sup-

porting beams.
The monstrous lizard, jerked off

its huge legs by the impact, stag-

gered up and retreated toward the

two men. But again the maddening
pain in its hindquarters sent it

careening toward the building wall.

This time it raised high up on its

hind legs in a blind effort to climb
over it. “God, it must be five stories

tall!” ejaculated Brand. Thunder-
ingly its forelegs came down on the

edge of the roof.

THERE was another deafening
crash of stone and shrieking

of torn metal. Just under the cor-

nice, the wall sagged away from the

roof and the top rows of heavy
stone blocks slithered inward.

“Again!” shouted Brand.

His tube was pointing almost con-

tinuously now at the metal door
leading from the dome building.

The Rogans inside, at the shocks

that were battering down a section

of their great building, were all

trying to get out to the yard at

once. In a stream they rushed for

the doorway. And in loathsome

heaps they fell at the impact of the

ray and shriveled to nothingness oq
the bombarded threshold.

“Once more—” Brand repeated,

his voice hoarse and tense.

And as though the monster heard

and understood, it rushed again

with all its vast weight and force

against the wall in a mad effort

to escape the things that were

blasting the living flesh from ita

colossal framework.
This charge was the last. With

a roaring crash a section of the

building thirty yards across went

back and down, leaving the nm-
sive roof to sag threateningly on

its battered triiss^work.

I
T was as though the side of an

ant-heap had been ripped away.

Inside the domed building hundreds

of Rogans ran this way and that

on their elongated legs, squealing

in their staccato, high-pitched

tongue.

With blind fury the mad mon-

ster charged in through the gaping

hole it had battered for itself. In’ 1

all directions the Rogans scattered

Then an authoritative tall figure

with a tube in each of its four

sucker-disks, whipped out a com-

mand and pointed to the great coils

which lay immediately in the ber-

serk monster’s path.

The command restored some sort

of order. Losing their fear of the

beast in their greater fear of the

damage it might do, the Rogans

massed to stop it before it could

demolish the Rogan heart of power.

At this point Brand saw an open-

ing of the kind he had been pray-

ing for. The Rogans had retreated

before the terrific charge of the

monster in such a way that the

space between its vast bulk and

the control board was clear.

“After me!” he shouted to Dex.

“One of us has got to reach that

lever while the creature's still then

to shield usl”
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The two Earthmen dashed

trough the jagged hole in the

^11 god raced to the control board

jaat as the huge lizard, a smoking
pK« sank to the floor. Brand gazed

gmost fearfully at the lever-slot.

Was there a reverse to the grav-

ity-control action? There was room
the Blot for the lever to be

polled down below the neutral

point, if that meant anything. . • .

B
EHIND them the great bulk

of the dead lizard was disap-

pearing with incredible quickness

aider the rays of the tubes directed

m it. Now the pumpkin-shaped

lands on the opposite side were via-

ble through a fleeting glimpse of

i skeleton that was like the frame-

work of a skyscraper. And now the
at bones themselves were melt-

ing, while over everything hung
i pall of greasy black smoke.

"Hurry, for God’s sake!” gasped

Dex.

Brand threw down the lever till

it stuck. At once that invisible

ocean poured crushingly over them,

throwing them to their knees and
weeping the Rogans flat on their

hideous faces just as half a hun-
dred tubes were flashing down to

point at the Earthmen.
“More—if you can!" grated Dex,

whirling this way and that and
praying the massed Rogans with
Ms death-dealing tube. Dozens went
op in smoke under that discharge;
hot other dozens remained to raise

thflnselves laboriously and slowly
level their suddenly ponderous
weapons at the Earthmen.
9rand set his jaw and threw all

Us weight on the lever. It bent
• little, caught at the neutral point
“*<1 then jammed down an appre-

distance beyond it.

P
ISTANTLY the blue streamers,
that had stopped their humming

Ingress from coil to coil with the
Movement of the switch to neutral,

Btarted again in reversed direction.
And instantly the invisible ocean
pressed down with appalling, dev-
astating force.

Greca and Brandi^pnd Dex were
flattened to the floor as if by
blankets of lead. And the scattered

Rogans about them ceased all move-
ment whatever.
“Oh,” sobbed Greca, fighting for

breath. “Oh!”
“We can’t stand this,” panted

Dex. “We’ve fixed the Rogans, all

right. But we've fixed ourselves,

too! That lever has to go up a bit.”

Brand nodded, finding his head
almost too heavy for hiB neck to

move. Sweat beaded his forehead

—

sweat that trickled heavily off his

face like drops of liquid metal.

With a tremendous struggle he
got to\his knees beneath the master-

switch. There he found it impos-
sible to raise his arms; but, lean-

ing back against the control board
and so getting a little support, he
contrived to lift his body up enough
to touch the down-slanting lever

with his head and move it hack
along its slot a fraction of an inch.

The giant coils hummed a note

lower; and some of the smashing
weight was relieved.

,
"That does it, I think,” Brand

panted, his voice husky with ex-

haustion and triumph.

He began to crawl laboriously

toward the nearest street exit. “On
our way!” he said vibrantly. “To
the space ship! We leave for Earth
at once!”

SLOWLY, fighting the sagging
weight of their bodies, the two

Earthmen inched their way to the

street, helping Greca as they went.

Among the sprawled forms of the

Rogans they crept, with great dull

eyes rolling helplessly to observe

their progress, and with feeble

squeals of rage and fear and
malediction following their slow

path.
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On the street a strange an^/ter-
rible sight met their eyes.

Strewn over the metal paving like

wheat stalks crushed flat by a hur-
ricane, were thousands of Rogans.
Not a muscle of their pipe-like arms
or legs could they move. But the
gravity that crushed them rigidly

to the ground did not quite hold
motionless the shorter and more
sturdily built slaves.

Among the thousands of squeal-

ing, panting Rogans that lay as

though paralyzed on the metal pav-

ing, crawled equal thousands of

Greca’B enslaved people. Their eyes
flamed with fanatic hate. And me-
thodically—not knowing what had
caused their loathed masters to be
stricken helpless, and not caring as

long as they were helpless—the

slaves were seeking out the shock-

tubes that here and there had fallen

from the clutch of Rogan guards.

Already many had found them;
and everywhere gangling, slimy
bodies were melting in oily black

smoke that almost instantly van-

ished in thin air.

As it was in these streets and
in the great square in the center of

jvhich rested the Earthmen’s ship,

just so, they knew, was it being re-

peated all over the red empire.

Slowly crawling, fiercely exulting

slaves were exterminating the

tyrannous things that had held them
so long in dreadful bondage! Be-
fore the sun should set on another

flashing Jovian day there would be

no Rogan left in the red spot.

“ A ND so it ends," said Brand
with a great sigh. He moved

over beside Greca, and touched her

lovely bare shoulders. They were
shaking convulsively, those shoul-

ders; and she had buried her face

in her hands to keep from gazing
at the ghastly carnage.

Brand pressed her to him. "It’s

terrible—yes. But think what it

means! The knell of all the Rog-

ans has been sounded to-day. fa
soon as tfee secret of these death-
tubes has been analyzed by our
science and provided against, my
friend and I will return from Earth
with a force that Bhall clear the

universe of the slimy devils. Mean-
while, your people are safe here;

with the gravity what it is, no
Rogan attacking hordes can land."

They crawled tortuously over the

square to the Bpace ship. Brand
turned again to Greca; and now in

his eyes was a look that needed no
language of mind or tongue for its

complete expression.

"Will you come to Earth with
me, Greca, and stay by my aide

till we return to set your people in

power again?"
Greca shook her head, slowly,

reluctantly. "My -people need

leaders now. I must stay and help

direct them in their new freedom.

But you—you’ll come back with

the others from Earth?"
“Try and stop him!” grinned

Dex. “And try and stop me, too!

From what I know now of the way
they grow ’em on your satellite”—

his eyes rested on Greca’a beauty

with an admiration that turned her

to rosy confusion—"I’d say I'd

found the ideal spot to settle down
ini"

Brand laughed. "He’s answered

for me, too. And now, a salute that

is used on Earth to express a prom-

ise. . . .” He kissed her—to her

utter astonishment and perplexity,

but to her dawning pleasure. “Good-

by for a little while."

The two Earthmen hoisted them-

selves heavily over the sill of the

control room of their ship, and

crawled inside.

They secured the trap-door, and

turned on the air-rectifiers. Brand

moved to the controls, waved to

Greca, who was smiling at him

through the glass panel, and pointed

the ship on its triumphant, four

hundred million mile journey home.
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By Capt. S. P. Meek

r
HE milling crowd in front of

the Capitol suddenly grew
quiet. A tall portly figure

came out onto the porch of
he building and stepped before a

aicrophone erected on the steps. A
atterv of Dress

chine. Wild cheers rent the air. The
President held up his hand for si-

lence. As the cheering died away he

spoke into the microphone.
“My countrymen,” he said, “the

Congress of the United States has

met in extraordi-

nary session and
is ready to cope
with the condi-

tion with which

Pistol Im kamd^tke two mem watched the omcomlmg lights.
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we are confronted. While they de-

liberate as to the steps to be taken,

it is essential that you meet this

danger, if it be a danger, with the

bravery and the calm front which
has always characterized the people
of the United States in times of trial

and danger. You may rest assured
—

”

A slightly built, inconspicuous
man who had followed the President
out onto the porch was surveying the

crowd intently. He turned and spoke
in an undertone to a second man who
mysteriously appeared from nowhere
as the first plan spoke. He listened

for a moment, nodded, and edged
closer to the President. The first

man slipped unobtrusively down the

Capitol steps and mingled with the

crowd.
“—that no steps will be neglected

which may prove of value/' went on
the President. “The greatest scien-

tists of the country have gathered
in this city in conference and they
undoubtedly will soon find a pimple
and natural explanation for what is

happening. In the meantime—”

THE President paused. From the

crowd in front of him came a
sudden disturbance. A man sprang
free of the crowd and broke through
the restraining cordon of police. In

his hand gleamed an ugly blue steel

automatic pistol. Quickly he leveled

it and fired. A puff of dust came from
the Capitol. The bullet had landed a

few inches from one of the lower
windows, fifty feet from where the

President stood. He raised his weap-
on for a second shot but it was never
fired. The man who had come down
the Capitol steps sprang forward like

a cat and grasped the weapon. For a

moment the two men struggled, but
only for a moment. From the crowd,
stunned for a mofnent by the sheer

audacity of the attack, came a roar

of rage. The police closed in about
the struggling men but the crowd
rolled over them like a wave. The
captor shouted his identity and tried

to display the gold badge of the se-

cret service but the mob was in no
state of mind to listen. The police

were trampled underfoot and the

would-be assassin torn from the

hands of the secret service operative.

Every man in reach tried to strike a

blow. The secret service man was
buffeted and thrown aside. Realiz-

ing that the affair had been taken out

of his hands, he made his way to the

rear of the Capitol where his badge'

gained him ready passage through
the cordon of police. He entered the

building and reappeared in a few
moments by the side of the Presi-

dent.

TWO hours later he leaned for-

ward in his chair in Dr. Bird's

private laboratory in the Bureau of
Standards and spoke earnestly.

"Dr. Bird,” he said, "that bullet

was never meant for the President
That man was after bigger game."
The famous scientist nodded

thoughtfully.

"Even a very rotten pistol shot

should have come closer to him,” he
replied. "He must have missed by a

good forty feet.”

“He missed by a matter of inches.

Doctor, that bullet struck the Capi-

tol only two inches from a window.
In that window was standing a man.
The bullet was intended for the oc-

cupant of that window. I was di-

rectly behind him when he raised his

weapon for a second shot and I am
sure of his aim. He deliberately ig-

nored the President and aimed again

at that window. That was when I

tackled him."
"Who was standing there, Car-

nes?”
“You were, Doctor.”
Dr. Bird whistled.

“Then you think that bullet was
intended for me?”
“I am sure of it, Doctor. That fact

proves one thing to me. You are

right in your idea that this whole

affair is man-made and not an aeci-^
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dent of nature. The guiding intelli-

gence back of it fears you more than

be fears anyone else and he took this

means to get rid of you unobtrusive-

ly. Attention was focused on the

President. Your death would have

been laid to accident. It was a clever

thought.”

"It does look that way, Carnes,”

said the doctor slowly. "If you are

right, this incident confirms my
opinion. There is only one man in

the world clever enough to have dis-

turbed the orderly course of the sea-

sons, and such a plan for my assassi-

nation would appeal to his love of

the dramatic.”

“You mean—

”

"Ivan Saranoff, of course.”

"We are pretty sure that he hasn’t

got back to the United States, Doc-
tor.”

“You may be right but I am sure

of nothing where that man is con-

cerned. However, that fact has no
bearing. He may be operating from
anywhere. His organization is still

in the United States.”

A KNOCK sounded at the door.
In response to the doctor's

command a messenger entered and
presented a letter. Dr. Bird read it

and dropped it in a waste basket.

“Tell them that I am otherwise en-

gaged just now,” he said curtly. The
messenger withdrew. "It was just a
summons to another meeting of the
council of scientists,” he said to

Carnes. "They’ll have to get along
without me. All they’ll do anyway
will be to read a lot of dispatches
and wrangle about data and the rela-

tive accuracy of their observations.
Herriott will lecture for hours on
celestial mechanics and propound
tome fool theory about a hidden
body, which doesn’t exist, and its

possible influence, which would be
nil, on the inclination of the earth’s
axis. After wasting four hours with-
out a single constructive idea being
put forward, they will gravely con-

clude that the sun rose fifty-three

seconds earlier at the fortieth north
parallel than it did yesterday and
correspondingly later at the fortieth

south parallel. I know that without
wasting time.”

“Was it fifty-three seconds to-day,

Doctor?”
“Yes. This is the twentieth of

July. The sun should have risen at

4 :S2
t
sixteen minutes later than it

rose on June twentieth and fifty-

three seconds later than it rose yes-

terday. Instead it. rose at 4:20, six-

teen minutes earlier than it did on

June twentieth and fifty-three sec-

onds earlier than yesterday.”

"I don’t understand what is caus-

ing it, Doctor. I have tried to follow

your published explanations, but

they are a little too deep for me.”

“ A S to the real underlying cause,

Xa. I am in grave doubts, Carnes,

although I can make a pretty shrewd
guess. As to the reason for the un-

natural lengthening of the day, the

explanation is simplicity itself. As
you doubtless know, the earth re-

volves daily on its axis. At the same
time, it is moving in a great ellipse

about the sun, an ellipse which it

takes it a year to cover. If the axis

of rotation of the earth were at right

angles to the plane of its orbit; in

other words, if the earth’s equator

lay in the plane of the earth’s move-
ment about the sun, each day would
be of the same length and there

would be no seasons. Instead of this

being the case, the axis of rotation

of the earth is tipped so that the

angle between the equator and the

elliptic is 23J4
0.”

“I aeem to remember something of

the sort friom my school days.”

‘This angle of tilt may be assumed

<to be constant, for I won’t bother

with the precessions, nutations and

other minor movements considered

in accurate computations. As the

earth moves around the sun, this tilt

gives rise to what we call the sun’s
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declination. You can readily see that

at one time in the year, the north

pole will be at it’s nearest point to

the sun, speaking in terms of tilt and
not in miles, while at another point

on the elliptic, it will be farthest

from the sun and the south pole

nearest. There are two midway
points when the two poles are prac-

tically equidistant.”

“Then the days and nights should

be of equal length.”

“They are. These are the periods

of the equinoxes. The point at which
the sun is nearest to the south pole

we call the winter solstice, and the

opposite point, the summer solstice.

The summer solstice is on June
twenty-first. At that time the decli-

nation of the sun is 23J4° north of

the equatorial line. It starts to de-

crease until, six months later, it

reaches a minus declination of 23J4‘
>

and is that far south of the line. The
longest day in the northern hemi-
sphere is naturally June twenty-
first."

“And the shortest day when the

sun has the greatest minus declina-

tion.”

“T^RECISELY, at the winter sol-

aT stice. Now to explain what is

happening. The year went normally
until June twenty-first. That day
was of the correct length, about four-

teen hours and fifty minutes long.

The twenty-second should have been

shorter. Instead, it was longer than

the twenty-first. Each day, instead

of getting shorter as it should at this

time of year, is getting longer. We
have already gained some thirty-two

minutes of sunlight at this latitude.

The explanation is that the angle be-

tween the equator and the elliptic is

no longer 23^4° as it has been from
time immemorial, but it is greater. If

the continuing tilt keeps up long

enough, the obliquity will be 90°.

When that happens, there will be

perpetual midday at the north pole

and perpetual^ night at the south

pole. The whole northern hemisphere
will be bathfed in a continuous flood

of sunlight while the southern hemi-
sphere will be a region of cold and
dark. The condition of the earth will

resemble that of Mercury where the

same face of the planet is continually

facing the sun."

“I understand that all right, but I

am still in the dark as to what it

causing this increase of tilt.”

“No more than I am, old dear.

Herriott keeps babbling about a hid-

den body which is drawing the earth

from its normal axial rotation, but

the fool ignores the fact that a body
of a size sufficient to disturb the

earth would throw every motion of

the solar system into a state of chaos.

Nothing of the sort has happened.
Ergo, no external force is causing it

I am positive that the force which
is doing the work is located on the

earth itself. Furthermore, unless my
calculations are badly off, this force

is located on or very near the surface

of the earth at approximately the

sixty-fifth degree of north latitude.”

“How can you tell that, Doctor?”
“It would take me too long to ex-

plain, Carnes. I will, however, quali-

fy my statement a little. Either a

variable force is being used or else

a constant force located where I have

said. The sixty-fifth parallel is a

long line. The exact location and

the nature of that force, we have to

find. If it be man-made, and I’ll bet

my bottom dollar that it is, we will

also have to destroy it. If we fail,

we'll see this world plunged into

such a riot of war and bloodshed aa

has never before been known. It will

be literally a fight of mankind for a

place in the sun. Due to its favor-

able location in the new position of

the earth, it is more than probable

that Russia would emerge as the

dominant power.”
“Undertaking to destroy a thing

that you don't know the location of

and of whose existence you aren’t

even sure is a pretty big contract*
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**T X TE’VE tackled bigger ones,

YY old dear. We have the Pres-

ident behind us. 1 haven’t made
much headway selling my idea to

that gang of old fossils who call

themselves the council of scientists,

but I did to his nibs. Just before that

attempt at assassination, I had a

chin-chin with him. The fastest bat-

tle cruiser in the Navy, the Denver,

ia to be placed at my service. It will

carry a big amphibian plane, so be

equipped to assemble and launch it.

Bolton will relieve you from the

Presidential guard to-day. We sail

in the morning.”
"Where for, Doctor?”
"I feel sure that the force is caused

and controlled by men and I know of

but one man who has the genius and
the will to do such a thing. That
nan is Saranoff. Because he must be

concealed and work free from inter-

ruption, I fancy he is working in his

own country. Does that answer your
question?”

"It does. We sail for Russia.”

"Carnesy, old dear, at times you
have flashes of such scintillating bril-

liance that I have hopes for the fu-

ture of the secret service. In time
they may even show human intelli-

gence. Toddle along now and pay
your fond farewells to the bright
lights of Washington. Meet me at

the Pennsy station at six. We’ll sail

from New York in the morning.”

WITH the famous scientist and
his assistant as passengers,

the Denver steamed at her best speed
across the Atlantic. As soon as New
York harbor was cleared, Dr. Bird
charted the course. Captain Evans
raised hi6 eyebrows when he saw the

course laid out, but his orders had
been positive. Had Dr. Bird ordered
him to steam at full speed against
the shore, he would have obeyed
without question.
The Denver avoided the ububI

lanes of traffic and bore to the north
of the summer lane. Not a vessel

was sighted in the eight days which
elapsed before the Faroe Islands
came in sight on the starboard bow.
The Denver bore still more to the
north and skirted around North Cape
five days later. At Cape Kanin she
headed south into the White Sea.

Surprisingly little ice was encoun-
tered. When Captain Evans men-
tioned this, Dr. Bird pointed out to

him that it was August and that the
days were still lengthening. Once in

the White Sea, the Denver was made
ready for instant action. A huge am-
phibian plane was hoisted in sections
from the hold and mechanics started
to assemble it. Dr. Bird spent most
of his time working on some instru-
ments he had assembled in the radio
rocm.
“TMs is an ultra-short wave detec-

tor,” he explained to Carnes. "It will

receive vii^rations to the lowest limit

of waves that we have ever been able

to measure. The X-ray is high on the
scale and even the cosmic ray is far

above its lower limit of detection.
We are hunting for an electro-mag-
net, the largc-t ?nd strangest electro-

magnet that has ever been construct-

ed. Perhaps it would be more accu-
rate to say that we are seeking for

a generator of magnetic force. It

does not generate the ordinary mag-
netism which attracts iron and steel,

nor the special type of magnetism
which we call gravity, but something
between the two. It attracts the sun
enough to disturb the tilt of the

earth’s axis, but not enough to pull

the earth out of its orbit. Such a de-

vice should give out a wave that can

be detected, if we get a receiver deli-

cate enough and operating on the

right wave length.”

^ spent hours improving and
refining the apparatus, but in

the end he confessed himself beaten.

“It’s no use, Carnes,” he Baid the

day after Cape Kanin faded from
view to the north. “Either the appa-

ratus we are seeking gives out no
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wave that we can detect or my appa-

ratus is faulty. Luckily we have
other things to guide us.”

“What are they, Doctor?”
“The facts that Saranoff must have

easy transportation and a source of

power. The first precludes him from
locating his station far from the sea-

coast and the second indicates that

it will be near a river or other source

of power. The only Russian points

on the sixty-fifth parallel that are

open to water transport are the Gulf
of Anadyr, north of Kamchatka, and
the vicinity of Archangel. I passed

up Kamchatka because it would mean
too long a haul through unfriendly
waters from Leningrad and because
there is not much water power. Arch-
angel is easy of access at this time
of the year and it has the Dwina river

for power. That will be our first line

of search.”

“We will explore by plane, of

course?”
“Certainly. We wouldn’t get far

on foot, especially as neither of us
speaks Russian. We’ll head south for

another day and then— What’s that?”

HE paused and listened. From
•the distance came a dull drone

of sound which brought him to his

feet with a start. He raced out onto
deck with Carnes at his heels. Far
overhead in the blue, a tiny speck of

black hovered.

“We’re on the right trail, Carnes,”
he said grimly. The plane passed over
them. In huge circles it sank toward
the ground. Dr. Bird turned to Cap-
tain Evans. Orders flew from the

bridge and a detail of marines rapid-

ly stripped the covers from the two
forward anti-aircraft rifles.

“I dislike to fire on that craft be-

fore it makes a hostile demonstra-
tion, Dr. Bird,” demurred Captain
Evans. “We are at peace with Rus-
sia. My action in firing might pre-

cipitate a war, or in any event, seri-

ous diplomatic misunderstandings.”
"Allow me to correct you, Captain

Evans, we are at war with Russia.
The whole world is at war with the
man who has pulled the earth out of
her course. In any event, your orden
are positive and the responsibility it

mine. Wait until that plane gets
within easy range and then shoot it

down. Do not fail to get it; it must
not get back to shore with word of

our approach.”
Captain Evans bowed gravely,

Shells came up from the magazines
and were piled by the guns. From
the fire control stations came a
monotonous calling of firing data.

The guns slowly changed direction

as the plane descended. Nearer and
nearer it came, intent on positive

identification of the war vessel be-

low it. It passed over the Denver leu
than five thousand feet up. As it

passed it Bwung off to one side and
began to climb sharply. Dr. Bird

glanced at the fighting top of the

cruiser and swore softly. From the

top the stars and stripes had been

broken to the breeze.

“Fire at once!” he cried, “and then

court-martial the fool who broke out

that flag
!”

THE two three-inch rifles barked

their message of death into the

sky. For agonizing seconds nothing

happened. The guns roared again.

Below and behind the fleeing plane,

two puffs of white smoke appeared

in the sky. The staccato calls of the

observers came from the control sta-

tion and the guns roared again and

again. Now above and now below

the Russian plane appeared the white

puffs that told of bursting shells, but

the plane droned on, unharmed.
“It’s away safely,” groaned the

doctor. “Now the fat is in the fire.

Saranoff will know in an hour that

we are coming. If we had a pursuit

plane ready to take off, we might

catch him, but we haven’t. Oh, well,

there’s no use in crying over spilt

milk. How soon will that amphibian

be ready to take off?”
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"In twenty minutes, Doctor,” re-

plied the Engineering Officer. "As
toon as we finish filling the tanks and

tat the motor, she’ll be ready to

ramble.”

"Hurry all you can. Hang a half

doxen hundred-pound bombs and a

few twenty-fives on the racks. Lower
her over the side as soon as Bhe’s

ready. Where’B Lieutenant Mc-
Cready?”
"Below, getting into his flying

togs. Doctor.”

“Good enough. Come on, Carnes,

we’ll go below and put on our fur-

lined panties, too. We’ll probably

need them.”

I
N half an hour the amphibian rose

from the water. Lieutenant Me-
Cready was at the controls, with
Carnes and the doctor at the bomb
racks. The plane rose in huge spirals

until the altimeter read four thou-

sand feet. The pilot straightened it

out toward the south. The plane was
alone in the sky. For two hourB it

fiew south and then veered to the

east, following the line of the Gulf

of Archangel. The town came in

sight at last.

“Better drop down a couple of

thousand. Lieutenant,” said Dr. Bird
into the speaking tube. “We can't see

much from this altitude.”

The plane swung around in a wide
circle, gradually losing altitude.

Carnes and the doctor hung over
the side watching the ground
below them. As they watched a

puff of smoke came from a low
building a mile from the edge of the

town. Dr. Bird grabbed the speaking
tube.

“Bank, McCreadyl” he barked,
They’re firing at us.”

The plane lurched sharply to one
ide. From a point a few yards be-
low them and almost directly along
their former line of flight, a burst of
flame appeared in the air. The plane
lurched and reeled as the blast of the
explosion reached it. From other

points on the ground came other
puffB.

“Get out of here,” shouted Dr.
Bird. “There must be a dozen guns
firing at us. One of them will have
the range directly.”

From all around them came flashes

and the roar of explosions. The plane
lurched and yawed in a sickening
fashion. Lieutenant McCready
fought heroically with the controls,

trying to prevent the sideslips which
were costing him altitude. Gradually
the plane came under control and
started to climb. The shells burst
nearer as the plane took a straighter

course and strove to fly out of the

danger zone. Dr. Bird looked at the

air-speed meter.

“A hundred and eighty,” he
shouted to Carnes. “We’ll be Bafely

out of range in a minute.”

THE bursts were mostly behind
them now. Suddenly a blast of

air struck them with terrific force.

Half a dozen holes appeared in the

fabric of the wings. A bit of high ex-

plosive shell plowed a way through
the after compartment and wrecked
the duplicate instrument board. In
another moment they were out of

range. Lieutenant McCready turned

the nose of his plane toward the

north.

“We came out of that well,” cried

Carnes. Dr. Bird dropped the speak-

ing tube which he had held pressed

to his ear and smiled grimly at the

detective.

“I wish we had,” he replied. “Our
main gaB tank is punctured.”

An expression of alarm crossed the

detective’s face.

“Is it injured badly?” he asked.

“I don't know yet. McCready says

that the gauge is dropping pretty

rapidly. I’m going to go out and see

what I can do.”

“Can't I go, Doctor? I’m a good
deal lighter than you are.”

“You’re not as strong or as agile,

Carnes, and you haven’t the mechan-
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ical ability to make the repair.

Hand me that line.”

He fastened one end of a coil of

manila rope which Carnes handed
him to his waist, while the detective

fastened the other end to one of the

safety belt hooks. With a word of

farewell, he climbed out of the cock-
pit and onto a wing. In the pocket
of his flying suit he carried a tool

kit and repair material. Carnes
shuddered as the doctor’s figure dis-

appeared under the plane. He
snubbed the rope about a seat brac-

ket and held it taut. For ten minutes
the strain continued. It slackened at

last, and the figure of the doctor re-

appeared on the wing. Slowly he
climbed into the cockpit.

“I’ve made a temporary repair,

Lieutenant,” he called into the speak-
ing tube, “and the leakage has
stopped. How much gas have we
left?"

“Enough for about an hour of fly-

ing, including the emergency tank.”

“Thunder! No chance to get back
to the Dcovet. Better head inland

and follow the course of the Dwina.
If we can locate the place we are

looking for we may be able to drop
a few eggs on it before we are washed
out. In any event, it will be better to

come down on land than on water."

McCREADY headed the plane
south and followed the wind-

ing ribbon below him which marked
the channel of the Dwina. He kept
his altitude well over eight thousand
feet. For a few minutes the plane
roared along. Without warning the

motor sputtered once or twice and
died.

“Gas finished?” asked Dr. Bird
into the speaking tube.

"No, there is plenty of gas for an-

other forty-five minutes. It acted
like a short in the wiring. Maybe
another fragment got us that we
didn’t know about. I can glide to a

safe landing, Doctor. Which direc-

tion shall I go?”

“It doesn't matter,” replied Dr.
Bird as he looked over the side.

“Wait a minute, it does matter. See
that long low building down there

with the projection like a tower on
top? I’ll bet a month’s pay that that

iB the very place we’re looking for.

Glide over it and let's have a look

at it. If I am convinced of it, Hi
drop a few eggs on it.”

“Right!”
McCready glided on a long slope

toward the suspected building. Dr.

Bird kept his eye glued to the bomb
sight.

“It’s suspicious enough for me to

act,” he cried. “Drop one!”
Carnes pulled a lever and a hun-

dred-pound high explosive bomb de-

tached itself from the plane and fell

toward the ground.
“Another!” cried the doctor.

A second messenger of death fol-

lowed the first.

“Bank around and back over while

we give them the rest.”

“Right 1"

The plane swung around in a wide

circle.

"Volley!” cried the doctor. Carnet

pulled the master lever and the rest

of the bombs fell earthward.
“Now glide to the east, McCready,

until you are forced down.”

McCREADY banked the plane

and started on a long glide to-

ward the east. Carnes and the doctor

watched the falling bombs. The doc-

tor’s aim had been perfect. The first

bomb released struck the building

squarely while the other landed only

a few feet away. Instead of the puffi

of smoke which they had expected,

the bombs had no effect. The volley

which Carnes had discharged fell full

on the building as harmlessly as had

the two pilot shots.

“Were those bombs armed, Lieu-

tenant?” demanded the doctor.

“Yes, sir. I inspected them myself

before we took off and they was
fused and armed. They had alwaja
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foed and should have gone off, no

natter in what position they landed."

“Well, they didn’t. That building

is our goal all right. Saranoff would

naturally expect an air raid and he

has perfected some device which

renders a bomb impotent before it

lands. How far from the building

will you land?”

“A couple of miles. Doctor.”

“Get as far as you can. If you can

make that line of thicket ahead, we'll

take to our heels and hope to hide

in it"

“I don’t think we’ll have much
lock. Doctor, " said Carnes.

“Why not?”

“Look behind.”

Dr. Bird looked back toward the

building they had tried to bomb.
Across the country, a truck loaded

with armed men followed the course

of the plane. The plane was gaining

tightly on the truck but it was evi-

dent that the plane’s occupants
would have little chance of escaping

on foot. Dr. Bird gave a grim laugh.

“We’re cornered all right,” he said.

If we did elude the men in that

track, we would have a plane after

us in no time. You might as well

turnback, McCready, and land fairly

eer the building. We are sure to be
captured and our best chance is to

have the plane near us. They’ll prob-
ably patch it up and if we get a
chance to escape later, it may be a
lifesaver. At any rate, we’ve lost for

the present."

McCREADY turned the plane
again to the west. The truck

halted at their new maneuver. As
tile plane passed over, it turned and
gain followed them. The ground
wds approaching rapidly. With a
final dip, McCready leveled off and
*de a landing. The machine rolled
to a stop about a mile from the build-
tag. The truck was less than three
hundred yards away. It came up rap-
idly and disgorged a dozen men
nnbd. with rifles who hurried for-

ward. In the lead was a tall, Blight

figure who carried no gun. Dr. Bird
stepped forward to meet them.
“Do you understand English?” he

asked.

An incomprehensible jargon of

Russian answered him. The men
raised their rifles threateningly. Dr.

Bird turned back to bis companions.
“Resistance is hopeless,” he said.

"Surrender gracefully and we’ll see

what comes of it.”

He faced the Russians and held
one hand high above his head. The
Russian leader stepped forward and
confiscated the doctor’s pistol. He
repeated the process with Carnes and
McCready, frisking them thorough-
ly for concealed weapons. At his

command, six of the Russians
stepped forward. The Americans
took their place in the midst of the

guard and were marched to the truck.

The balance of the Russians moved
over to the American’s plane. The
truck rolled forward and approached
the low building. The projection

which Dr. Bird had noticed from the

air proved to be a metal tube projec-

tion from the roof, fully twenty feet

in diameter and fifty feet long.

“A projection tube of some sort,”

said the doctor, pointing. An ex-

cited command came from the Rus-
sian in command. A rifle was leveled

threateningly at the doctor. He took
the hint and maintained silence

while they climbed down from the

truck and approached the door of the

building.

It swung open as they approached.
As they entered a strong garlic-like

smell was evident. The hum of heavy
machinery smote their ears.

THEY were led down a corridor

to a flight of steps. On the floor

below they went along another cor-

ridor to a heavy iron-Btudded door.

The guide unlocked it with a huge

key and swung it open. With a shrug

of his shoulders. Dr. Bird led the

way into the cell. The door closed
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behind them and they were left

alone. Dr. Bird turned to his com-
panions.

“Be careful what you say," he
whispered. “I am not at all convinced
that there is no one here who knows
English and we are probably spied

upon. There is almost sure to be a

dictaphone somewhere in this room.
We don’t want to give them any
more information than we have to.”

Carnes and McCready nodded. Dr.

Bird spoke aloud of inconsequential

matters while they explored the cell.

It was a room some twenty feet

square, fitted with three bunks on
one side, built into the wall like the

berths on shipboard. The room was
lighted by a single electric light

overhead. A door opened into a lava-

tory equipped with running water.

‘‘We’re comfortable here, at any
rate,” said the doctor cheerfully.

“They evidently don’t mean to make
us suffer. I’d like to know why they
took the trouble to capture us, any-
way. It would seem to be more in

line with their usual policy to have
shot us on sight. It must be that they
want some sort of information from
ue.”

Neither of his companions had a
better reason to offer and conversa-

tion languished. For an hour they
sat almost without speech. A sound
at the door brought them to their

'feet. It opened and a Russian girl

pushed in a cart laden with food. She
made no reply to the remarks which
Dr. Bird addressed to her but quick-

ly and silently put their food on the

table. When she had completed her
task, she left the room without hav-
ing spoken a word.

"Beautiful, but dumb,” Dr. Bird
remarked. "Let’s eat."

"Do you suppose that it’s safe to

eat this food, Doctor?” asked Carnes
in a whisper.

"I don’t know, and I don’t care. If

we’ve got to go out, we might as well

be poisoned as shot. If we refuse

food, they can poison us through our

water. We couldn’t refuse that for

any length of time. I’m hungry and
I’m going to make a good meal.

What’s this stuff, bortsch?**

THEY soon received proof th*t

they were under observation.

Hardly had they pushed back their

chairs at the completion of the mol
than the door opened and the Hu.
sian girl who had brought their food

removed the empty dishes. Silence

settled down over the cell. For an.

other hour they waited before the

door opened again. A tall bearded

Russian entered with a younger man
at his heels. The bearded man
dropped into a chair while his com-

panion sat at the table and opened a

notebook.
“Stand up!” barked the Russian

sternly.

Carnes and McCready rose to their

feet but Dr. Bird remained stretched

out on a bed.

"What for?" he demanded laa-

guidly.

The Russian bristled with rage.

"When I speak to you, you shall

obey,” he said in curiously clipped

English, "else it will be the worn
for you. Would you rather be quet-

tioned while in the strelska than

while standing?”
"Not by a long shot," replied Dr.

Bird promptly as he rose to his feet

"Fire away, old fellow. I’ll talk."

“What are your names?"
"I am Addison Sims of Seattle,"

replied Dr. Bird gravely, “and mf
friends are Mr. Earle Liedermam
and Mr. Bernarr Macfadden. You

may have read of us in the Amer-

ican magazines."

"Their names,” said the Russian to

his clerk, “are Dr. Bird, of the Bu-

reau of Standards ;
Operative Carao,

of the United States Secret Service;

and Lieutenant McCready, of the

United States Navy. Dr. Bird, you

will save yourself trouble if you will

answer my future questions truth-

fully.”
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“Then ask questions to which I am
tut sure that you know the answer,"

replied the doctor dryly.

“What vessel brought you here?”

“The Denver."

“What is her armament?”
“Consult the Navy list. You will

doubtless find a copy in your files.

It may be purchased from the Super-

intendent of Public Documents at

Washington.”

“T I THAT is your errand here?”

VV “To consult with Ivan

fiaranoff and learn his future plans.

If he means merely to bestow on the

northern hemisphere additional sun-

ihine and warmth, it is possible that

the United States will not oppose
him. We would benefit equally with

Russia, you know. Possibly the

northern countries could form some
tort of an alliance against the south-

ern hemisphere which is already

threatening war.”

“You chose a peculiar way of show-

ing your peaceable intentions. You
hot down our plane without warn-
ing and you dropped bombs on us at

first sight.”

“But they didn’t explode.”

“No, thanks to our ray operators.

Dr. Bird, I have no time to waste.

Either you will answer my questions

fully and truthfully or I will resort

to torture.”

“You don’t dare. You were merely
bluffing when you mentioned the

Xrelska. If you tortured us, you
would have to answer to Ivan Sara-
noff on his return.”

,

“How did you know that he is
—

"

The Russian paused and bit his lip.

“Shall I tell him that you refuse to

talk?”

“When he returns, you may tell

htm that I will be glad to talk frank-
ly with him. I came to Russia for
that purpose, but I will not talk with
«e of his underlings. In the mean-
while, we are having lovely weather
for this time of year, aren’t we?”
With a muttered curse the Russian

rose and left the room. Carnes
turned to Dr. Bird.

“How did you know that Saranoff

was away?” he demanded.
“I didn’t,” replied Dr. Bird with

a chuckle, “it was merely a shrewd
guess. We have twisted his tail so

often that I figured he could not re-

sist the temptation to come here and
gloat a few gloats over us if he were
here. I know his ruthless methods
in dealing with his subordinates and
I knew that they would never dare

to resort to torture in his absence.

No, old dear, we are safe until he re-

turns. I hope he stays away a long

time.”

FOUR days passed monotonous-
ly. Three times a day the Rus-

sian girl appeared with ample meals.

Despite their attempts to engage her

in conversation, not a word would
she reply or give any indication that

she either heard or understood their

remarks. The bearded Russian ap-

peared daily and tried to question

them, but Dr. Bird laughed at his

threats and reaffirmed his intention

of talking to no one but Saranoff.

“Your chance will soon come,” re-

plied the Russian with an evil leer

on the fourth day. “He will be here

the day after to-morrow. He will be

able to make you talk.”

“If he’s telling the truth, the jig’s

about upi" said Dr. Bird when the

Russian had left. “I don’t fancy that

Saranoff will show us much mercy
when he finds out what we’ve at-

tempted to do.”

“How would it be to overpower our

waitress and make a break?” asked

McCready in a guarded whisper.

“No good at all,” replied the doc-

tor decisively. “We wouldn’t have

a Chinaman’s chance. Our best bet

is to talk turkey to Saranoff. He may
spare us if I can make him believe

that I am willing to work for him.

What a man he is! If we could turn

his genius into the right channels,

he would be a blessing to the world.”
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HE paused as the door swung
open and the Russian girl ap-

peared with their food. She placed

the cart against the wall and sud-

denly turned and faced them.

“Dr. Bird/' she said in excellent

English, "I am Feodrovna Andro-
vitch.”

“I’m glad to know you,” said Dr.
Bird with a bow.
“Do you recognize my name?”
“I’m very sorry, my dear, but it

simply doesn’t register.”

“Do you remember Stefan Andro-
vitch?”
A sudden light came into Dr.

Bird’s face.
J*

"Yes,” he exclaimed, “I do. He
used to work for me in the Bureau
some time ago. I had to let him go
under peculiar circumstances. Is he
related to you?”
“He- was my twin brother. The

peculiar circumstances you refer to

were that you caught him stealing

platinum. Instead of turning him
over to the police, you asked him
why he stole. He told you his wife
was dying for lack of things that

money would buy and he stole for

her. You allowed him to quit his po-

sition honorably and you gave him
money for his immediate needs. For
that act of mercy, I am here to re-

ward you.”

“Bread cast upon the waiters,” mur-
mured Carnes. The Russian girl

turned on him like a wildcat.

"Unless you wish to deprive your-

self and your companions of my help,

you will not quote the Bible, that

sop thrown by the church to their

slaves, to me,” she said venomously.
“I am a woman of the proletariat!”

“Respect the lady*B anti-religious

prejudices, Carnesy, old dear,” said

the doctor with a smile. “How do
you propose to aid us, Miss Andro-
vitch?”

“I will give you exactly what you
gave my brother, your freedom and
money for your Immediate needs.”

“Thanks. But, er—haven't you

considered what your position hers
will be if you aid us to escape?' San.
noff doesn’t deal kindly with trai-

tors, I fancy.”

The girl spat on the floor.

"That swine I” she hissed, “I would
like to kill him. I would have done
so long ago had not the hope of the

people rested on his genius. When
the people finally triumph, I will

feed his heart to my cat.”

“Nice, gentle, loving disposition,"

murmured the doctor. “All right,

my dear, we’re ready for anything.

What’s the first move?”

THE girl whisked the coven
from the food cart and displayed

three pistols and belts of ammuni-
tion.

“Put these on,” she said, “and take

this food with you. I will take you

to a hiding place outside the walls

where you may safely stay for a few

days. I will bring you fresh supplies

of food. As quickly a6 possible I

will arrange for you to escape from

Russia. When you have left Russia

safely, my debt is paid and you are

again my enemies.”

“But, listen here,” said Dr. Bird

persuasively, “why don’t you come

with us? You know the object of

our coming here. We aim to destroy

this plant and let the earth take its

normal tilt. You hate Saranolf, al-

though I don’t know why. If you'll

help us to destroy him, we’ll guaran-

tee you^, a welcome in the United

States and you can join your brothel.

I’ll take him back into my labora-

tory.”

“My brother is dead,” she said bit-

terly. “After he left you, he fell into

more evil times. His wife died and

he swore revenge upon the society

which had murdered her. An oppor-

tunity came to him to join Saranoff,

and he did so. Saranoff hated Um
and distrusted him, although he wm
the soul of loyalty. As a reward for

his genius and aid to Saranoff in con-

structing the black lamp, Saranoff
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Condoned him to you. It was your

man who killed him when you blew

Into nothingness the helicopter he

was piloting in your state of Mary-

land, near Washington."

“All the more reason why you

ihould revenge yourself upon Sara-

noff” replied the doctor. “We will

give you a chance to do ao and aid

you. We also give you an opportuni-

ty to be received in a free country

with honor.”

An expression of rage distorted

the girl’s features.

“I am a woman of the proletariat I”

ihe cried. “I hate Ivan Saranoff for

what he has done, but I am loyal to

Um. He alone will force the bour-

|eoisie to their knees and establish

the rule of the people. I hate your

country and your government; yes,

md I hate you. I aid you because I

oust pay my just debts. Come, the

way is clear for your escape. Don’t

uk how I cleared it.”

“Come on,” said Dr. Bird with a

ihmg of his shoulders. “There is no
Bguing with convictions. She must
act according to her lights, even as

we must act according to ours. Grab
your guns and let’s go.”

THE three buckled on the weap-
ons and belts of ammunition and

followed the girl from the cell. Once
outside she touched her lips for

ilence. A door barred their way but
the opened it with a key which she

withdrew from her dress. Outside
die door, a guard slumbered noisily.

At a motion from the girl, Carnes
rolled him over on his face to quiet

hb snoring. He moved and stirred,

but did not wake.
A few feet from the door the girl

paused and faced the wall. She ma-
nipulated a hidden lever and a panel
wung open in the wall. She led the
way silently into the dark. As the
panel closed behind her, a beam of
light from ai> electric torch stabbed
At darkness. Down a sloping tunnel
they followed her for half a mile.

The tunnel turned at right angles
and led upward. At length they
paused before another door. The girl

opened it and they stepped out into

the night. As they did bo, a dull

booming struck their ears. The girl

paused.

“The ship!” she cried, “Your ship!

It is attacking Fort Novadwinskaja.
The factory will be awake in a mo-
ment! Run for your lives!”

Even as she spoke a pair of twin-
kling lights appeared far down the
tunnel through which they had come.
She turned as if to return down the

tunnel. Dr. Bird caught her about
the waist and clapped his hand over
her mouth.
“Quicks Carnes, your belt” he

cried. “Tie her up. She meant to go
down that tunnel and give her life

to delay them while we escaped.

We’ll save her in spite of herself.”

Carnes and McCready quickly
bound thd struggling girl with their

belts. They laid her on the ground
beside the! door and watched the on-

coming lights.

“You t^ro hold them back for the
present,” said the doctor. "I’m going
to take Feodrovna away a bit and
argue gently with her. If I can make
her see the light, we may accomplish
our mission yet. If I can’t, I'll come
back and help you.”

HE picked up the girl in his arms
and disappeared into the dark-

ness. Pistol in hand, the two men
watched the oncoming lights. The
men behind the lights could not be

seen, but from the sound of their

footsteps it was evident that there

were quite a few of them.

“Had we better let them emerge
from the door and then get them?”
whispered Carnes.

“No. These heavy guns will drive

a bullet through three men at Bhort

range. Level your gun down the tun-

nel and fire when I give the word.
Remember, every one is apt to shoot

high in the dark.”
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The lights approached slowly.

When they were twenty-five yards
away, Lieutenant McCready spoke.

The quiet was shattered by the roar

of two Luger pistols. Again and
again the guns barked. A volley of

fire came from the tunnel, but Carnes
and t^e lieutenant were standing
well away from the opening and they
escaped unharmed. Their deadly fire

poured into the shambles until they
were rewarded by the sound of re-

treating feet.

“So ends round one,” said Carnes
with a laugh. "I think we win on
points.”

“They won’t try a direct attack

again,” replied the lieutenant. “Look
out for a flank attack or from some
new weapon. I don’t like the way
those bombs failed to explode the

other day.”

Dr. Bird appeared from the dark-

ness.

“McCready,” he said in a voice vi-

brant with excitement, 44we’re in

luck. We have come out less than a
hundred yards from the point where
our plane came down. It is still

there. If the Denver has approached
within shooting range, we will have
enough gas to make it. Try to get

your motor going.”

“If it isn’t completely washed out
I’ll have it going in a few minutes,
Doctor,” cried the pilot. “I’m going
down the tunnel and get those flash-

lights those birds dropped when they
pulled out. Where’s the girl?”

“She’s back by the plane,” Baid the

doctor with a chuckle. “She is a spit-

fire, all right. I took her gag off and
she tried to bite me. I couldn't get a

word of anything but abuse out of

her. Go ahead and get the lights and
I’ll show you the plane.”

I
N a few minutes they stood be-

fore the ship. It was apparently
uninjured, but the spark was dead.
Carnes went back to the tunnel
mouth to guard against surprise
while Dr. Bird and McCready la-

bored over the motor. Despite tbe
best of both of them, no spark could

be coaxed from the coil. Ab a last re-

sort, Dr. Bird short-circuited the

cells with a screwdriver blade. No
answering spark came from the ter-

minals.

“Dead as a mackerel,” he remarked.

“I guess that ends that hope. Let’s

get the machine guns out of her.

We’ll have another attack soon and

they’ll be more effective than our

pistols.”

It was the work of a few minutes

to dismount the two Brownings frmn

the plane. Carrying the two gum,
Dr. Bird joined Carnes while Ifc-

Cready staggered along laden down
with belts of ammunition.
“Do you remember that ricky knoll

we passed just before we landed?"

asked the lieutenant. “If we can get

this stuff there before we are at-

tacked, we’ll have a much better

chance than we will in the open.”

“Good idea, Lieutenant. Carney

connect yoarself to one of them
guns. I’ll fasten the other on my
back and carry Feodrovna. We can’t

leave her here to Saranoff’s tender

mercies.”

Through the night the little caval-

cade made its way. The thunder of

guns from Fort Novadwinskaja kept

up and the sky to the north was

lighted by their flashes. McCready’s

bump of direction proved to be a

good one for the sought-for retreat

was soon located. As they deposited

their burdens and looked back, tbs

lights of two trucks could be sea

approaching across the plain from

the factory. Hurriedly they mounted

the machine guns. Dr. Bird straight-

ened up and listened carefully.

“The guns are sounding less fre-

quently,” he said. "Possibly tbs

Denver has had enough and ib pull-

ing out.”

“If I know Captain Evans as well

as I think I do, the Denver is not

retreating,” replied McCready,

grimly.
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“I hope she’s hammering the fort

ont of existence,” said the doctor.

“However, our main interest just

now is on the land front. Gunners to

the fore. Carnes, you aren’t so good

•t thia, better let McCready and me
)ondie them."

HE trucks approached slowly.

Presently the American plane

loomed up in the glare of their head-

lights. A powerful searchlight

aounted on the leading truck swept

the country. Discovery was a mat-

te- of moments. Lieutenant Me-
Cready trained his gun carefully and

pressed the trigger. A rattle of fire

time from the Browning. A crash

ns heard from the truck and the

aarcblight winked out.

“Bull's-eye !

,r cried Carnes exul-

tantly.

“Down, you fool !” cried the doc-

tor as he swept the detective from
his feet and threw him down behind

i rock. His action was none too soon.

A burst of machine gun fire came
from the trucks and a hail of bullets

iplattered on the rocks a few yard",

from them. McCready crawled back
to his gun.

“Wait a minute, Lieutenant,”

counseled the doctor. "A burst of

fire from here will give them our
location and probably do them little

damage. Wait until they try to rush
os."

They did not have long to wait. A
guttural shout came from a point a
few yards away and the sound of
running feet came to their ears. The
rash was directed toward a point a
few yards to the left of where they
crouched. Dr. Bird swung his gun
round. As the rush passed them, he
released hia trigger. A volley of
Kreams and oaths from the plain an-
*wwed the crackle of the Browning.
McCready’a gun joined in with a
rticcato bum of fire. The attack
®uld not live before that rain of
forth. A few running feet were
bmrd from the darkness and a few

groans. Presently the roar of a mo-
tor came from the direction of the
parked trucks. It retreated into the
distance and all was quiet.

"Round two goes to us on a knock-
down," said Carnes jubilantly. "What
will they do next, Doctor?"
"Probably nothing until daylight,

now that they know we have machine
guns. I wish that we could make
that thicket, but it's too far to try.

It’ll be daylight in an hour or bo.”

The night waB normally short in

Archangel at that season of the year

and the unnatural lengthening of the

day which Saranoff had accom-
plished made it shorter still. In an
hour red streamers in the east an-

nounced the approach of daylight.

Hardly had they appeared than a dull

drone of truck motors came from the

direction of the factory.

"Round three is about to com-
mence,” announced Carnes. "I wish
that I could do something."

“You can as soon as our ammuni-
tion runs out, which won’t be long,"

replied McCready. "It will be a mat-

ter of pistols at close quarters.”

THE trucks approached to within

a half mile and stopped. The dis-

tance was too great to warrant wast-

ing any of their scanty store of am-
munition at such long range. In the

dim light they would see the Rus-

sians working at the trucks. Pres-

enly aftflash came from the plain. A
whining sound filled the air. With
a crash a three-inch shell broke be-

hind them.

"No fun,” remarked the doctor.

"We'll have to get better cover than

this.”
*A second shell whined through the

air and burst over their heads. A
third burst a few yards in front of

them.

"They have us bracketed now”
said McCready. "We’d better slide

back a piece before they start rapid

fire."

Dragging their prisoner with
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them, the three men made their way
to the reverse side of the knoll. A
short search revealed an overhang-
ing ledge under which they crouched
in comparative safety from anything
but a direct hit above them.

"We're all right here except for

the fact that they may rush us under
cover of the fire,” said the doctor,

"One man will have to keep watch
all the time and it will be a danger-
ous detail. I’ll take the first hitch.”

"You will not!” exclaimed Carnes
emphatically. “I have done nothing
so far and I am the least important
member of the party. I’ll do the

watching.”
“Let’s draw straws,” suggested

McCready. "I’m willing to do that,

but if it’s a matter of volunteering, I

refuse to yield to the civilian

branches of the government. The
Navy has traditions to uphold, you
know.”
“McCready’s right,” replied the

doctor. "Get straws, Lieutenant, and
we’ll draw.”
McCready picked up three bits of

grass and held them out.

"The shortest goe9 on watch," he
said. Carnes and the doctor drew,
McCready exhibited the remaining
bit of grass. It was the shortest of

the three. He waited until the next
Bhell burst above them and then
stepped out from the shelter.

"I’ll relieve you in fifteen min-
utes," Baid Carnes as he left.

“Right.”

WHEN the lieutenant had left.

Dr. Bird removed the gag
from Feodrovna’s mouth and tried to

argue with her, but the Russian girl

only glared her hatred and refused to

talk other than to abuse him. With a

sigh, the doctor gave over his efforts

and talked to Carnes. The time

passed slowly with a constant rain of

shells on the knolL
“It’s time for my relief,” said

Carnes at length. As he spoke the

hail of shells on the knoll ceased.

“What the dickens?” cried the

doctor.

He and Carnes jumped from their

shelter and ran over the knoll. On
the plain a few hundred yards from
them, a straggling line of Russians

were advancing with fixed bayonets.

McCready was nowhere in sight

“Where the devil is McCready?”
cried the doctor. “He must have

been killed. Hello, one of the guns
is gone, too. There’s only a belt and

a half of ammunition left. I’ll try

to break that attack up.”

He advanced to the gun and
trained it carefully. When he

pressed the trigger a dull click came

from the gun.

“Misfire I” he cried. He drew back

the bolt and inserted a fresh cart-

ridge. Again the gun clicked harm-

lessly. Dr. Bird ejected the shell and

examined it. A deep indentation ap-

peared on the primer. Hurriedly be

tried a half dozen more cartridges

but they refused to explode. He
turned a keen gaze toward the trucki.

On the ground was set a tube-like

projector pointing toward them. Dr.

Bird swore softly and jerked his pis-

tol from its holster. The hammer
clicked futilely on a cartridge.

“Stymied!” he exclaimed. “They

have that portable ray mechanism
with them, which disabled our

bombs. It’s hand to hand, Carnesy,

old dear. I wonder where McCready
is.”

THE Russians approached slow-

ly, keeping their lines straight

They were within two hundred yards

of the knoll. Suddenly from a point

a hundred yards to the left of the end

of the land came a rattle of fire. The

attacking line dropped in a pile of

grotesque heaps.

“It’s McCready I” shouted Carnes.

A little ravine ran from the knoll

toward the trucks. Sitting in tbe

ravine was the lieutenant, playing a

Browning machine gun on the line

of attackers. When there were no
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more of them on their feet, he turned

bis gun on the trucks. Panic seized

the Russians and they made a rush

for their truck. Their leader leaped

among them, yelling furiously. They
paused and turned to the projector

tube. Slowly they swung it around.

The lieutenant’s gun ceased firing.

As the Russians rushed the now
silent gun, Dr. Bird stepped to the

gun on the knoll. He trained it and

pressed the trigger. A rattle of fire

came from it and two of the rushing

figures fell. The attack paused for

an instant. McCready had risen to

his feet and was running up the

ravine with his gun under his arm.

"Good head!” cried Dr. Bird,

"Clever work! Watch the fun now;.”

He ceased firing his gun. The Rus-

sians wavered and then rushed the

point from which McCready had

fired. The lieutenant allowed them
to get to within a short distance and
then crumpled the attack with an-

other burst of fire from the flank.

With cries of alarm, the Russians

turned and fled toward their trucks.

McCready ran along the ravine un-

til he was within fifty yards of the

standing machines. As the Russians

approached, one of them stepped to

the truck crank. McCready's pistol

spoke and he dropped. A second
shared his fate. With cries of despair,

the Russians climbed into the re-

maining truck whose motor was run-

ning. Rapidly it drove away across

the plain. McCready rose from the

ravine and ran toward the standing
truck. He started the motor and
headed for the knoll.

"He’s got a truck,” cried Carnes.
“We can get away in it.”

“Where to?” demanded Dr. Bird.

“Archangel is between us and the
Denver.” <

The truck came up.
“Come on, Doctor,” cried Mc-

Cready. "Hurry up. We’ll take the
battery out of this truck and get our
plane going.”

"Oh, clever I” cried Dr. Bird ad-

miringly. “Load that gun while I

get Feodrovna, Carnesy. We’ll get

away safely yet.”

THE truck rolled up to the

plane and stopped. While Carnes
transferred the prisoner and the

guns to the plane, the lieutenant and
Dr. Bird ripped up the floor boards
of the truck and exposed the battery.

It was a matter of moments to detach
it and carry it to the plane. It would
not fit in place but they anchored it

in place with wire.

"You’d better hurry,” cried Carnes.

“Here come a couple more trucks

over the plain.”

"That'll do, Doctor,” said Mc-
Cready. “Get on the prop and we’ll

see if the old puddle jumper will

take off.”

Dr. Bird ran to the propeller.

"Ready!” he cried.

"Contact!” snapped McCready.
The plane motor roared into life.

The ship moved slowly forward as

Dr. Bird climbed on board. Toward
the oncoming trucks they rushed
across the plain. A crash seemed im-

minent. In the nick of time Mc-
Cready pulled back on his joystick

and the plane rose gracefully into

the air, clearing the leading truck by
inches. The truck halted and hastily

mounted a machine gun.

"Too late!” laughed the lieuten-

ant. "Now it’s our turn for some
fun.”

He tapped the key of his radio

transmitter. In a few seconds he re-

ceived an answer.
“They have reduced Fort Novad-

winskaja,” he reported to the rear

cockpit, "but they don’t know what
to fire at next. Their largest guns
will reach the factory easily. Shall I

start some fireworks?”

“You may fire when ready, Gridly,”

chuckled Dr. Bird.

Again the lieutenant depressed

his key. From their altitude of four

thousand feet, they could see the

Denver. From its forward turret
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came a puff of smoke. There were a
few moments of pause and then a

cloud of black rose from the plain

below them, half a mile from the

factory. McCready reported the po-
sition of the burst to the ship. A sec-

ond shell burst beyond the factory

and the third just in front of it.

"It’s a clear bracket,” said Mc-
Cready. “Now watch the gun. I’ll

give them a salvo.”

FROM the side of the Denver
came <a cloud of black smoke as

all of her turret guns fired in unison.

The aim was perfect. For a few mo-
ments all was quiet and then the fac-

tory disappeared in a smother of
bursting high explosive shells.

Hardly had the shells landed
than a terrific sheet of lightning

ripped across the sky. The thunder-
clap which seemed to come simul-

taneously, rocked the plane like a

feather. Sheet after sheet of light-

ning illuminated the sky while the

roar of thunder was continuous. Rain
fell in solid sheets. Even as they
watched, it began to turn into snow.
The aircrew bitterly cold.

“The solar magnet is wrecked,”
shouted the doctor, “and these

storms are the efforts of nature to

return to normal.”
“If they get any worse, we’re

doomed.”

“But in a good cause.”

Through the storm the plane raced.

Suddenly the motor died with sick-

ening suddenness.
“Our haywire battery connections

are gone,” shouted McCready. “Say
your prayers.”

The wind tossed the plane about
like a feather. Rapidly it lost alti-

tude. A building loomed up before
them. As a crash seemed imminent,
a gust of wind caught the plqne and
tossed it up into the air again. For
several minutes the ground could not

be seen through the rain. Suddenly
the plane hit an airpocket and
dropped like a stone. With a splash

it fell into the sea. A rift came for

a moment in the curtain of rain.

"Look!” cried Carnes.

A hundred yards away, the Denver
rode at anchor.

“I’m only sorry about one thing,”

said Carnes ten minutes later as they

changed to dry clothes aboard the

battle cruiser, “and that is that Sara-

noff wasn’t in the factory when that

salvo fell on it.”

“I’m glad he was away,” replied

Dr. Bird. “With him absent, we suc-

ceeded in destroying it. If he had

been there, our task would have been

more difficult and perhaps impos-

sible. I am an enemy of Saranoff's,

but I don’t underrate his colossal

genius.”

ASTOUNDING STORIES
For Science Fiction

STRANGE TALES
For Weird Fiction



HeetJug Place lor/Readers of~
Asto unding Stories

Don’t Shootf

Dear Editor:
I would like to have an automatic rifle,

equip it with a silencer, and walk into
your office some day. For, why have we
no reprints? And where’s our quarterly?

Really, you have no idea how we Read-
er* yearn for those two things. When are
we going to get them? If nothing else,
take a vote on them, anyway. It will serve
to break the monotony of so many re-
peated howls that you receive.
Now, getting right down to the July

edition of A. S., I want to say a few words
in sudden, vicious slam at those proud
personages who persist in finding mistakes
In stories. I do it myself, occasionally,
but I’ve found out that it is bad for the
health; someone is liable to get fed up
on being slammed to the four comers of
the Earth.
Why do such people read A. S„ any-

how? If they want to cut theories to
pieces, they should pick on Einstein, not
on our poor, gentle Authors who wouldn’t
hurt a fly. (?) I believe that a certain
amount of satire is neceasary in a Science
Fiction story. Without it, the tale would
be a common, everyday story of the type
that ends up “and they lived Bcrappily
ever after.”
In the July issue, which I have men-

tioned above, I liked all the stories—and
that’s going some. “The Exile of Time"
should rank with “Jetta of the Lowlands”
and “Brigands of the Moon” as Cum-
mings’ best novels in the last few years.
It was great.

I’ll cut off now, because there are more
fellows crowding down in front to holler
about reprints, quarterlies, etc. I’ll be
seeing you!—Eugene Beneflel, The Pio-
neer, Tucson, Ariz.

Likes the Letters

Dear Editor:
I am accepting your invitation to write

and tell you I liked the last issue, which
was excellent.
Here is how I rate the stories: 1

—“The
Earthman’s Burden,” by Starzl; 2—“Hol-
ocaust, by Diflin; 3—“The Man from
2071,” by Wright; 4-“The Exile of
Time, by Cummings 5—“Manape the
Mighty,” by Burks.
My reason for rating Burks’ story last

not that it was not a good story, but
because lately there have been so man^
imitations of Tarzan of the Apes in vari-

ous magazines, and this resembles them.
I find that Cummings excels in con-

vincing plots and ingenious time explana-
tions. His stories nave action and va-

riety. But not much variety in plot. Starxl
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'Writes vivid, exciting, convincing stories
that always seem like actual happenings.
Murray Leinster is in this same class. So
is Diffin. Never a waBted word in their
stories. 1 would like to read a novel by
Starxl some time. S. P. Wright and Capt.
Meek write a different type of Btory, but
lead in that type. I always enjoy the let-

ters.-—Margaret Fitzgerald, Ponca, Ncbr.

A Very Common Conclusion

Dear Editor:
In glancing over the letters from Read-

ers, one is always surprised by the diver-

gent ideas represented. Practically the

only point upon which all agree is, they
all intend to continue to spend twenty
cents for Astounding Stories. I am forced
to the same remarkable conclusion my-
self. Or is it an ordinary one?

I read one other Science Fiction mag-
azine, but And Astounding Stories more
to my liking. Possibly that is because each
issue has one or more stories by old fa-

vorites of mine. Inasmuch as I read for
entertainment, I do not care a great deal

for technical backgrounds. Nor am I very
particular as to whether any particular
fact is considered scientifically possible
in the light of present day facts. I trust

the Author to not impose too heavily

upon my credulity.
Personally, I do not care and never ex-

f

iect to care for quarterlies or annuals. I

ike a neat magazine, good paper if prac-
tical, a judicial sprinkling of illustrations

and an old favorite occasionally; about
bi-monthly, or what have you!—Kenneth
C. Cable, 159 New York Ave., Rochester,
Pa.

A Buttercup

I

Dear Editor:

,

Along with tHia enclosure I might say
that in addition to being continuity direc-

tor and publicity director, I take part in

musical and dramatic programs, having a

tenor voice. If you are acquainted with
radio studios you probably know the many
other little things that must be taken care

of, and they usually fall to my lot.

I consider Astounding StorieB the best
magazine of this type on the market to-

day, and would not miss an issue for any-
thing. Although I read all Science Fic-

tion magazines from cover to cover, I be-

lieve that A. S. has the best assortment
to be found, and hope you keep up the

good work.
The novelette, “The HandB of Aten,

by H. G. Winter, which I have just fin-

ished, ranks, first in the July issue; in my
estimation, anyway. However, it should
have had a different ending, one which
would have allowed the girl Taia to re-

turn to New York and thus leave room
for a sequel.

I trust that this has not bored you, and
once again I say, long live Astounding

Stories.—C. A. Andrew. Sun Life Assur-
ance Bldg., Spokane, Wash.

"Too Much”—But "Interesting’

Dear Editor:
I started reading your magazine with

S
our May issue, and I must say that “Dark
loon," by Charles Diffin, was a great lit-

tle Btory, as was “The Death Cloud,”
“When the Moon Turned Green," and the
Dr. Bird story.

I was hoping for a sequel to “Dark
Moon," and am glad to hear that we will
have it with the August issue.
“Manape the Mighty,” by Aithur

J.
Burks, was great, and so was ^“Holo-
caust.

” “The Man from 2071,” and“Tbs
Exile of Time" were interesting, but time
stories are a little too far fetched for me.We may be able to delve into the past,
but when we bring a person long dead
into the present, marry her, and then
her into the future on a honeymoon, it la

too much. Anyway, they make interesting
reading.

In your July issue I have just read “The
Doom from Planet 4.” It is good, but
Jack Williamson could have made more
out of it. I haven’t read the rest of the
mag, but it looks greater than ever.

I d like to ask a favor from your Read-
ers. Would be willing to buy from anyone
copies of A. Merritt's “Moon Pool,” and
other works he has written, and also
would like a list of Science Fiction au-
thors who have had their workB published
in book form. Am also willing to get “The
Purple Sapphire” and "The Gold Tooth”
and “The Greatest Adventure,” by John
Taine.—Cam Costa, 309 Harmon St,
Brooklyn. N. Y.

"How Divine!"

Dear Editor:
Will someone please hand me a glass of

water or something to revive my faint-

ing senses? After finishing "The Exile of
Time,” my brain is still in a whirl and I

am slightly fog-bound. I don't think thers
ever was a story that had such a dizzying
effect on me as that. Oh boyt If I had
only been blessed with the imagination of
Ray Cummings I I’d never bother about
the worries of this old world

;
why I could

just go off by myself and carry ray mind
into the world of a million years henct
and be in a world all my own, with no
worries about the rent, or whether my sal-

ary yill be cut, or anything at all for that

matter. How divine I I know there will

be enough criticism about that story, ao 1

decided I would pick the one great advan-
tage in it and write it in. That is the

fact that it is certainly diverting. Not
much chance for boredom there.

Well, I’ve said all I’m going to «»
about it. There’s material there for an all

day argument, if one wanted to argue all

day, which I don't.

A few other stories I would like to com-
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mend are "When the Moon Turned Green”
and "Dark Moon." Also "The Death
Cloud,” which appeared in the May issue.

Id the Tune issue my choice for good
stories is, first, of course, “Manape the

Highty.” There’s lots of room for discus-

sion in that story, too. “The Man from
2071” and "Holocaust” were excellent,

though the plot of the latter was old.

That little item in the July number
about traveling to the moon reminds me
of when I read Jules Verne’s “From
Earth to Moon.” Sounds good in theory,

anyway. "The Doom from Planet 4” is just

another one of those world annihilation

affairs. "The Hands of Aten,” by H. G.
Winter, is most entertaining. I like stories

that deal with ancient races, and thank
goodness it ended just a little bit different
than the usual stories of that type. Let’s

have more of the same.
I noticed in thi9 issue also that all your

illustrations are being done now by Wes-
80 . I congratulate you on your decision
to retain him exclusively. His drawings
of machinery, especially, are very accu-
rate.—Betty Mulharen, 630 Colburn Ave.,
Detroit, Mich.

7Vo Years Late

Dear Editor:
Have just finished my first copy of

Astounding Stories and want to say that I

feel like kicking myself for having missed
two years of delightful reading—and so
cheap I

I owe it all to a friend of mine,' who,
when I asked him for a magazine, said
that he had only one—Astounding Stories
—one I never read. But being in a posi-
tion where I couldn't get another maga-
zine of the Bame type, I had to content
myself with it and am I glad 7 I’ll sayl

I read several stories by Ray Cummings
In other magazines and knew what to ex-
pect, and so I was doubly repaid. But

—

darn it—why did I have to get the July
number with the end of his story in it?
Anyway, let’s have more of Mr. Cum-
mings’ work.—Edwin Brooks, 1454 South
Harding Ave., Chicago, 111.

“A New Fiction Character

”

Dear Editor:
For once since this Twentieth Century

began, a definitely new fiction character
nil been put forward: “Tugh,” in "The
Mile of Time.” "Tugh” in a literary
ense ranks with “Margrave” and "'Ter'
H»ytt°n), "West” (Bellamy) and "Olvir
Bukin." Honor to his inventor, Mr. Cum-
mings I

May I not say here that Mr. Cummings
hu put forward a time-concept as scien-
tifically logical as his creation-concept of
1928? Botn have the simplicity and har-
nony to hard, cold facts that go with
uulc accuracy. No "Swaml stuff” or "oc-
ciutiim" here, friend Ray! The non- Eu-
clidean modem” physicists with their

“limited infinities” are far more "theo-
sophiCal” to me.

In view of Dr. Wm. Teg’s work, I
should say that the “Master Machine” in
the "Revolt of the Machines" is mechani-
cally and scientifically possible. So are
the Robots; even Tugh. But I think them
easier to control than the stories state.
How would this do for a story? A red-

headed, beautiful and intelligent young
woman makes up a party for a Mars voy-
age, makes the trip with a^out normal
risk, finds a city of the nearly extinct race
that designed the waterways and estab-
lishes commercial intercourse. The nar-
rator to be her chum. No love Btory, no
"wild western” combats, but normal, in-

telligent Earthlings establishing inter-

course with the remnant of a mightier
and saner race.—Leon Partridge, Box 84,

Cornish, Me.

Likes "Impossible" Stories

Dear Editor:
In the July number of Astounding

Stories I notice that Mr. Davis says, in

"The Readers’ Comer,” "How could the
intrepid explorers on the Dark Moon see
the light of Earth and the other planets
if the light from the Dark Moon could
not pass the gaseous formation to the
Earth, etc.? And how could the Dark
Moon receive the light that it did.” And
you replied, "Mr. Diffin did not explain
that; perhaps he intends to do so in a
sequel. Who knows?”
Now if I remember correctly (I gave

my copy to a friend and so I can’t check
up on it), Mr. Diffin did explain it. He
said that the gas was so composed that
the light could go one way but not the
other for some unknown reason.

In regard to Ray Cummings’ story,
"The Exile of Time, Mr. Cummings ex-
plains ^that the things that were done in

the "past” by people of the "future" were
recorded as mysteries, which is very fine

and absolutely possible. He also gives a
very good explanation of time being a vi-

brating band, and as the vibration be-
comes greater we pass along into the
"future.

I like the "impossible" stories best be-
cause they are impossible. I think “The
Tentacles from Below,” by Anthony Gil-

more, was the best story I ever read, with
“Manape the Mighty* a close second.
Though, of course, all your stories are

good.—Herbert Fearing, Main Stree*

wenham, Mass.

Correspondents Wanted

Dear Editor:
I wish to take the opportunity to tell

you that Astounding Stories is one of the
most interesting and educational maga-
zines published. I’ve just finished reading
"Manape the Mighty, in the Tune issue,

and it was a story among millions, and
one of the best you have published so far.

Keep up the good work I
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I surely would be glad to have corre-
lents to discuss anything and every-E with.—Charles Nelson, Box 288,
i, Minn.

Now You’ll Believe!
\

Dear Editor:
After finishing your Astounding Stories

the other day I pitched it over to another
traveler on the train saying, "Some good
Science Fiction stories in here, but lota
of rubbish."
Got off the train and got into a cab. I

noticed a few people gazing at the sky
and looked up. From my view I saw noth-
ing. Thinking it an airplane the folks
were watching, I went on ray way.
The enclosed clippings from the next

morning's paper as to two true facts, a
marvelous Robot and the falling of a
large meteorite, made me sit up and take
notice.
They corroborate splendidly the stories

1 thought were interesting but "rubbish."
I thought one story, in which Robots were
able to talk, highly improbable—then, lo
and behold, a real specimen turned up at
hand in the very next city I reached!
Now then, in the future if you want me

to read your Btories don’t be destroying
the people on Earth. I’d be fearful of
reading the daily press and seeing that it

had happened)—Jack Tobin, 15 ttatavig
St., Boston, Mass.

"The ’ Corner’ First”

Dear Editor:
As I have been reading our magazine

for over a year now, I suppose it’s about
time for me to peck out a few lines and
tell you how much I enjoy Astounding
Stories. I read every single story, serial,

article and “The Readers’ Corner” that
appears in the magazine, and have enjoyed
every one except “The Corpse on the
Grating,” by Hugh B. Cave. Whew—that
gave me the creeps, like a ghoBt story.
“The Doom from Planet 4,” by Jack

Williamson, I enjoyed immensely. “The
Hands of Aten,” by H. G. Winter, sound-
ed kind of familiar. That idol stuff

sounded like Edgar Rice Burroughs’
“Master Mind of Mars.” And another
thing, if the cat-walk across the volcano
was supported only by two ropes—as I

saw it to be—and if the hero cut one
rope, then how could the priests walk
across it? As a whole, it was good. “Thtf
Diamond Thunderbolt,” by H. Thompson
Rich was good. “The Slave Ship From
Space,” by A. R. Holmes. I would also list

as good. “The Revolt of the Machines,”
by Nat Scatchner and Arthur L. Zagat,
was very interesting.
“The Exile of Time,” by Ray Cum-

mings, was much better than his preceding
stones, though not as good as “Brigands
of the Moon” and “Jetta of the Low-
lands.”
The cover was grand, and told the story

by Itself. Wesso is good, so keep him. Iwas delighted to find that he illustrated
every story this time.

I'm glad to Bee that “Brood of the DarkMoon,r
is coming next month. I’m sure it

will be as good as “Dark Moon.”
I enjoy “The Readers’ Corner” and al-

ways read it first. I can only suggest one
thing which I think would improve our
mag, that is to cut the edges of the pagn
even, and then it will be more so than
ever “the beBt magazine on the market.”
For goodness sake, under no considera-
tion enlarge the length and width of it

Harry Harvey, 1700 N. Main St., Salis-
bury, N. C.

Likes Interplanetary Stories

Dear Editor:
The stories which I like to read best

are stories of other planets with modem
inventions. I also like stories of great
electrical experiments.
The most thrilling story I have read in

A. S. is “The Doom from Planet A,
n

by
Jack Williamson. In fact, I get a real
kick out of reading all your stories. “The
Exile of Time,” by Ray Cummings, was
excellent, and I can say that I enjoyed it

very much. — Hugh Moreland, Minter
City, Miss.

Action and Reaction

Dear Editor:
1 have obtained the July issue of “our

mag,” and while reading “The Readers’
Comer” first, as I invariably do, I came
across the letter from Mr. Smith and the
reply of Mr. Ernst. In my opinion Mr.
Smith is quite right. I have not yet read
“The World Behind the Moon, but I

have been able to gather enough from the
correspondence for my purpose, and I

will now attempt to show how wrong is

the reasoning of its author.
First, what is space? Since in space

there are large bodies—for instance, the

Earth—traveling at a speed of, say,

65,000 miles per hour, it follows that space
must be reasonably empty, or at feaat

there is nothing in it to produce any ap-

reciable friction, or else the Earth would
urn itself out or something equally dis-

astrous would happen. Thus it is obvlon
that even if space is not a vacuum, aa I

believe, at least it contains nothing to

impede the flight of a projectile.
Now: What is it that drives a rocket?

A rocket depends for its motion on the

action of the gases not pushing agalnsttbc
air, but by providing, by the explosion,

an equal and opposite reaction to that of

the rocket. The action is illustrative of

Newton’s third law of motion, that actios

and reaction are equal and opposite. Thu
a rocket depends for its motion not on the

ressure of the gases on the atmosphere
ut on the reaction to the body of tbe

rocket produced by the explosion of tbs

chemicals.
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As to the experimental proof that a

rocket will work in a vacuum, this was
given a few months ago in another maga-
zine. It consists of firing a gun in a
vacuum. When the weapon is fired it jerkB
backward and swings for a time. But,
perhaps Mr. Ernst will sap there is still a

small amount of gas in the vacuum.
Granted; but it can be calculated that in

a vacuum the explosion of the gases in a
rocket has more effect than they would
have in air, whe're it is impeded by fric-
tion. Thus, since we have vacuum, the
rocket will consequently be more efficient

in the frictionless space than in the at-

mosphere.
I nope that Mr. Ernst takes this in the

right spirit, as I really like his stories. I

would specially like to mention hi9 “In-
credible Formula,” and congratulate him
on it.

That being off my mind I will now show
the Editor how to run the magazine I

How do you like that for presumption? I

must say that it has improved in the last

few months almost beyond recognition.
The first obvious thing to do is to smooth
the edges of the magazine, and make it

look decent besides being more conveni-
—*nt when reading. The next, which yon
seem to be doing, is to make the paper
thinner. Change that blue name on white,

--which is on the backbone of the mag, to
black on red or something equally artis-

tic. The illustrations are fine; they can-
not be improved. The stories should con-
tain as much science as possible; do not
let it degenerate into a fairy tale mag.

I would like to inform poor English
readers of the formation of the Ilford
Science Literary Circle which has been
founded by Mr. Walter H. Gillings, 123
Grove Green Road, Laytonstone. London
E. 11, England, for the spread of Science
Fiction and scientific reading in general.
Will any Science Fiction fans in Liver-
pool communicate with me in an effort to
organize the Readers in England? My
chief interest is in astronomy and I am a
member of the Liverpool Astronomical
Society.—Leslie G. Johnson, 46 Mill
Lane, Old Swan, Liverpool, Lancashire,
Eng.

True! True!

Dear Editor:
As a Reader of Science Fiction for the

ast thirty ycarB, I think I am fully capa-
le to give you the ‘Wwdown" on the

storieB you print compared to the classics
that have appeared in the last two decades.

I’ve watched the war rage between the
Readers-Who-Want-Reprints and the
Ones-Who-Don’t with a lot of interest.
When such noted Authors as Garrett P.
Serviss, George Allan England, Victor
Rousseau, and H. G. Wells tried their
hand at Science Fiction twenty years ago
it was a brand new and untouched field of
fiction. Their first few stories were mas-
terpieces to the Readers who read them.

They had never before read a story re-

sembling the fantastic type and wers
therefore glad to get p new kind of fiction^

where their minds could rum rampags
through our galaxy. The stories made a

deep impression on them. So did the first

detective, the first Western and the first

romantic story make an impression on us.

The first we read is usually the best.
Then other Authors tried their hand si

this new fiction. But plots were getting
Bcarce and they had to use the same gen-
eral ones over and over. There wbb noth-
ing else for them to do.
Now your Readers want the "old

classics.” Friends, take my word fot it,

there are too few good “classics” to worry
much about them. You'll only find upon
reading them, that they are the same staff

you are now treading in Astounding
Stories, only not as well written. The
“old classics” were written long ago,
don’t forget, and the author had to use in-

ventions which are in common use to-day
to make someone famous and to have him
acclaimed the hero of the world. Yon
would just smile at these stories, and most
of the early readers of Science Fiction
who have already read the “classics*
won’t find the same thrill they got when
they read them twenty years ago.

I sincerely believe that Astounding
Stories to-day is publishing better stories
than those classics ever were. And some
of the stories are original, too. On com-
paring the current issue with stories that
have appeared in the past, I find that out
of the six Btories in the issue four of
them are different from anything I ever
read before I "The Doom from Planet 4"

is, of course, worn with age, and I’m sur-
prised that you still print Buch stories.

’The Exile of Time” nas also been used
partly. But if Cummings writes it, it’s

interesting, even if the plot has been used
a hundred times!—John Henderson, 23S4
Webster Ave., Bronx, N. Y.

Authors Without Humor

Dear Editor;
I accept your invitation to join “The

Readers’ Corner.”
I notice that a certain Gertrude Hem-

kins wishes no explanations of the science
of onr stories. I agree to a limit, for we
do not want a lecture, or, as she says, “We
go to Bleep.” But on the other hand I

like a little explanation; if we were all

like Mi9s Gertrude, we might as well

read Grimm’s^ Fairy Tales. Peoples'
growing and diminishing when they like

is fantastic enough with explanation, let

alone without. She forgetB the other side

of the question, that’s all.

Talking about diminishing, I fail to see

how solid objects such as buttons, clothes,

vials, flasks and revolvers could diminish
with the human body in Ray Cummings’
“Beyond the Vanishing Point.” If they

did, why is the water out of which the

germs came left normal? However, l
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thought this quite a fine story, indeed.
A Tong time ago you published “Out of

the Sea’s Depths.” Well, I’d like a sequel.
Thanks.
One more thing: people do not seem to

be satisfied with your covers, pages, etc.

Well, what do they buy the magazine for
if not to read it? The merit is not in, but
on the paper.
The only brickbat I can throw is that

your Authors seem to have no sense of
humor. It is only cheerfulness and humor
that has kept many humans from becom-
ing insane; buck up and be merry!—-S.

Bright, 31B South Lambeth R±, Stock-
well, London, Eng.

“Miles Ahead

”

Dear Editor:
"Hats off, here comes Charley!” is what

I always want to say when your magazine
comes out. I read one other Science Fic-
tion magazine besides yours, but A. S. is

miles ahead.
Once in a while I almost get mad when

I think of some of the smug, pettifogging
and inaccurate philosophers who are al-

ways finding fault with the best Science
Fiction mag on the market. I am not the
type that likes to criticize, so I won’t. I

take a magazine for what it is, and if I

don’t like it, I certainly don't buy it. But
you may rest assured that I am a steady
Reader of yours, because A. S. is the only
real magazine on the market.

I would appreciate it very much if some
of the Readers of about my own age,
which iB 15, would correspond with me.—
Hubert Miller, P. O. Box 1023, Casper,
Wyo.

A Short Short Story

Dear Editor:
I wish to present one of the most amaz-

ing, astounding, incredible, unbelievable
short short Science Fiction stories ever
written:

Chapter I

The Unbelievable Event
In the year 1932, Astounding

\ Stories gave their Readers a Quar-
' terly! I

’ The End
J —Marlene Kay, Seattle, Wash.

iTlealth Being Ruined

Dear Editor:
Why, oh why, can’t A. S. be published

twice a month? While waiting for the
first Thursday of the month, I get gTay
hair and nervous breakdowns. That’s
about the only fault of our magazine. The
cover illustrations are, in my opinion,
perfect; they portray the fiery spirit of
scientific fantasy that we Readers so
much enjoy. I’ think that the July issue
was about the best we've had for quite a
while. The stories were interesting—
every last one of them I

I welcome and promise to answer mi
letters that fellow Science Fiction |2|
may send; we folks really ought to g?
acquainted.—Arthur Hermann, 2460
44th St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Terrible

Dear Editor:
Oh I oh I oh I I’m on my vacation sal

last night when I stopped in Portland,
Oregon, I saw something terrible, horri-
ble, awful. “What?" say the Readea.
“The American flag being trampled in the
mud?” No, not that, but I assure you it
was terrible. An old copy of "ow"
Astounding Stories was being used for a
paper-weight.
Yes I True I “Our” precious magazine

,
fit for a king’s royal library, waB retting
on top of a pile of dusty newspapers lying
on the pavement where everyone com
see it. Crime, that's what it was! Port-
land ought to be ashamed of itself. Wlat
has this city to say for itself? It should
be outlawed for this unforgivable decdl
The new issue of “our” magazine U in-

credibly fine! Jack Williamson “cops"
another cover, I Bee^ His “Doom frow
Planet 4” was unusual and fine. So wen
all the other stories in this issue.

I’d like to ask one question. Sometime
back I noticed, a letter by someone is

which was used the abbreviation STF for

scientifiction, and what I wish to know ii

who originated this abbreviation? Did
Mr. Ackerman? If he did, I congratulate
him. It’s a great time-saving device.
Everyone ought to use it.

Incidentally, my initials, as yon wiD
notice, make STF. That’s why I want to

find out who did the inventing, as I want
to thank him, her or them.—Stone T.

Farmington. (No address.)

A Challenge

Dear Editor:
In nearly every Science Fiction story

that I read, space is described as an in-

finite blackness. I would appreciate it

very much if someone would prove that

space is black!
I sincerely think that you have one of

the best, if not the best, Science Fiction

magazine on the market.
Anyone wishing to discuss space plena

write to me.—Thomas Daniel, Box 247,

Sidney, Nebr.

With Editorial Blushes

Dear Editor:
I notice that la the August 4

Astounding Stories you printed six lettr

which complimented the artla^ P*®1, i

his fine illustration of “The fiart*

Burden." I will admit that it t

lent, but Mr. Mortimer Weisinger I®***
bit too far in stating that Paul u ™
greatest of all artists.

I moat assuredly do not agree with yu<i
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Mr. Weisinger; in my estimation no artiBt

can even approach Wesso for his marvel-
ous illustrations. 1 will, however, concede
Mr. Paul Becond place in the ranks of
Science Fiction’ illustrators, but Wesso
takes the cake, bud you should have all

but one or twq~ illustrations by him. Let
Paul draw those other two and everything
will be okay.

,j Although I do not agree
with Mr. Weisinger on the merit of Paul's
illustrations, I most heartily agree with
him on that masterpiece by C. w. Diffin,

“Holocaust.” It was a gem.
I shall now proceed to eaplain to his

nibs, Mr. James M. Kennedy, of Ithaca,

how it is possible to consider Astounding
Stories easily the best magazine on the
market.

I believe, that this rests entirely in the

hands of the Editor of a magazine. If an
Editor will accept the usual run of Sci-

ence Fiction stories and clutter up his

magazine with them, there will surely be
a big difference between his magazine and
anoHier that has an intelligent editor like

Mr. Bates, who knows what the public
wants and gives them what they want. I

think that Mr. Bates has managed
Astounding Stories admirably, and I am
sure that many of you other Readers feel

the same as I do, so let’s drink a toast to

Mr. Harry Bates, the finest Editor in the
world [uncensored—Ed.].—W. G. Diehl,
145-38 Eighth Ave., Malba, L. I., N. Y.

",Except That It—

”

Dear Editor:
I must express myself in regards to

"our” magazine, so here goes:
A. S. is the best magazine of its kind

on the market. I formerly read two other
Science Fiction magazines, but after I

read my first issue of A. S. I quit them.
They seemed, wall, “not so hot." I cannot
really criticize A. S.—except that it

might be twice as thick and come out
four times a month.
And now for my idea. Why not add five

or six pages and in them publish a short
story by one of Astounding Stories’ Read-
ers. You may discover some new authors
that way?—Louis Kahn, 1146 E. 21st St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

A Dull One

Dear Editor:
I have read Astounding Stories for half

a year and find it most interesting, but in

the August issue there wbb one story that
was moat unoriginal and dull. I am re-
ferring to “The Moon Weed,” by Harl
Vincent.
How Van's apparatus brought the seeds

from the moon requires a little more ex-
planation. It is silly to just say the dis-

rupted protons and electrons. Giving a
little more scientific explanation would
have made the story more interesting, but
instead we have dull statistics and a con-
clusion that is quite obvious.

I wonder if the Author knows that tla
story, "The Ivy War,’’ in another Seines
Fiction magazine is not unlike this story.—Arnold D. Fisher, 1125 Sherida!
Bronx, N. Y.

Thoughtful Restraint
Dear Editor:

I’m not going to criticize the stories ii

E
our excellent August issue, because 1

now from experience that whenever I

come across a letter in “The ReadeiV
Corner” describing in detail the faults h
some story, I scurry to a bookcase ia

which I have a couple of hundred assorted
Science Fiction magazines and look up
that story. This takes time and trouble,

so, thinking that perhapB other Readen
do the same, I will stop this type of

criticizing.
I wonder why Paul the Great didn't

illustrate anything in the August issue?

Especially after you used him once in a
previous issue?
By the way, do you arrange the stories

in Astounding Stories in an order best

calculated by you to please the Readers of

the magazine?
Someone in "The Readers' Comer*

said that “Anybody who yells about the

color of the cover and the durability of

the paper is not very interested in

Astounding Stories.” I disagree with this

Reader. People who criticize your maga-
zine are trying to help Astounding Stories

,t9 improve and surpass other magazines
in the field of Science Fiction. Right now
it is foolish to gay that one magazine is

better than another, for they all have

much the same authors.—Robert Baldwin,
Hazel Ave., Highland Park, 111.

"—And Winter Knocks tfim Out!"

Dear Editor:
The following is a classification of the

stories in the August issue: "The Midget
from the Island”—unparagoned; “file

Moon Weed”—super-fine; “The Danger
from the Deep”—tip-top

; “The Port of

Missing Planes”—inimitable.
I don’t list "Brood of the Dark Moon*

as I never read serials until I have than

complete—and then I usually read than

without eating a bite, drinking a drop, or

sleeping a wink I

Strange to say, Astounding i3 getting

better with each iBaue. I know you*vs

heard that line before, but if a thing’!

true, there’B no harm in repeating it. I

don't see how you do it. Most magazines

run a good issue once in a while and then

S
o back to mediocre stories. But gosh

am it, you've been keeping a high stsn£

ard for a year and a half I Every issue u
rated by me at 99}4%. I won’t give yM
the other x/rfo until I see a reprint u
"our” magazine.

I must congratulate you on one of.yow

new authors, H. G. Winter. Readen, |tn

him a big hand.
In this comer, ladies and gentian**
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Mr. H. G. Winter, the challenger for the
World’s Author Championship! (Claps)
The Belli Mr. Winter leads with his

“Hand9 of Aten.” The champ misses with
an interplanetary story, and Winter
knocks him out with “The Midget from
the Island.” Time of bout: two issues.
Wait a minute, folks, we'll try and get
the new champ to come over to “The
Readers' Corner” and say something.
Here you are, Mr. Winter. “Thank you
folks for enjoying my stories, and I wish
to say that I hope to have many more
stories for you real Boon.” Thank you,
Mr. Winter.
You’re captured many top-notch

authors from other magazines, but there's
still some "gold in them thar hills 1"

Among the hills such nuggets are still

waiting to be picked up: A. Merritt, Otis
Adelbert Kline, Stanton A. Coblentz and
Edgar Rice Burroughs. In fact, if you get
a story by any of these I’ll give you that
other yive, and then you can Bmile and
say, “Now I've got a 100% magazine”—
without bribing a certain Reader by using
reprints)—Isadore Kluck, 2362 Webster
Ave., New York, N. Y.

“The Readers’ Corner

”

All readers are extended a sin-

cere and cordial invitation to “cotoe

over in *The Readers’ Corner’ ” and
join in our monthly discussion of

stories, authors, scientific principle
and possibilities—everything that’s

of common interest in connection

with our Astounding Stories.

Although from time to time the

Editor may make a comment or so,

this is a department primarily for

Readers, and we want you to make
full use of it. Likes, dislikes, criti-

cisms, explanations, roses, brickbats,

suggestions— everything’s welcome
here; so “come over in 'The Readers’

Corner'” and discuss it with all of <

us!

—The Editor.

If

—

You Missed Our Announcement Last

Month, You Have No Time to Waste.

So Go At Once to th^Nearest News-

stand and Get Your Copy of

STRANGE TALES
The New Weird Fiction Companion

Magazine to the Science Fiction

ASTOUNDING STORIES
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